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Abstract
Literature on the Japanese political economy has largely portrayed the core
characteristics of the Japanese political economy as locking into a certain pattern
that placed Japan at a competitive advantage over other industrialized nations in
the 1970s and 80s, but prevented Japan from adjusting to the new parameters of
global competition that emerged in the 1990s. This thesis engages in a more
detailed study of firm behaviour to demonstrate that, where exposed to the
changing global environment, firms have been adapting their strategies, which is in
turn affecting firm capabilities and therefore overall national competitiveness. In
the flat-panel television and semiconductor industries, the Japanese electronics
majors have greeted the changing global environment with a variety of departures
from the traditional Japanese production model. By contrast, in the mobile handset
industry,

a

buoyant

and

heavily

insulated

domestic

market

kept

most

manufacturers embedded in the domestic institutional environment until very
recently, with the erosion of national borders finally beginning to prompt serious
consideration of global market strategies.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
In the 1970s and 80s, Japanese electronics manufacturing shone. Using the highly
effective arsenal of manufacturing techniques developed in the early postwar years,
the Japanese electronics giants held sway at the forefront of global competition
across a swathe of industries. Integrated production, incremental improvements,
total quality management, just-in-time production facilitated by closeknit supplier
networks ... this was the cutting edge of modern manufacturing. And it was backed
by the muscle of Japan Inc., a tight government-business partnership that saw
industrial policy used initially to power industry forward and later to support
industry's own initiatives. Western firms driven down the rankings or entirely out
of the market by Japanese competition hastened to adopt Japanese manufacturing
approaches and pressed their own governments for greater support.

In the 1990s, however, things seemed to fall apart for the Japanese electronics
firms. O n the global front, technological advances, particularly in the area of
information technology, opened the way for new styles of production. In the
West, U S original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) in particular were quick to
adopt open architecture, digitalizing detailed manufacturing

information

for

instantaneous transmission around the globe to take advantage of a raft of
increasingly sophisticated contract suppliers in Taiwan, China, India and elsewhere
in Asia. T h e goal was to offload the risk and expense entailed by manufacturing
machinery to focus increasingly scarce in-house resources on high-added-value core
competencies. At the same time, they could continue to control the direction of
technology by manipulating information flows. Alternatively, de facto standards
could be used to the same end if a sufficiently large client base could be locked in to
compel other firms to pay licensing fees for the right to market products with a
compatible interface. Another open architecture variation was the 'fabless' firm,
which

dealt exclusively in producing designs to sell on to

OEMs

or

for

manufacture at its new industry counterpart, the pure-play foundry (see below). In

all its forms, the new open architecture offered huge advantages in terms of speed
and cost, and US firms were soon riding high on the strength of it.

More locally, other East Asian firms were emerging as real contenders. Much like
the Japanese in the early 1970s, the Koreans in particular were using low-cost mass
production to capture the low end of the market, then ploughing profits mto
upgrading their capacities to seize middle-end market share and eventually
encroach on the top end. Such broad market control had a number of advantages:
it increased their muscle in price negotiations with suppliers; enabled them to
exploit their technologies over a wide range of products; and created a solid brand
presence in offshore markets. Often directly managed by their owners, these Asian
rival firms seemed both more willing and more able to take risks and act swiftly
than their board-managed Japanese rivals, gaining an edge even in such traditional
Japanese strongholds as semiconductors. East Asian firms were also making names
for themselves by exploiting the potential of the new electronic manufacturing
services (EMS) to provide manufacturing facilities for the downsized OEMs. Firms
like Singapore's Flextronics built a high-level parts development capacity that
enabled them to design as well as manufacture for their clients, with economies of
scale and long client lists earning them major profits. Meanwhile, Taiwanese firms
pioneered the merchant foundry model as a counterpart to the fabless firm,
providing EMS-based 'pure-play' manufacturing.

Amidst this flurry of international business innovation, Japanese electronics firms
were struggling with a decade-long domestic recession that had made banks
reluctant to lend and consumers reluctant to buy. They had initially weathered the
economic slump better than many other domestic industries, but the East Asian
financial crisis in 1997 followed by the collapse of the IT bubble in 2001 emptied
their coffers and plunged them deeply into the red in the first experience of deficit
for many of them in their long histories. At the same time, their international
competitiveness was slumping markedly in semiconductors and other

key

industries where they had previously excelled, while in new growth industries such
as personal computers and mobile phones, they were failing to reach so much as

the start line in international markets. Long accustomed to looking inward rather
than outward, they seemed unable to gauge market direction and take informed
risks as market challengers, while their manufacturing practices, oriented toward
lengthy development times for top-quality, highly-sophisticated but extremely
costly products, appeared hopelessly outdated in an era where time, price and
presence were everything. Change was essential, yet the previously dynamic and
flexible Japanese electronics majors now seemed locked into a downward
trajectory, to the point where US rivals were referring to them as " competitive
dinosaurs" (Borrus 1997: 2).

"Why, despite widespread recognition of the declining competitiveness of the
traditional 'Japanese model', have Japanese firms been so unwilling and even
unable to adapt their strategies to the changing global business environment? Has
that indeed been the case, or has national-level modelling in the literature disguised
a more complex situation at the industry and firm level?

Explanations in the literature
A string of studies in the literature on Japanese political economy from the mid1990s onward (see, for example, Katz 1998; Pempel 1998; Lincoln 2001; Vogel
2002; Anchordoguy 2005) have sought to explain the apparent paralysis afflicting
Japanese industry and the Japanese political economy in general. Some have
highlighted the growing ineffectiveness of industrial policy and governmentbusiness cooperation (Gallon 1995). Others have pointed to outdated institutions
(Lincoln 2001), noting the stasis created in the financial system by powerful vested
interests (Grimes 2001; Amyx 2004). Socioeconomic institutions in particular, such
as lifelong employment and long-term customer-supplier relationships, have been
identified as preventing business from initiating the kind of radical restructuring
common in the United States (Inagami and Whittaker 2005). Anchordoguy argues
that "deep-seated communal norms regarding justice, social order, national
identity, and national self-sufficiency" (Anchordoguy 2005: 3) have prevented firms
from taking action despite their rational awareness of the need to do so.

Such diagnoses of Japanese firms' recent woes certainly fit comfortably within the
mainstream Japan literature, in which Japanese firms are generally treated as
homogenous

entities

operating

within

the

constraints

of

a

particularly

homogenizing domestic institutional environment. This is partly because of the
nature of political economy

as a field, which

leans toward

national-level

aggregation usually focused on the state. The agency of firms is generally given
short shrift in this general political economy literature other than in examinations
of business organizations and other such collective agents. Where they do appear,
firms are treated as homogenous constructs presumed to follow the manufacturing
model in vogue in that state at that time; variation in their behavior is dismissed as
system 'noise' (Crouch and Farrell 2002; 2004: 33). The same tendency is apparent
in the Japan literature. Business was represented as a powerful player in the Japan
Inc. debate of the 1970s and 80s, for example, but this was almost exclusively
business considered at the level of industrial organizations like the powerful
Keidanren rather than the strategies and actions of individual firms (see, for
example, Yanaga 1968; Curtis 1975; Lynn and McKeown 1988).

Moreover, when it comes to Japanese manufacturing, attempts to explain the
apparent superiority of the 'Japanese model' over the 'American model' back in
the 1970s and 80s often highlighted such supposedly universal features of the
industrial sector such as cooperative labour-management

relations and

the

development of extensive vertical and horizontal networks (Dore 1973; Tyson and
Zysman

1989.). These features have taken an even more central place in

sociological approaches, which regard social values such as harmony, cooperation
and conformity as deeply implicated in Japan's domestic institutions (see, for
example, Anchordoguy above).

They also appear in more recent institutionalist approaches such as work on
national innovation systems (Freeman 1987; Lundvall 1992) and the influential
Varieties of Capitalism approach (Hall and Soskice 2001). Varieties of Capitalism
categorizes economies into either liberal market economies (LMEs) or coordinated
market economies (CMEs) according to the way in which firms coordinate their

activities with other actors. In LMEs such as the United States and the United
Kingdom, this coordination is characterized by hierarchies and competitive market
arrangements. Japan and other CMEs, by contrast, rely more on non-market
relationships; or, in other words, on cooperation rather than competition. As such,
the CMEs are regarded as excelling at incremental innovation, which requires
stable, long-term relationships, whereas the LMEs have the advantage in radical
innovation where market-driven relationships support rapid, risky enterprises
(Hall and Soskice 2001: 38-39). Given, however, that those industries favouring
incremental innovation are typically mature industries such as steel, whereas
radical innovation is considered the province of new industries like IT (Crouch
2005: 444), the unspoken assumption is that Japan's status as a CME shuts it out of
success in today's key growth industries. Funher, as in other institutionalist
approaches, because of the way in which they constrain choices, the institutional
frameworks establishing an economy as either an LME or CME are assumed to
perpetuate themselves almost indefinitely—feeding directly into the current
popular depiction of Japanese firms gridlocked helplessly by their domestic
environment.

Tackling change
Yet the idea that Japanese firms could be locked permanently into self-sabotaging
patterns of behaviour by their immediate institutional environment is far from
intuitive. Arguably, the slow-changing nature of domestic institutions themselves is
due at least in part to their connection to the state, and, more specifically, to the
financial and political resources a sovereign state commands; in other words, they
can afford to change slowly. Firms, on the other hand, unless they enjoy special
status as national firms and sometimes even then, face much more immediate
financial bottom lines. They have to perform to keep their balance sheets in the
black and lenders and stockholders persuaded of their ongoing attractiveness as
capital investments^ They may be able to hold tight for a few years, but ultimately

' Ironically, during the 1970s and 80s, Japanese firms were actually under much less pressure to
maximize short-term returns than firms in other countries because of their access to 'patient
capital'; in the 1990s, however, the domestic recession forced banks to tighten their credit lines.

t h e y will have t o c h o o s e b e t w e e n f i n d i n g n e w strategies o r exiting t h e m a r k e t .
M o r e o v e r , in t h o s e industries w h e r e global m a r k e t p e r f o r m a n c e has

become

i m p o r t a n t , t h e greater e x p o s u r e t o o f f s h o r e f i r m s ' strategies has p r e s u m a b l y also
w i d e n e d strategy ' m e n u s ' , so t h a t f i r m s are m o r e aware of o t h e r choices t h a t t h e y
could make.

T h a t f i r m s can and d o c h a n g e is evidenced b y t h e A m e r i c a n case. In t h e 1980s,
analysts b e m o a n e d t h e a p p a r e n t inability of U S f i r m s t o adapt t o t h e c h a n g i n g
c o n d i t i o n s of c o m p e t i t i o n created b y t h e p o w e r f u l n e w Japanese

contingent.

C o h e n a n d Z y s m a n m a d e this case back in 1989:
During World War II and the years that followed, the American system of
management and production conquered the world. At home, the system defined the
lines along which technological advance would proceed, and technological advance
steadily improved the system's performance. Despite new technologies and new
industries developing during the past 40 years, the basics remained entrenched until
challenged by foreign competitors using different approaches.

Why, then, did the system freeze? First, many sectors such as automobiles and steel
became stable oligopolies with only marginally increasing demand and high barriers
to entry. These structures tended to divert competition f r o m production costs or
basic technological development to marginal product, process and style changes.
Also, complex social structures have resilience and inertia. The production system
developed elaborate systems of management training, recruitment, organization and
reward. Massive forces had restructured themselves around the basic design of that
production system. Changing it would mean changing them. Finally, there was the
inescapable fact that the system worked. ... It was successful beyond any precedent
or any contemporary comparison, and it could be steadily improved. The mass
production paradigm was not going to change without outside pressure. Suddenly
we were vulnerable to innovation f r o m abroad (Cohen and Zysman 1989: 43-44).

while the corresponding increase in the imponance of stockholders as a source of funds also
forced firms to boost their accountability to those same stockholders.

Were Japan to be substituted for America in the above description, it would neatly
condense the current mainstream view of the Japanese plight. And yet even as this
passage was written, a number of US firms were in the process of escaping the
'system freeze' to transform themselves profoundly. They were instituting massive
restructuring campaigns that slashed away excess staff, inventories and plants. They
were abandoning their earlier broad product ranges for single-product markets to
differentiate themselves and garner a competitive advantage through the intensive
injection of resources. They were taking lessons from the Japanese organization of
production and fusing these with their own strengths in, for example, arms-length
contracting and information codification. As noted earlier, they were also moving
quickly to exploit EMS and other IT-based tools to introduce far greater speed and
flexibility into their value chains. Not all firms would make the leap; in fact, many
vanished entirely. Of the 90-strong US-owned television manufacturers of the
1950s, for example. Zenith was the single firm to survive into the 1990s, only to
pass into the hands of Korean firm LG Electronics in 1995. But those firms that did
succeed have become global leaders in a number of the key electronics industries of
the 21" century.

US firms had a choice: they could change, or exit the market. The Japanese
electronics firms have been faced with the same choice. Rather than accepting
domestic institutional constraints and going down with the ship, could Japanese
firms too be turning their backs on the past and looking for new ways forward
shaped not simply by the domestic environment but also by changing global
business conditions? To explore that possibility, this thesis moves below the
national-level aggregation characterizing the mainstream literature on the 'Japanese
model' to examine the strategies and behavior of the Japanese electronics majors as
they have evolved in the early 2000s.

The project
Specifically, the thesis looks at developments over the 2000-06 period in the
organization of production (innovation, production and intellectual property
protection) by the nine Japanese electronics majors—Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Toshiba,

Fujitsu, NEC, Sony, Matsushita, Sharp and Sanyo—in three leading-edge industries:
mobile handsets, flat-panel TVs and semiconductors. The electronics majors are a
useful sample in that they manufacture across a wide range of electronics industries
(all nine manufacture all or most of the case study products, for example), which
enables identification of any variation in development paths across different
industries. They have a strong international orientation, with their performance in
global markets impacting significantly on their total performance. They have also
matured into large firms as the epitome of Japanese competitiveness, which has
arguably institutionalized their behavior (because of size as well as their experience
of success) more than might be the case in more marginal firms.

The case study industries were selected as leading-edge industries where the
Japanese electronics majors have enjoyed, or might be expected to enjoy, a
substantial global market share. They have certainly dominated global markets in
the short history of the flat panel display (FPD) TV, but other East Asian firms
have recently emerged as potent rivals. The latter had already forced Japan out of
its world-leading position in the Dynamic Access Random Memory (DRAM) chip
market in the 1990s, with the Japanese electronics majors currently struggling to
stage a return to a very different global semiconductor industry. Given Japan's
internationally-recognized edge in mobile handset technology, Japanese firms could
well have been dominating global markets, but instead account for a share of less
than three percent. All three industries are therefore of considerable interest in
terms of how Japanese firms might be shaping their behavior to meet the
challenges of the global business environment. Case-study data was gathered from a
wide range of Japanese-language sources, including industry journals, newspapers
and government publications, as well as interviews with representatives from the
electronics majors, research institutes and government departments. These sources
were supplemented with English-language materials with an emphasis on Internetbased electronics journals for their value in providing 'real-time' information about
a rapidly-changing industry.

The case studies reveal significant hybridization of the traditional 'Japanese model'
by the Japanese electronics majors in the early 2000s (although it should be noted
that testing the extent to which Japanese firms previously conformed to that model
is beyond the scope of this thesis). While the wholesale adoption of open
architecture was debated in the 1990s, such a move has now been dismissed as
unlikely to provide the necessary comparative advantage; the 2001 collapse of the
IT bubble has also deepened Japanese reservations concerning the model's longterm viability (Sturgeon 2006: 55). The electronics majors have been reluctant to
renounce manufacturing; or, more specifically, to renounce manufacturing the
high-tech, high performance parts and products which have long provided their
comparative advantage. This preference has arguably been strengthened by the
recent vogue among the government, academia and media for the pursuit of
monozukuri,

or 'making things', as a valuable Japanese tradition (see, for example,

Izumiya 2003; J E T R O 2003; Fujimoto 2004).

Within these parameters, however, firms have been introducing major changes in
everything from their R & D arrangements to their employment practices. These
changes are detailed in Chapter 3, but a few examples may give a sense of the range
and depth of the transformation. Firms are trimming traditionally sprawling
product lines by exiting certain products and spinning out others into venture
firms. Alliances are being formed with both domestic and foreign

firms;

relationships with suppliers are being revisited with a much greater emphasis on
partnership. Product development focuses much more on generating immediately
commercializable results, even if it means changing traditional recruiting practices
by engaging in mid-career hiring to secure the specific necessary skills. Outside
investors are attracting attention as important new sources of capital, which means
introducing international standards of accounting and corporate governance.
Where new approaches conflict with elements of the domestic institutional
environment,

the electronics majors have begun inducing change in that

environment, using the threat of a possible decline in Japanese competitiveness as a
lever.

C o m m o n to all the above changes is a strong global orientation. In other words,
rather than jostling for the lead among an exclusive, rather homogenous Japanese
peer group (as was the case in the 1980s in particular), the electronics majors are
increasingly benchmarking themselves against frontrunners in global markets,
many of which are now foreign firms. Rapidly encroaching competition even in
those industries where Japanese firms still lead is also forcing the latter to institute
countermeasures specifically targeting rivals' strategies. Moreover, one of the key
changes in the global business environment since the 1990s has been the emergence
of a new competition structure. In a growing number of industries, the top one or
two players are dominating the market so extensively that the pickings are lean
even for third-ranked firms. Securing first or second place in a market, however,
requires not only a major commitment

of corporate resources but also a

significantly differentiated strategy. Accordingly, the other common characteristic
is diversity. The electronics majors—and their recent offshoots—are cobbling
together increasingly distinctive new strategies from elements of the old Japanese
model, strategies developed by other, often foreign, firms, in industries sometimes
far removed from electronics, and their own corporate cultures. Through this
process, they seem to be expanding their traditional identities as 'Japanese' firms to
encompass a new image of themselves as 'global brands'.

Theoretical contribution
The theoretical contribution of this thesis lies in two areas. First, it provides a
more nuanced, dynamic picture of the Japanese political economy entering the 21''
century. Specifically, the existing literatures have largely presented the core
characteristics of the Japanese political economy as forming a closely interlocking,
self-sustaining system. In the 1970 and 80s, this system was regarded as providing
Japan with a major competitive advantage over other industrialized nations. As of
the 'lost decade' of the 1990s, however, the same system has been re-characterized
as preventing Japan from adapting to the changing global business environment.
T o move beyond the deadlock created in the 'lost decade' literature, this thesis
looks below state level to explore recent Japanese firm behaviour at the industry

10

level, where it shows that change is occurring and that this change affects firm
capabilities and consequently overall national competitiveness.

Second, the thesis addresses some of weaknesses in the essentially state-centric
Varieties of Capitalism approach by returning the firm to the centre of the analysis
as an agent for change, particularly in mediating between the relatively rigid
domestic institutional environment and the rapidly evolving global business
environment. Consequently, the thesis supports Varieties of Capitalism claims as
to the ongoing distinctiveness of national economic systems in the face of
economic globalization, while at the same time providing those mechanisms for
learning and change necessary to take the Varieties of Capitalism approach beyond
an increasingly outdated 1990s paradigm.

The empirical material on which this thesis is based is also significant in drawing
extensively on developments over the 2000-06 period, during which the Japanese
electronics industry has begun to establish a solid recovery. Existing arguments
have tended to reference data from the crisis period of the 1990s. Drawing on more
recent

material—particularly

interviews

with

businesspeople,

thinktank

representatives and government officials, as well as data from the industry journal,
Nikkei Electronics—has opened the way for a 'real-time' depiction of the Japanese
electronics industry that, due not least to the sources of the data, also looks
forward rather than focusing on an era which, as far as Japanese business is
concerned, is already the distant past.

Structure
T o close with a brief note on structure. Chapter 2 locates the thesis in its
theoretical framework, reviewing the various relevant literatures and setting out
the argument. Chapter 3 returns to background material, looking at characteristics
of the traditional 'Japanese model' during its heyday, specifically in regard to the
Japanese electronics majors. The impact of changing economic and technological
conditions in the 1990s is discussed with an emphasis on the emergence of new
business models in both the West and East Asia. The chapter closes with an

11

examination of factors hampering the electronics majors' efforts to adapt to the
new global environment. Chapters 4-6 are the case study chapters, exploring recent
developments in three key industries: mobile handsets, semiconductors and flatpanel televisions. Chapter 7 discusses findings from the case studies and suggests
some directions for future research.

12

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter situates the thesis in its theoretical context, broadly organizing the
relevant literature into four groups. The first comprises those literatures of the
1970s and 80s that suggested that the Japanese political economy was 'unique', and
that the various factors that combined to give it this uniqueness provided Japan
with certain economic advantages over other countries. A number of these factors
pertained directly

to the characteristics

of Japanese firms, including

their

organization of production and their relations with employees, suppliers and other
external actors. The second group comprises the revisionist arguments that became
prominent in the 1990s with the claim that in an increasingly globalized economy,
some of the factors previously seen as advantaging Japanese firms had now become
a source of competitive disadvantage. The chapter then turns to Hall and Soskice's
extremely influential effort to bring the firm back into central place within the
'Varieties of Capitahsm' strand of comparative capitalism. In their discussion of
Japan, Hall and Soskice appear to have built to a great extent on the literature of
the 1970s and 80s to depict a largely unchanging Japanese political economy illsuited to the radical, discontinuous innovation characterizing the k e y growth
industries of the 21" century. Finally, the chapter addresses a number of
contemporary political economy explanations which join this thesis in engaging
with the evolution of Japanese firm behaviour in the context of the Japanese
political economy in the early 2000s.

As suggested above, one contribution of this thesis lies in moving away from the
mainstream portrayal of the core characteristics of the Japanese political economy
as locking into a certain pattern (viewed in the 1970s and 80s as a good thing, but as
of the 1990s as decidedly bad) to offer a more detailed study of firm behaviour
which shows that change is occurring, and that this change affects firm capabilities
and therefore overall national competitiveness. Second, by providing a detailed
examination of what is happening at the firm level, the thesis helps overcome some

13

of the weaknesses of the Varieties of Capitahsm approach, which is essentially
state-centric.

Japan as unique
In the 1970s and 80s, some of the literature on comparative political economy
responded to a perceived shift in the balance of economic power between the
American colossus and upstart Japan by working to identify the secrets of 'Japan as
Number One' (Vogel 1979). Various commentators suggested that in the case of
Japan, a number of characteristics combined to create a unique political economy
that possessed certain economic advantages over other countries.

Some of these characteristics related to arguments about the 'developmental state,'
originally identified by Chalmers Johnson in his influential work MITI and the
Japanese Miracle 0ohnson 1982). Particularly during Japan's catch-up period, the
state—especially powerful bureaucracies such as the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI)—was viewed as playing a critical role in shaping
Japanese industry to create competitive advantage through a "constant upgrading
of the labour/capital/technology mix" (Samuels 1983: 497) while shielding it from
offshore competition (Boltho 1975; Katzenstein 1985; Pempel 1978; Nakamura
1981; Shinohara 1981; Wolferen 1989; Zysman 1983). At home, the government
used industrial policy tools such as subsidies, tax incentives,

government

procurement, and informal 'administrative guidance' to persuade firms to direct
their resources into strategic industries. The government also induced intense but
controlled competition (Murakami 1982) designed to promote development and
efficiency while avoiding the economic destabilization that might arise from
excessive competition (Tyson and Zysman 1989: 70). Meanwhile, quotas, import
bans, tariffs and non-tariff barriers were deployed to protect fledgling industries
from offshore competition (Noble 1989: 55-58).

Other scholars saw the Japanese political economy as powered by unusually close
cooperation between government and business: in short, 'Japa n. Inc.' (Kaplan 1972;
Abegglen 1970; Dore 1986; Pempel and Tsunekawa 1979; Vogel 1978, 1979).
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Business interests were highly aggregated, with powerful industry associations
providing effective representation for firms and industries in negotiations with
both bureaucrats and politicians (Allinson 1987; Curtis 1975; L y n n and McKeown
1988; Yanaga 1968; Noble 1989). This facilitated intensive government-business
consultation in the form of, for example, direct negotiations between industry
associations and ministries, unofficial gatherings between business leaders and
politicians, and formal recommendations made by business to the relevant
ministries and agencies (Yoshimatsu 1998: 330). In the 1980s, as Japanese industry
flourished and state influence waned, the 'J^P^^^'

perspective essentially

replaced the earlier 'statist' emphasis, with the link between government and the
private sector increasingly viewed as a pattern of 'reciprocal consent' (Samuels
1987; see also Young 1984; Upham 1987; Okimoto 1989).

Sociocultural factors were identified as another source of economic advantage. The
high levels of education and household savings powering the Japanese miracle (the
former by developing a highly-educated, multi-functional labour force, the latter
by providing the funding for further growth) could only be partially explained by
government policies (Sato 1987). They also relied on a sociocultural environment
that similarly minimized crime and encouraged diligent, selfless effort to rebuild
the nation. Other valuable sociocultural traits included an emphasis on harmony
and consensus, serving the interests of the group over the individual (Hill 1995;
Dore 1997). These qualities underpinned the behaviour of not only individuals, but
also firms, which were committed to social stability and the good of the nation
rather than short-term profit maximization at the risk of social disruption (Vogel
1979; Itami 1994; Noguchi 1995; Nakatani 1996).

Also identified as critical drivers for the Japanese political economy were a number
of characteristics evinced by Japanese firms in relation to their organization of
production and their relations with employees, suppliers and other external actors
(Dore 1973, 1986; Vogel 1979; Johnson, Tyson and Zysman 1989). While these
characteristics are discussed in detail in Chapter 3, in brief, much attention focused
on 'lean production', which encompassed a group of process innovations designed
15

to eliminate waste and maximize quality and efficiency—typified by Toyota's
production system (Womack et al 1990). Lean production relied on a highlyskilled, motivated and stable workforce, which was in turn the product of three
essential Japanese institutions: lifelong employment, the seniority system and
enterprise unionism (Dore 1973; Abegglen 1958; Shirai 1984; Koike 1984, 1988,
1989; Shimada and Macduffie 1986)^ These institutions bound companies and their
employees into a stable, long-term relationship based on the mutual protection of
interests. Similar relations were established with suppliers, with manufacturers
offering secure business partnerships that insulated small firms from market
vagaries, and also providing technical and even financial support (Asanuma 1985,
1989; Kawasaki and McMillan 1987). In return, suppliers produced parts to the
exacting

specifications

and

schedules

required

by

manufacturers,

even

compromising on price during industry downturns (Clark 1979).

Loyalty-based relations persisted in horizontal keiretsu, comprising groups of large
manufacturers from various industries, general trading companies, large banks and
insurance companies. Two characteristics of these keiretsu

that were seen as

particularly advantageous to Japanese industry were the access to patient capital
(whereby a firm could borrow extensively and virtually unconditionally for long
periods of time from the group's 'main bank') (Gerlach 1992; Aoki 1988; Sheard
1989; Berglof 1989; Hoshi and Kashyap 2001) and cross-shareholding within the
group (which fostered a stable and secure management environment) (Kosai 1997:
193; Lincoln 2001: 17).

Much of this work on the Japanese political economy was often concerned not
only to identify its characteristics, but also to locate them in their historical
context. Many characteristic Japanese institutions were seen as evolving in response
to the postwar challenge of restoring the shattered Japanese economy and building
a strong nation amidst severe constraints in terms of labour, capital, know-how and
^
Lifelong employment in particular was in fact formally extended to only 25-30
percent of the workforce, but provision of job security at the very least became part of the
social contract in the postwar period (Anchordoguy 2005: 38-39).
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markets. In other words, they were presented as contingent rather than inherent
features—a response to a particular set of challenges rather than a cultural 'given'
(Tyson and Zysman 1989: 60-91).

The developmental state, for example, with its strong emphasis on national
autonomy and economic development, was argued to date back to the Meiji
period, when Japan's feudal past combined with a new consciousness of Japan's
place in the wider world (the threat of colonization by the West and awareness of
Japan's relative underdevelopment balanced against a strong sense of national
identity) (Gerschenkron 1962; Johnson 1982; Pyle 1996). This tradition of state-led
development was revived in the postwar period to drive forward economic
recovery through industrial modernization (Samuels 1994).

By contrast, Japan's distinctive employment practices were seen as a practical
postwar response to the chronic shortage of skilled labour faced by those firms
wishing to introduce new technologies in the early days of the Japanese catch-up.
Firms had little choice but to train staff themselves, which meant providing
sufficient incentive for employees to acquire the required skills, and then ensuring
that those skills remained in-house: hence, the emergence of on-the-job training,
generalist rather than specialist training (i.e. in skills valuable across different tasks
within a particular firm but not necessarily transferable to another firm), lifetime
employment, and the seniority wage system (Imai and Komiya 1994: .24; Koshiro
1994: 227). Inagami and Whittaker suggest wartime controls in the late 1930s and
early 1940s and postwar union pressure as additional spurs for this combination of
employment practices (Inagami and Whittaker 2005: 22; see also Pempel 1982;
Levine and Taira 1980). Outside the firm, the extensive closeknit relationships that
firms developed vertically with suppliers and horizontally with keiretsu group
members similarly represented a response to shortfalls in labour and capital. In
other words, what couldn't be handled in-house could be reliably distributed across
wider networks without fear of loss of control. This networking also led to the
institution of main bank financing, with stable keiretsu relationships underpinning
the 'patient capital' that banks were willing to extend to group firms.
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"When it came to the 'Japanese-style production' that seemed to have given Japanese
firms such an edge over their Western rivals, studies noted the latecomer advantage
that Japan had enjoyed in terms of selecting from best practices that had already
been developed in the West, enabling them to enter the game at a high level (Fruin
1994). The Japanese had essentially drawn on Taylorist mass production techniques
combined with quality control lessons passed on by Deming and then extensively
adapted to suit domestic constraints. For example, developing highly-skilled, multifunctional human resources, maximizing shopfloor flexibility and eliminating
waste from the production process all represented necessary responses to the
limited availability of either experienced personnel or manufacturing machinery.
Their smaller size and economies of scale also led Japanese firms to depart from the
characteristic US industrial organization of large firms with sharply delineated
office and factory functions. Instead, Japanese firms focused their resources in
facilities with substantial strategic discretion in making both product and
production decisions. These focal factories offered the additional merit of enabling
quick and flexible responses to the demands of a small market (Fruin 1994: 211).

The way in which Japanese firms acquired and then developed technological knowhow was also extensively discussed. Japanese firms were said to have taken
advantage of America's technological openness to imitate its innovations and then
institute incremental improvements, generating products that ultimately usurped
those of the original developers. This habit of borrowing had established the
Japanese pattern of cost-effective but shallow innovation in the form of applied
research and incremental improvement (as opposed to basic research and original
innovation) that kept Japanese firms so far ahead of their rivals in the 1980s.

To sum up, the literature from this period was concerned to identify those unique
characteristics of the Japanese political economy underpinning Japan's surge to
prominence in the global economy, and to indicate how those characteristics had
evolved. The emphasis was accordingly on wide-brush national-level modelling,
stylizing characteristics that could possibly be adopted by those states struggling in
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Japan's economic wake. As a result, in their political interactions, Japanese firms
were generally discussed as the collective entity of 'business' as embodied in large
industry associations working in close collaboration with government. And in
analysts' characterization of their economic activities, they became 'the Japanese
firm', all pursuing (at least in the high-growth high-tech industries) the same,
highly successful 'Japanese-style production model'. In both these manifestations,
Japanese firms were viewed as forging ahead in the national interest of 'Japan, Inc.',
which was perceived

as comprising

a remarkably

coherent,

institutionally

embedded project across government, business and the public^.

Japan revisited
In the 1990s, the tenor of the literature transformed. With the Japanese economy
struggling with a protracted recession and Japanese firms slipping rapidly down
international rankings, even as the US economy and US firms enjoyed a stunning
resurgence, the literature too ceased emphasizing the unique characteristics that
supposedly gave Japan an economic advantage over other countries, and instead
began investigating how those same characteristics now prevented Japan from
adapting to the changing global economy.

First, the capacity of the 'developmental state' to guide industry through the shoals
of the global economy, previously one of the Japanese political economy's most
vaunted features, was called into question. Factors such as trade disputes with the
US and the E U and the development of international trade rules (Grimes and
Schaede 2003: 19) on the one hand, both of which imposed new disciplines on the
Japanese state, and, on the other, rivalry among Japanese ministries no longer as
tightly bound to a single, coherent national project (Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha
1994; Kato 1997), had deprived MITI of many of the tools formerly used to
galvanise industry. Moreover, economic success had made large firms in particular

3

A few studies, however, have highlighted decidedly u n h a r m o m o u s

corp^^^jg

beHaviour w h c r C

f i r m S haVC DOt

seen their interests as being met by the group: see, for example, N o b l e on tussles over
jjjg reduction of
pfociuction capacity
and Encarnation and Mason
on the 'Mitsubishi shock' (Encarnation and Mason 1990: 47).

standardization and
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both more willing and more able to ignore or defy government guidance. Finally,
where M I T I had been perceived to excel at shaping the direction of industry when
Japan was catching up and could consequently proceed along clearly defined
technological paths, the situation had changed with Japan's emergence at the
forefront of a number of technological sectors. Faced now with the unknown,
M I T I was struggling to predict high-technology trajectories and to persuade nowpowerful corporate players to cooperate in its strategies (Vogel and Zysman 2002).
M I T I urgently needed to find itself a new role in order to avoid sliding into
irrelevance (Gallon 1995). T h e consensus in the 1990s was that M I T I had become
"mired in the past, offering tired old solutions, such as tacit encouragement of
collusion and subsidies to small business, that would become increasingly irrelevant
and ineffective in the age of globalization and the internet" (Elder 2003: 161; see
also Katz 1998; Lincoln 1999).

Beyond the specific performance of MITI, the concept of the developmental state,
in which it had supposedly played a central role, fared no better. Monetary and
fiscal policies were blamed for encouraging Japan's economic bubble and then for
prolonging the recession following the bubble's collapse (Posen 1998; Mikitani and
Posen 2000; Fukao 2002; Katz 2003). These policy errors were ascribed in part to
the Ministry of Finance's sway over the Bank of Japan, depriving the latter of the
necessary autonomy to make market-based decisions (Grimes 2001; Posen 2002). In
turn, the Ministry of Finance's subsequent insistence on propping up failing
financial institutions rather than taking the necessary strong line on resolving the
non-performing loans issue was viewed as catering to deeply-embedded domestic
interests

over

government's

market
failure

to

imperatives
develop

(Amyx

stringent

2000;
and

2004).

transparent

Meanwhile,

the

accounting

and

corporate governance procedures—in other words, rule- rather than 'guidance'driven

procedures—was

identified

as

disguising

and

protecting

inefficient

enterprises that drained the economy (Nakatani 2003: 302-3).

Firms, however, were seen as doing no better at exchanging old patterns of
behaviour for new. Where Japanese firms' vertically-integrated manufacturing style
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had once been lauded for qualities such as speed,

flexibility,

low cost, and the

ongoing incremental improvement of manufacturing processes, by the mid-1990s,
all eyes were on new production models emerging from the IT revolution.
Modularization of manufacturing processes and design made for cheaper, quicker
product

development

through

extensive

outsourcing.

However,

the

strong

Japanese preference for in-house development and manufacturing to ensure top
product quality and function had firms clinging to expensive manufacturing
facilities, while

their

dependence

on tacit

knowledge

communication

and

centralized control made them ill-suited to the codified knowledge handoffs of the
new open architecture. As a result, they also struggled to exploit the increasingly
sophisticated development and production capacity of offshore firms in China,
India and elsewhere, which had become a key driver in the recent success of
Western firms (Borrus 1997: 19).

Their reluctance to adapt to the new environment was ascribed by some to their
experience of success; in other words, Japanese firms took a long time to believe
that their business model would not regain its validity if more favourable business
conditions re-emerged. This tendency towards complacency was reinforced by
organizational
management,

experience.
were

heavily

Japanese

firms,

inculcated with

and

particularly

their

top-tier

the principles of the Japanese

production model. Particularly in a crisis, their tendency was to fall back on old
w a y s rather than introduce risky new methods which would require an expensive
and painful redeployment of company resources.

The failure of firms to adapt their behaviour to new conditions was also ascribed to
the constraining effect of their domestic environment. For example, the long-term,
loyalty-based relationships that firms developed with their employees and suppliers
were regarded in the 1970s and 80s as a key factor in Japanese competitiveness. In
the 1990s, however, these relationships were revisited as a major obstacle to the
radical restructuring needed to reverse firms' declining business performance.
Firms had to downsize, introduce greater dynamism into their employment
practices (use of short-term, contracted staff, mid-career hiring, performance-based
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wages, etc.), and outsource competitively and even offshore if necessary. However,
despite strong economic incentives, firms remained highly reluctant to cut back
payrolls or cut loose suppliers, partly because this would go against their own
corporate cultures, but also because they were wary of the social backlash that
could ensue if they were to break

what was essentially a social

contract

(Anchordoguy 2005: 42; Inagami and Whittaker 2005). Accordingly, in the case of
workers in particular, firms have
... tried to negotiate restraints on wages or reductions in working hours rather than
lay off workers. They do not simply weigh the cost of shrinking the workforce
versus the benefit of reducing operating expenses but consider how layoffs might
impair their ability to mobilize remaining workers to enhance productivity, to
recruit new workers in the future, and to project a positive image in the business
community" (Vogel 2006: 116).

This

institutionalist

international

stage

argument—namely,
remain

deeply

that

embedded

even
in

firms
the

operating

domestic

on

an

institutional

framework, which shapes and constrains their behaviour—informs many analyses
of the Japanese political economy in the 1990s and beyond, with institutional lockin viewed as a key inhibitor of change in the Japanese political economy. Marie
Anchordoguy, for example, sees the Japanese political economy as underpinned by
a set of "deep-seated communal norms regarding justice, social order, national
identity, and national self-sufficiency" (Anchordoguy 2005: 3). These norms create
a conservative, 'communitarian' society that protects the wider social interest to
the extent of sheltering vested interests and locking firms into patterns

of

behaviour that are no longer effective, such as the avoidance of risk-taking (which
might affect employee and supplier interests) and 'excessive' domestic competition
(which could destabilize the socio-economy).

Edward Lincoln similarly notes that the basic features of the Japanese system
remained "largely intact going into the 1990s" (Lincoln 2001: 18). Each of these
features, he observes, "evolved because of a belief among government officials or
corporate executives that it would be beneficial to the economy. Getting people to
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shed their behefs or commitment to these aspects of the system is not an easy task
after decades of beheving in their efficacy". Moreover, because these features are
closely interlocked, "piecemeal tinkering with a subset of the system will not result
in effective reform" (Lincoln 2001: 19). Amyx similarly suggests that "some
systems ... are more difficult to change than others": specifically, that the "high
degree of institutional embeddedness" of the Japanese political economy requires
"higher levels of political coordination" to effect system transformation, leading in
turn to "higher system transition costs" (Amyx 2004: 229). Michael Witt argues
that the "coordinated nature" of the Japanese business system renders it relatively
slow to adjust when faced with high-velocity changes impinging on economic
activity (Witt 2006: 20). Anchordoguy epitomizes the resulting sense of pessimism
over Japan's prospects in her conclusion that: "[the] Japanese are clinging to the
current system and languishing together, even though ... it is clear they are losing
the battle" (Anchordoguy 2005: 234).

Anchordoguy's study merits particular mention at this point, in that it too
addresses development in Japan's high-tech industries (albeit with a greater focus
on IT than electronics) since the 1990s, with considerable detail given to a number
of the companies covered in this thesis. Drawing on extensive interviews and a
wealth of Japanese reference material, Reprogramming Japan offers valuable insights
into the evolving relationship of the Japanese private sector to both the
government and its wider social setting. From the perspective of this thesis,
however, the emphasis particularly on the relationship between firms and the
government, reflected in the heavy weighting of interviews with government
officials, has, perhaps inevitably, produced a rather conservative view of change in
the Japanese political economy. Indeed, this thesis specifically argues that firms are
being forced by the imperatives of the global business environment to adjust more
rapidly and flexibly than anticipated by the government agencies that formerly
called the pace and shape of change in Japan. That this realization has not fully
penetrated into the bureaucratic mindset may ironically be due to one of the very
'communitarian norms' that Anchordoguy describes, namely the practice of
bowing to the greater good. In this thesis I argue that while firms feel impelled to
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preserve this appearance, the consequent bow has become more of a nod. As noted
by a senior official at Matsushita, "When METI comes around we smile and agree,
and then go ahead with exactly what we were doing anyway" (interview with
Matsushita senior official 21 February 2006). This nuance is perceptively addressed
by Steven Vogel in his 2006 study, Japan Remodeled,

which appears in the fourth

group of literature covered in this chapter.

Varieties of Capitalism
Peter Hall and David Soskice's 2001 work, Varieties of Capitalism: The Institutional
Foundations of Comparative Advantage, which has become 'the emblematic citation
for all studies of diversity in capitalist economies' (Crouch 2005: 442), speaks
explicitly to this thesis in its claim to improve upon previous approaches by
bringing firms "back into the centre of the analysis of comparative capitalism"
(Hall and Soskice 2001: 4), one aim of which is to "build bridges between business
studies and comparative political economy" (Hall and Soskice 2001: 5).

Hall and Soskice take a relational view of the firm, arguing that the success of the
firm as an actor "seeking to develop and exploit core competencies" "depends
substantially on its ability to coordinate effectively with a wide range of actors".
The

five spheres in which

"firms

must develop

relationships

to

resolve

coordination problems central to their core competencies" comprise: (a) industrial
relations; (b) vocational training and education; (c) corporate governance; (d)
employees; and (e) interfirm relations. They suggest that national political
economies can be "compared by reference to the way in which firms resolve the
coordination problems in these five spheres" and draw a core distinction between
two ideal types: liberal market economies (LMEs), the archetypes of which are the
US and the UK; and coordinated market economies (CMEs), of which Germany is
presented as the archetype (Hall and Soskice 2001: 6-8). Japan joins Germany and
eight other of the large O E C D nations as a CME (Hall and Soskice 2001: 19); it is
further distinguished within the CME group alongside South Korea as a nation
relying on group-based coordination rather than the industry-based coordination
typical of the northern European CMEs (Hall and Soskice 2001: 34).
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In LMEs,

"firms coordinate

their

activities primarily

via

hierarchies

and

competitive market arrangements", with market institutions providing "a highly
effective means for coordinating the endeavours of economic actors" (Hall and
Soskice 2001: 8). By contrast, CMEs depend more on non-market relationships, or,
in other words, on collaboration rather than competition. As a result, whereas
LME firms depend primarily on support from market institutions, CME firms
require institutions that: (a) provide "capacities for the exchange of information,
monitoring, and sanctioning of defections among firms and other actors", and also
(b) "provide actors potentially able to cooperate with one another with a capacity
for deliberation" (Soskice and Hall 2001: 10-11).

A key concept in the Varieties of Capitalism approach is that of comparative
institutional advantage; in other words, that "the institutional structure of a
particular political economy provides firms with advantages for engaging in specific
types of activities there" (Hall and Soskice 2001: 37). Hall and Soskice focus
particularly on the crucial issue of innovation, suggesting the LME institutional
framework provides firms with better capacities for radical innovation, whereas
the CME institutional framework provides better capacities for incremental
innovation (Hall and Soskice 2001: 41). Radical innovation, which

requires

"substantial shifts in products lines, the development of entirely new goods, or
major changes to the production process" (Hall and Soskice 2001: 38), is
encouraged by flexible labour markets, extensive equity markets, a concentration
of power in top management, and aggressive, predatory inter-firm relations. LME
firms consequently enjoy an advantage in "fast-moving technology

sectors"

(biotechnology, semiconductors, software development, etc.) and in "complex
system-based products" (telecommunications, defence systems) and their service
equivalents (corporate financing, entertainment, etc.) (Hall and Soskice 2001: 39).
On the other hand, incremental innovation, which requires "continuous but smallscale improvements to existing product lines and production processes" (Hall and
Soskice 2001: 38-39), hinges on the presence of a skilled, secure, and relatively
autonomous workforce, the relational requirements for which are better provided
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by C M E institutions, which promote stable, long-term corporate environments
(Hall and Soskice 2001: 39-40). The advantage for CME firms might then be
expected to lie in the production of "capital goods, such as machine tools and
factory

equipment,

consumer

durables,

engines,

and

specialized

transport

equipment" (Hall and Soskice 2001: 39).

Hall and Soskice argue that the institutions which define an economy as either an
LME or a CME and thus shape its comparative institutional advantage arise from
that economy's history. Formal institutions and their operating procedures are
created through "actions, statutory or otherwise", while informal institutions
evolve through historical experience that "builds up a common set of expectations
that allows the actors to coordinate effectively with each other" (Hall and Soskice
2001: 13). Rather than exploring this evolution, however, Hall and Soskice focus
exclusively on analysing and classifying the various economies essentially based on
the institutional environments these evinced in the 1990s. This is apparent in the
similarity between the institutions of the Japanese national economic system that
have Hall and Soskice assign it CME status and those identified in the pre-1990s
studies discussed in the previous two sections, such as access to patient capital,
cooperation within keiretsu, lifelong employment and company-based unions (Hall
and Soskice 2001: 24, 34-35). Hall and Soskice also join the later studies in
suggesting that Japanese firms enjoy comparative institutional advantages in the
"large-scale production of consumer goods, machinery, and electronics that exploit
existing technologies and capacities for organizational change" but "lack the
capacities for radical innovation that American firms enjoy by virtue of fluid
market settings" (Hall and Soskice 2001: 35).

Finally, Hall and Soskice view the embedded nature of institutions and strong
institutional complementarities as forming extremely robust and durable national
systems that respond to external shocks by recreating equilibria consistent with the
existing institutional environment (Hall and Soskice 2001: 62-66). In other words,
while they expect national systems to respond to changes in the external
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environment, they expect such responses to be constrained by the menu of options
offered by the domestic institutional framework.

However, the Varieties of Capitalism approach as outlined by Hall and Soskice has
a number of flaws that pertain directly to arguments made in this thesis. Jackson
and Deeg go to the heart of the matter with their observation that the theory
"describes relatively static models of capitalism that reflect highly coherent and
stable 'equilibrium' outcomes" Qackson and Deeg 2006: 24). In other words, the
strong institutional complementarities and consequently robust and durable
national economic systems described above effectively isolate Hall and Soskice's
models of capitalism in both time and space.

Along the axis of time, despite their nod to the historical experience moulding
contemporary institutional frameworks, Hall and Soskice classify their economies
based exclusively on contemporary characteristics. Consequently, Germany, for
example, is presented as a CME with inferior radical innovation capacities, despite
the evidence to the contrary offered by that era in history when Germany boasted
numerous industries that were on the leading edge of technological advance
(Crouch 2005: 442). Moreover, because of their inherent durability, national
economic systems are expected to maintain their current characteristics into the
future. In the Japanese case, this would condemn Japan indefinitely to strengths in
incremental rather than radical innovation, which, because radical innovation is
the hallmark of most leading-edge industries currently driving the global economy,
would strand Japan with a substantial disadvantage in global competition now and
into the future. The empirical study of Japanese corporate behaviour presented in
this thesis, however, leads me to contest this characterization. I concur with the
arguments of Zeitlin and Bertoldi that the Varieties of Capitalism approach has
serious flaws in terms in terms of its presentation both of the capacity for learning
(Zeitlin 2003: 1-30) and of the process of evolutionary development (Bertoldi 2003:
365-83) (see also Crouch 2005b for a discussion of the 'static' qualities of the
Varieties of Capitalism approach that goes well beyond the scope of this thesis).
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The Varieties of Capitalism approach also exhibits a state-centrism that (a)
underestimates the impact of external change, as well as (b) the possibility of that
change being mediated by agents other the state. In regard to the significance of
external drivers of change, Crouch observes from the perspective of a less exclusive
school of comparative capitalism that "neoinstitutionalists are led to stress the
nation-state by their functionalist assumptions, which model discrete, autonomous
systems, each equipped with their sets of institutions, like a body with its organs"
(Crouch 2005: 451). Consequently, despite their theoretical nod to external change
as an agent for domestic change. Hall and Soskice in practice depict a "hermetically
sealed"

environment

(Crouch

2005:

451)

whh

strong

institutional

complementarities that makes it "hard to discern how endogenous dynamics of
capitalist models arise" (Jackson and Deeg

2006: 24). Not only does such an

analysis ignore the increasing permeability of national borders lent by economic
globalization,

but, as noted above, it obscures the role that

international

corporations in particular play in the permeation process. These firms have access
to a range of institutional possibilities well beyond their home environments,
reaching out to 'knowledge, links and practices existing outside the national
borders' (Crouch 2005: 451). The corollary is that international corporations can
also bring those institutional configurations back home, not necessarily importing
them wholesale, but rather introducing those concepts and practices with the best
domestic institutional 'fit'. Hall and Soskice recognize that firms should serve as
the role of "key agents of adjustment in the face of technological change or
international competition" (Hall and Soskice 2001: 6); however, there is no space in
their model through which such change might occur.

Finally, and in extension of the above point, the Varieties of Capitalism approach
as presented by Hall and Soskice fails to achieve its aim of bringing firms "back
into the centre of the analysis of comparative capitalism" (Hall and Soskice 2001: 4)
in that its focus on the institutions through which firms solve their coordination
problems severely underestimates firm agency. Put another w a y , in its effort to
posit robust national economic systems held together by strong institutional
complementarities in refutation of the likely homogenizing effects of economic
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globalization, Hall and Soskice ignore the potential agency of firms in adapting
these institutions to fit their evolving interests. Accordingly, just as their approach
would have been unable to capture the dynamic corporate-led transformation of
the late 1980s and early 90s that recreated the US economy as what Hall and
Soskice regard as an archetypal LME, so is it poorly situated to identify
contemporary change led by Japan's industrial sector.

Moving on
Entering the 2000s, a number of studies have sought to move beyond mainstream
depictions of the Japanese political economy to identify and interpret emerging
trends.

Steven Vogel's 2006 study, Japan Remodeled:
Reforming

Japanese

Capitalism,

How Government

and Industry are

deals with the issue of institutional lock-in by

postulating a more flexible model comprising broadening 'circles of rationality'—
the first a straight market calculus, the second institutional costs and benefits, and
the third a broader sociological perspective (Vogel 2006: 14-15). He argues that
routine adjustments, partial convergence with the liberal market system and
'patterned innovation' (institutional innovation shaped by existing institutions)
undertaken on the basis of these circles of rationality have created a more selective,
differentiated and open Japan (Vogel 2006: 220). At the same time, he emphasizes
that the current model 'does not represent a stable equilibrium ... but rather is a
matrix of institutions undergoing a continuous evolution' (Vogel 2006: 218).
Chapter Five, which deals with variations in patterns of restructuring according to
industrial sector, prefigures some of the issues addressed in this thesis.

New studies by old Japan hands have also provided an interesting contribution.
James C. Abegglen, for example, author of the 1985 study The Japanese

Factory

(Abegglen 1985), which remains a classic text on industrial sociology, returned to
his subject in 2006 in 2f

Century Management:

New Systems, Lasting

Values

(Abegglen 2006). Abegglen argues that the cultural values underpinning Japan's
management system, namely 'the concept of community in which all fully and
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fairly participate as one does in family, village, and neighbourhood' (Abegglen
2006: 89), and consequently traditional practices such as lifelong employment,
remain firmly in place. At the same time, he identifies a number of changes,
including the refocusing of product lines by electronics firms such as NEC, to
redress the over-diversification that occurred in the 1990s. Similarly, Ronald Dore,
who has authored such major works as British Factory: Japanese Factory (1973) and
Flexible

Rigidities:

Structural

Adjustment

in Japan:

1970-1982

(1986), recently

revisited the Japanese firm in a changing domestic and international environment
in Stock Market Capitalism, Welfare Capitalism: Japan and Germany versus the AngloSaxons, in which he examines the impact of global changes such as marketization,
globalization and 'financialization'

on the Japanese firm and the Japanese

socioeconomy (Dore 2000). In relation to the former in particular, he notes the
weakening of the former sense of community among group firms and the trend
toward balancing cooperation with competition. At the same time, he firmly
espouses the view that Japan will, and indeed should, retain its particular brand of
welfare

capitalism

rather than

converge

with

Western-style

stock

capitalism. These themes are echoed in his 2001 collected writings, Social
Economic Development

market
Evolution,

and Culture: What it Means to Take Japan Seriously (Dore

and Whittaker 2001).

A number of studies have also emerged that look specifically at firm-level behavior.
These include work on the Kyoto model (Ishikawa and Tanaka 2005; Suematsu
2002; Ibata-Arens 2005), which focuses on Kyoto-based firms such as Omron and
Kyocera that have adopted strategies more typical of Western firms than the
traditional Japanese model. Operating independently rather than as part of keiretsu
groups, they source broadly from outside the firm, including ideas as well as parts
and materials,

and focus

on

core

technologies

to

produce

differentiated

technologies with major world shares, developing modules rather than integrated
final products. Inagami and Whittaker specifically address change in the corporate
environment since the late 1990s, including an in-depth study by Whittaker of the
Hitachi reform program (Inagami and Whittaker 2005). Whittaker and Cole
further develop this subject matter, examining emergent models as Japanese firms
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seek to 'recover from success'. They note a shift away from 'simply creating an
efficient production platform' to 'creating a platform for management which draws
upon production' (Whittaker and Cole 2006: 307); use of spin-offs and alliances and
more stringent intellectual property management in response to the new challenges
of technology development (ibid: 307); and a shift in employment relations to
firms promoting the employability of their staff, who in turn are required to take
more responsibility for their own career development, on the grounds that their
employment is now less likely to be lifelong (ibid: 308). They remain ambivalent,
however, as to whether ongoing corporate reforms will be sufficient to return
Japanese firms to prominence on the global stage.

C o n t r i b u t i o n of this thesis
T o summarize, the mainstream literatures particularly through to the late 1990s
have tended to present the core characteristics of the Japanese political economy as
forming a closely interlocking, self-sustaining system. In the 1970 and 80s, this
system was regarded as providing Japan with a major competitive advantage over
other industrialized nations, which were encouraged to emulate the Japanese
example. In the 1990s, however, as Japan lost international competitiveness, the
same characteristics were revisited as locking Japan into patterns of behaviour that
were increasingly irrelevant in a global business environment transformed by the
IT revolution. Moreover, the institutionalized nature of these characteristics has
been argued to stunt Japanese prospects for successful adaptation into the indefinite
future. This prognosis was supported by Hall and Soskice's influential work within
the Varieties of Capitalism school, which in seeking to demonstrate that national
economic systems would remain distinctive even in the face of

economic

globalization, developed two somewhat static models of capitalism grounded in the
characteristics evinced by the various O E C D economies in the 1990s.

T o break out of the deadlock created by the 'lost decade' literature in particular,
this thesis joins a number of recent studies in moving below the state level to
explore recent Japanese firm behaviour at the industry level. Specifically, close
examination of the electronics industry opens the way for a more nuanced portrait
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of Japan in the 1990s in departing from the typical portrayal of a universal, decadelong decline. Instead, the electronics industry emerges as recovering relatively
strongly from the collapse of the Japanese economic bubble in the early 1990s. It
was not until the mid-1990s that the poor domestic business climate created by the
long-running recession began to take its toll, with conditions deteriorating still
further with the 1997 Asian financial crisis and the 2001 collapse of the IT bubble.
These poor macroeconomic conditions suggest a more complex decision-making
environment than the lost decade scenario of a world changing while Japan
remained the same. In other words, until conditions began to stabilize in the early
2000s, this thesis argues that firms had difficulty distinguishing between problems
arising from their production model and problems created b y an uncertain business
climate, significantly delaying their response to what external analysts saw as a
clear production model crisis.

This analysis of the electronics industry is broken down still further with
examination of developments in three specific industries: mobile phone handsets,
semiconductors and flat-panel televisions. Each of these is an industry in which
Japanese firms have led or might be expected to lead global competition. As such,
interesting variations emerge in the manner in which different industries—and
indeed

different

firms—have

responded

to

the

changing

global

business

environment. In particular, this thesis reveals that Japanese firms have not
experienced uniform competitive pressures across all industries. The mobile phone
industry, for example, developed in isolation from global markets, with the need to
adapt to the global environment consequently surprisingly weak until the early
2000s. Competition has also come from different quarters, necessitating different
responses. In the flat panel television industry, other firms from East Asia—Korea,
Taiwan, and, more recently China—have come through from below to challenge
Japanese dominance. In the semiconductor industry, Korean firms such as Samsung
have beaten out Japanese firms in the mature D R A M market, while US firms in
particular have stormed ahead in new chip markets where Japanese firms have
suffered from either or both failures of vision and commitment.
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Finally, this thesis looks specifically at the nine Japanese electronics m a j o r s Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, Fujitsu, NEC, Sony, Matsushita, Sharp and Sanyo—
as large Japanese firms epitomizing Japanese industrial competitiveness on the
world's technological edge in the 1970s and 80s, as well as the decline of that
competitiveness from the 1990s onward. Consequently,

they represent

an

interesting study in the tensions that the existing literatures would suggest to exist
between actors constrained by domestic institutions on the one hand and, on the
other, the imperatives of global competition in leading-edge industries. What the
thesis discovers is that firms are changing their behaviour and, in parallel, certain
aspects of domestic institutions in order to make themselves more competitive in
global markets. Rather than seeking to break out of their institutional framework,
therefore, they are revisiting domestic institutions with a view to aligning these
more closely with their changing interests. To take the frequently highlighted
company-employee relationship as an example, while lifelong employment has
certainly not vanished, firms are engaging much more extensively in mid-career
hiring as a means of securing the necessary experience and know-how to bolster or
develop key technology areas quickly and effectively. As a consequence, the
baseline for hiring, at least in the case of highly-skilled scientists and engineers, is
shifting away from the traditional emphasis on mutual loyalty toward a greater
concern with balancing performance and reward.

At the same time, this thesis also finds greater variance emerging in firm behaviour
as a result of exposure to global competition. As the various global electronics
markets become increasingly dominated by one or two players, the Japanese
electronics majors no longer have the luxury of competing on their own terms
against each other in a relatively homogenous group; they need to differentiate
themselves individually against global competition, including their fellow Japanese
firms. This has prompted a much greater awareness of offshore business practices,
as well as exploration of how such practices could be exploited to firms' own
competitive advantage. Sony and Matsushita, for example, have been departing
from the traditional approach of developing each product from scratch to instead
create the platform components typical of modular architecture. This is seen as a
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means of using their technological edge to create economies of scale across their
product ranges and product generations, thus boosting their cost competitiveness.

In short, this thesis demonstrates that, contrary to the claim of 'lost decade'
literature, change is occurring in the Japanese political economy at firm level, and
that

this

is

affecting

firm

capabilities

and

consequently

overall

national

competitiveness.

The second contribution of this thesis lies in addressing some of the weaknesses of
the Varieties of Capitalism approach, which, as noted in the previous section,
remains essentially state-centric despite its own claims to put firms at the centre of
analysis. Specifically, by focusing on firms as actors not only embedded in a
particular domestic institutional environment, but also operating in and responsive
to a changing global environment, the thesis introduces a useful dynamism into an
otherwise markedly static approach. First, in allowing for more permeable national
borders than depicted in the Varieties of Capitalism's state units, the thesis situates
national

economic

systems firmly within

space—namely,

the wider

global

environment—in place of the idealized vacuum produced through a focus on
comparative rather than international political economy. Second, it

makes

provision for the inflow of new ideas and practices with the potential to gradually
adjust national economic systems to changes in the endogenous environment. This
approach

helps

to

explain

why

change

occurs

in

domestic

institutional

environments over time, compensating for the time axis currently absent in the
Varieties of Capitalism. Third, the thesis identifies firms as agents for change in
mediating between domestic environments, with their institutionalized stability,
and the fluid, swiftly-moving global economy. Through these innovations, the
thesis supports Varieties of Capitalism claims as to the ongoing distinctiveness of
national economic systems in the face of economic globalization, while at the same
time identifying those mechanisms for learning and change necessary to take the
Varieties of Capitalism approach beyond an increasingly outdated 1990s paradigm.
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CHAPTER 3: BACKGROUND
This chapter outHnes the course charted by the Japanese electronics majors from
the dark days of the 'lost decade' through to signs of change in the early 2000s. The
late 1990s saw the Japanese majors paralysed in the face of poor macroeconomic
conditions, institutional conditioning, and uncertainty over where the competitive
advantage of Japanese firms might lie. By the early 2000s, however, severe slumps
in both their financial performance and their international competitiveness finally
spurred the majors to seek new strategies. As emerges in the case study chapters,
different circumstances in different industries have provoked different responses
even within the same company, with global exposure in the industries in question
doing much to determine the pace and the extent of change. In general terms,
however, what seems to be occurring is hybridization of the 'Japanese model'
toward the more flexible and strategic deployment of company resources.

The first section discusses the process and product innovations underpinning the
majors' approach through to the 1990s. The second section looks at developments
in the global business environment during the 'lost decade' that undercut this
approach; specifically, changing economic conditions, technological advances, and
the emergence of powerful new business models. The third section identifies the
specific problems faced by the Japanese electronics majors and factors behind their
apparent reluctance or inability to adapt to the new global business environment.
The fourth section catches the majors at the point of crisis at the end of the
century. The final section brings the discussion into the early 2000s, considering
signs of change in the 'Japanese model'.

Process and product innovation through into the 1990s
By the 1990s, the Japanese electronics majors had developed a distinctive approach
to production that fused process and product innovation. The various process
innovations belonged primarily to the 'Japanese model' as it had evolved in the
postwar period, adapting the Fordist mass manufacturing approach to something
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better suited to Japanese conditions—namely, "small markets, scarce capital and
limited consumer spending power" (Sturgeon 2006: 48)—that would also be
competitive in export markets (Sayer 1986; Tyson and Zysman 1989: 88).

On the shop floor, major process innovations included the 'just-in-time' system,
total quality management, and continuous improvement, as well as a highly
integrated approach to manufacturing that began at the design and development
stage. The just-in-time system eliminated waste b y redesigning factory floors and
labour utilization to produce the right part in the right place at the right time, thus
reducing inventories and improving inventory flows. Total quality management
and continuous improvement decentralized decision-making by involving factory
workers in the ongoing effort to introduce incremental improvements into both
product

and process. Within the firm, integral architecture required

close

coordination among product designers and internal and external production units
through a 'ripening' process that brought components into fine-tuning with each
other while also perfecting the accompanying manufacturing process (interview
with METI offlcial 14 June 2005). This "intense exchange and circulation of design
information throughout the Arm" (Whittaker and Cole 2006: 31) stood in sharp
contrast to the demarcations down division lines that characterized US Arms in the
1970s and 80s.

Process innovations like the above depended heavily on innovations in personnel
management and inter-firm relations. As part of the just-in-time system, factory
workers were trained to handle muhiple tasks, opening the w a y for

flexible

deployment according to the needs of the moment (Kwon 2005: 238). To boost
quality, as noted above, they were also encouraged to take an active role in
identifying problems and suggesting improvements in the production process. The
incentive for this greater input lay in paternalistic employment practices, whereby
many (but not all; see, for example, Tyson and Zysman 1989: 63) employees were
guaranteed lifelong employment up a stable career path with wages raised on a
seniority basis (Kosai 1997: 195). Firms also assumed substantial responsibility for
the welfare of employees and their families (Vogel 1979: 147; Shinkawa and Pempel
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1996). Enterprise-based labour unions, meanwhile, shared with management the
goal of ensuring the survival and prosperity of the company as the most effective
means of safeguarding and promoting w o r k e r welfare in sharp contrast to the
antagonistic relationships between industry-based unions and management that
often disrupted operations in the West (Kume 1998; Dore 1986). The resuh of these
practices, Ezra Vogel noted, was employees w h o
... are absent less, strike less, and are willing to work overtime and refrain from
using all their allotted vacation time without any immediate monetary benefit. ...
Japanese workers' pride in their work and loyalty to their company are reflected in
their capacity to produce goods that are not only competitive in price but reliable in
quality" (Vogel 1979: 131)^

In terms of supplier management, manufacturers developed long-term, loyaltydriven relations, offering their suppliers secure business partnerships that insulated
small firms f r o m market vagaries, and also providing technical and even financial
support (Nakatani 1984: 227-58; Hoshi 1994: 285-86). In return, suppliers produced
parts to the exacting specifications and schedules required by manufacturers, and
even took on parts development\ This enabled manufacturers to enjoy the cost
and time benefits of outsourcing a high proportion of their parts production'',
while close collaboration with suppliers contributed to ongoing innovation in both
'' See also Itami:
Among the particular characteristics of Japanese firms, the one that has come to be cited
most often is the employees' sense of unity, of sharing a common fate. There is an
intimate link between what are popularly known as the Three Sacred Treasures of
Japanese employment practices—namely lifetime employment, the seniority-merit wage
system, and enterprise-based unions—and this feeling of unity. ...There is a long-term
relationship based on a sense of identification with the firm that transcends the shortterm employment contract (Itami 1994: 90).
^ According to Kwon, a "large portion of parts in Japan (60 percent of total purchasing costs)
were so-called 'black-box components,' for which suppliers developed drawings with customers
based on the customers' rough ideas, while only 15 percent of total purchasing costs in the U.S.
were so incurred" (Kwon 2005: 238).
Kwon notes that "in the 1980s Japanese automakers produced about 30 percent of total car
values in-house, on average, while U.S. automakers produced about 50-80 percent in-house, on
average. In addition, about 51 percent of total engineering hours in Japan were realized by
suppliers; by contrast, only 14 percent in the U.S. and 32-37 percent in the European countries
were realized by suppliers" (Kwon 2005: 238).
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products and processes and extended integrated manufacturing out across the wider
network.

At a level above these vertical keiretsu, or networks, were horizontal

keiretsu,

comprising groups of large manufacturers from various industries, general trading
companies, large banks and insurance companies. Such inter-firm ties provided
reliable sources of capital in the form of almost unlimited funding from the group's
'main bank' for extended periods of time (Hoshi et al 1990; 1991). Access to this
'patient capital' meant that R & D could be undertaken from a long-term 'what-if
perspective rather than being required to produce immediately commercializable
results. Affiliates too could draw on funds from their parent companies, enabling
them to weather cyclical downturns in their particular industries while engaging in
critical forward investment (Gerlach 1989: 142; see also Aoki 1988; Hoshi and
Kashyap 2001). Cross-shareholding within the keiretsu secured stable, long-term
stockholders, avoiding the risk of hostile takeover bids by other firms and granting
a free hand on the management reins (Kosai 1997: 193).

Driving and supporting these process innovations was a close government-business
relationship that initially manifested as the strong hand of a 'developmental state'
Qohnson 1982). Elite bureaucracies such as the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI) actively shaped Japanese industry to create comparative advantage
while shielding it from offshore competition (Boltho 1975; Katzenstein 1985;
Pempel 1978, 1982; Wolferen 1989; Zysman 1983). This included careful control of
domestic competition to promote powerful, dynamic oligopolies rather than stasisprone monopolistic champions (Noble 1989: 60). Subsequently, as Japanese
industry found its feet, state control diffused into frequent government-business
consultation, with elaborate processes of negotiation and compromise ensuring
that all interests were satisfied (Ableggen 1970; Pempel and Tsunekawa 1979; Vogel
1978, 1979; Dore 1986).

As the above process innovations became recognized as part of a powerful new
business model, they were extensively imitated both at home and abroad, and
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became standard practice also among the electronics majors. However, where
Japanese firms had staged their catch-up primarily by fusing Western product
innovation with Japanese process innovation, by the 1990s they had moved past
many of their rivals and consequently needed to shift resources into product
innovation of their own. For the electronics majors in particular, another source of
pressure was the growing presence of Korean, Taiwanese, and also Chinese firms in
the lower and middle-end product brackets in Western markets where the Japanese
majors had originally staged their breakthrough. As increasing price competition
slashed price margins for consumer electronics, the Japanese firms chose to make a
dignified retreat into the high end of the market. There, they believed, money was
still to be made from high profit margins thanks to a technological sophistication
that would also kept a glass barrier between them and the rest of East Asia.
Essentially, they chose to compete on product innovation, and that meant boosting
their own innovative capacity (Sanyo interview in Nikkei Electronics 6 January
2003: 102).

Understanding the Japanese electronics majors' product innovation requires
understanding their strong domestic orientation. These firms were global players,
but with the exception of Sony, the bulk of their consumer electronics products
were sold at home. Consequently, they were strongly attuned to domestic market
conditions. Japanese consumers expected high quality and reliability, and leaned
towards products marketed by the Japanese electronics majors as a guarantee of
that quality (although this was often the extent of their brand loyalty; in other
words, they were as happy to buy Matsushita as Sharp). They were also affluent
and technologically sophisticated, prepared to spend money for products on the
cutting edge. What this meant for the electronics majors was intense competition
among a small, homogenous group of manufacturers seeking to differentiate their
products to avoid price competition, but having to do this on the strength of
performance rather than brand.

This had two results. Firstly, the electronics majors came to view R&D as an
effective public relations exercise, designed to impress consumers with the firm's
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technological superiority as much as to develop marketable products.

The

consequent role of R & D labs as corporate 'advertising boards' allowed them great
discretion in terms of technology direction, time and money (NEC interview in
Nikkei

Electronics

5 May 2004: 82). Secondly, when marketable products did

emerge, these tended to feature 'fat' designs, cramming in as many bells and
whistles as possible in order to emphasize their technological sophistication
(Yasumoto 2005: 12). According to Yasumoto and Fujimoto, this was not only a
strategy but also the inevitable outcome of the cross-functional development
routines that had evolved in the electronics majors. An obsession with quality and
sophistication had the electronics majors treating every new product as novel and
unique, rather than looking at the possible applications of a new technology more
widely across their product range or recycling technologies across product
generations (Yasumoto and Fujimoto 2005: 288). The result was technologically
impressive but inevitably pricey (Yasumoto 2005:12).

Another cause of the electronics majors' strong domestic orientation was the
influence of company directors and stockholders. In the 1990s, with company
headquarters in Japan and external directorships still rare, boards of directors were
predominantly Japanese, as were stockholders. Both directors and stockholders
were accordingly strongly attuned to the domestic market and, in particular, to the
group of electronics majors. This led them to encourage corporate management to
maintain a presence across the range of major consumer electronics items, not only
to maintain their standing as 'general' electronics manufacturers, but also to keep
up with the competition (interview with Matsushita executive 29 June 2005). One
observer has suggested that this 'convoy' mentality extended so far that it was
more acceptable to the electronics majors to climb aboard the same boat as their
peer group and sink with everyone else than to risk failing to board a boat that
sailed off to triumph (interview with Fujitsu Research Institute executive 17 June
2005). In product innovation, this proclivity spread resources thinly across a broad
product spectrum, which contributed in turn to the homogeneity of the electronics
majors' product ranges—it was too difficult to justify the earmarking of extra funds
for specific products that might generate significant differentiation.
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Homogeneity was also the result of firms economizing in at least some technology
areas by seizing on new technologies produced by their rivals and immediately
marketing look-alikes of their own (interview with M E T I official 14 June 2005).
This was facilitated by a patent system originally designed to encourage absorption
of Western technologies and diffuse know-how throughout Japanese industry^. As
a result of this system, Japanese firms tended to use their patents not to achieve
exclusivity, but rather to gain access to information and operating freedom (Cohen
et al 2002: 1361). In some cases too, the electronics majors were prepared to
overlook the outflow of proprietary technology in relation to one product on the
assumption that they would benefit similarly from other firms' proprietary
technology in other products^ (interview with Matsushita executive 29 June 2005).
This give-and-take environment contrasted sharply with the US, where Japanese
firms were becoming far more wary of their use of intellectual property and patent
protection following massive and costly battles in US courts, as exemplified by the
Kodak wars'.

^ " T h e Japanese patent system is a complex web of policy choices more or less consciously
structured to affect R & D diffusion while maintaining overall incentives for R & D investment.
The Japanese patent system subordinates the short-term interests of the innovator in the
creation of exclusionary rights to the broader policy goals of diffusion of technology"
(Ordover 1991: 48).
^ This tacit understanding among the electronics majors occasionally backfired, as when
Mitsubishi's directors pressured the firm to put out its own D V D recorder in order to keep up
with the other electronics majors. Lacking any proprietary technology in this area, Mitsubishi
cobbled together a machine from other firms' parts and marketed a D V D recorder that it could
differentiate only on low price. The subsequent price destruction triggered across the domestic
market brought D V D s down to half their previous value in the space of a year (interview with
Matsushita executive 29 June 2005).
' Cohen et al make the following interesting observation on the effect of Japanese firms'
offshore experience on domestic patent approaches.
F o r example, Japanese firms have aggressively embraced patents partly in reaction to
prominent infringement suits filed by American against Japanese firms over the prior 1015 years. At the same time, American firms may have drawn a different lesson from the
same events, namely that patents provide only partial protection and must be
supplemented when possible by other ways of protecting their inventions, such as
secrecy (Cohen et al 2002: 1366).
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While shrugging their shoulders at technology theft by their domestic peers, the
electronics majors were still strongly biased toward in-house R & D as part of their
traditional preference for handling the length of the value chain in-house.
Innovations produced by their own researchers were considered

company

property, with compensation generally restricted to token bonuses, a reflection of
traditional Japanese corporate paternalism toward employees (Anchordoguy 2005:
44). Collaboration with universities was hampered by government regulations on
dual employment and the ownership of research results, etc. (Abe 2004: 20). The
electronics majors were also unaccustomed to forming or working with venture
businesses as a means of boosting their own innovative capacity. Collaboration
with rivals was out of the question, to the extent that firms would refuse to take on
researchers previously employed in their rivals' labs (Hitachi interview in Nikkei
Electronics 5 January 2004: 79). Government-led high-tech research consortia were
also affected by this rivalry, as well as by firms' growing dislike of government
intervention; Callon describes MITI's failures in the 1980s and early 90s with three
major projects—Supercomputer, Fifth Generation and TRON—through which the
government had hoped to direct Japan's industrial trajectory (Callon 1995).

Further, most R & D was conducted at home in Japan, with offshore R & D ratios
well below those of medium-sized European countries in particular and even US
firms'". Offshore R & D facilities were for the most part concentrated in knowledge
clusters like Silicon Valley where they served as 'listening-posts' for new
technologies and ideas that could be fed into product development back home
(Odagiri and Yasuda 1996: 1076). Other facilities were located close to key markets
(in the early 1990s, primarily the US, the UK and Europe) and focused on adaptive
engineering to match technologies developed back in Japan more closely to local
market needs (Arimura 1999: 44). Some attempt was made to acquire local R & D
facilities as readymade sources of innovation, but the process of fusing very
Patel calculated that only one percent of US patenting by Japan's 139 largest MNEs was
based on R & D conducted in foreign laboratories during 1985-1990, compared with eight
percent for US MNEs and 40-60 percent for MNEs from the U K , Sweden and Switzerland, etc
(Patel 1995). He found little change in the ratio for large Japanese MNEs in the early 1990s
(Patel 1996).
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different research cultures often proved to be difficult and time-consuming
(Asakawa 2001). A very small number of R & D labs were set up specifically to
engage in basic research, including the highly-respected N E C Research Institute in
Princeton (Yoshihara et al 2000: 7-8) and Matsushita's Panasonic Technologies
{DAlon etal 1999:28).

In short, as they entered the 1990s, the Japanese electronics majors were pursuing a
fusion of process and product innovation that enabled them to deliver highly
sophisticated but expensive electronics products to increasingly high-end markets.
With their eyes on each other rather than on offshore competition, their product
ranges continued to expand, albeit with little differentiation across their peer
group. At the same time, the technological sophistication of that peer group was
confidently expected to maintain and extend Japanese dominance over global
competition across a range of key electronics industries in the 1990s.

Changes in the global business environment in the 1990s
However, far from maintaining a comfortable position of power, by the end of the
decade, the nine electronic majors were all engaged in extensive restructuring
operations designed to redress massive deficits and severely damaged competitive
positions. This dramatic turnaround was due to significant changes in (a) economic
and business conditions and (b) technological conditions, as well as (c) offshore
firms' successful absorption and extension of key elements from the Japanese
model.

(a) Economic and business conditions
The collapse of the 'bubble' economy in the early 1990s ushered in a decade of
recession for Japan that was sufficiently traumatic as to be labelled the 'lost decade'.
However, the gloom that enveloped areas such as real estate and finance was
nowhere near as consistent in the domestic electronics industry, which recovered
quickly from its 1992 slump to record performances on a par with late-80s levels by
1994 {Nikkei Electronics 7 June 2006).
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However, by the mid-1990s, macroeconomic conditions were beginning to take
their toll. Sales began to drag as, in the face of large-scale restructuring across other
industries,

wage

freezes

and

uncertainty

about

future prospects,

Japanese

consumers lost the eagerness to own the latest high-tech gadgetry that had once
fueled the growth of the domestic market. Moreover, major problems with bad
debts had left financial institutions increasingly less willing or indeed able to lend
even to those firms for which they had traditionally served as 'main banks'
(Ahmadjian 2003: 219), constraining capital access. Deteriorating conditions were
then compounded in 1997 by East Asia's plunge into financial crisis.

The electronics majors had spent the early 1990s extending their integrated
production networks out across East Asia to cut costs and exploit the respective
comparative advantages of the Asian economies. East Asia also continued to
provide a strong market for their older technologies, even as the growing affluence
of the region created new demand for more sophisticated technologies with higher
profit margins. The East Asian financial crisis threw both production and sales into
turmoil. With little financial support available from their cash-strapped parent
companies back in Japan, locally established operations struggled to stay afloat, a
task made all the more difficult by their reluctance to cut back on payrolls. U S
firms, on the other hand, were often bound to the region by no more than shortterm contracts with local manufacturers, which left them free to simply take their
pick from deals offered by desperate local firms, or even buy up the same firms at
firesale prices. The severity of the situation was further compounded for the
Japanese electronics majors when the domestic economy fell off its recovery
trajectory into a much deeper slump, just as a string of bureaucratic scandals shook
public confidence (Pempel 1998).

By the end of the century. East Asia was finally beginning to recover and the
Japanese economy too was showing signs of life. Prospects were particularly bright
for the electronics majors due to the global IT boom that had dot-com businesses
shooting past their brick-and-mortar rivals to create new heights on the U S and
other major stock exchanges. In 2001, however, the IT bubble collapsed, and with
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it the forecast offshore sales. While not as exposed as the US IT firms, the majors
had nevertheless been significant suppliers of components, personal computers and
computer peripheral equipment, and were strongly affected by the collapse
(Sturgeon 2006: 54).

(b) Changing technological

conditions

As it later eventuated, however, the more serious problem lay with changing
technological conditions. The 1990s was of course the era of the so-called 'IT
revolution', which impacted particularly strongly on the electronics industry. One
key element was speed. Technology began advancing at a blistering pace—dog
years, the industry complained, with seven years of technological progress now
crammed into each chronological year. The product cycle was shrinking at a
similarly alarming pace. In consumer electronics, for example, lead times shrank
from 26 to 19 months, or by 25 percent, between 1997 and 2002, with the model
change time accelerating by 43 percent from 45 months to 25 (Abe 2004). In the
1990s,

manufacturers

suddenly

found

that

they

would

have

to

develop,

manufacture and market their products in a fraction of the traditional timeframe if
they wished to capture first-comer advantage, or even to squeeze in sufficient time
to recover their investment costs.

Acceleration of the product cycle was answered and indeed abetted by advances in
information communications technology (ICT) that enabled data to be digitally
codified and securely transmitted instantaneously to any location in the world
linked into a telecommunications network. Freed from the traditional barriers of
time and space, manufacturers could now communicate detailed production
information to far-flung plants that formerly offered little more than low
manufacturing costs, creating global value chains able to operate on a 24 hour basis
to deliver products to market both rapidly and cheaply.

Moreover, data codification enabled a finely-controlled knowledge hand-off.
Previously, firms safeguarded proprietary knowledge by building their own
offshore plants or contracting out only older technologies. N o w , firms could
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afford to pass on more information to suppliers to secure reliable, high-quality
production while also building supplier capacity, because they could maintain
control of data critical to turning components into the final product package. As
contract suppliers in Taiwan, China, India and elsewhere in Asia grew more
sophisticated, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) took the implications of
knowledge-based

control

one

step

further.

They

began

to

offload

their

manufacturing capacity entirely—as well as the risk and the expense accompanying
ownership of manufacturing machinery and other fixed assets—on to suppliers to
focus in-house resources instead on high-added-value core competencies. In essence,
this meant concentrating resources on the high ends of the 'smile curve' (the
R&D/development

segment

at

the

start

of

the

value

chain

and

the

distribution/marketing activities at the end of it) to control the value chain with
knowledge rather than technology. As the 1990s progressed, the 'open architecture'
model was touted particularly in the US as the new manufacturing paradigm in
place of Japanese-style lean manufacturing.

A key component of the open architecture model was modularization, another byproduct of codification. As noted in Section 1, in the case of integral architecture,
the various parts of a product are developed and manufactured in constant
reference to each other to create a seamless whole. With modularization, by
contrast, the specifications for interfaces between parts are standardized so that
parts can be manufactured independently and simultaneously and then assembled
Lego-like into the final product. While product quality is arguably not as high,
modularization offers serious advantages in terms of shortening time to market and
cutting manufacturing costs. The standardized interfaces also enable the same parts
to be used across a range of products and even product generations, while new
parts can be combined with older technologies without needing to readjust the
entire model. Firms consequently stand to make substantial savings on R & D costs,
which, as product lifecycles continue to shrink, are coming to represent an
increasingly significant portion of total costs.
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Nowhere has the challenge of open architecture been as graphically represented as
in the computer. The personal computers of the 1990s were developed from the
outset as modular machines (at least in the West; see below). Accordingly, a
computer 'manufacturer' could simply put together a machine from those parts
makers offering the most competitive deal and have them assembled into a case
emblazoned with the company name, with minimal or no in-house manufacturing
entailed. Dell, for example, has been able to focus its resources on the development
of a massive marketing, distribution and services network dealing in machines
composed almost entirely of generic parts purchased from outside the company.
Dell's control over the value chain lies in its marketing, supply chain management
and customer service skills.

The other end of the smile curve has presented another variation on open
architecture. There, Windows and Intel have controlled the value chain through
intellectual property which they managed to position as de facto standards: the
Windows operating system and the Intel microprocessor. For a computer to run
with a Windows operating system or an Intel microprocessor, manufacturers need
to use interfaces built to Microsoft and Intel specifications. Licensing fees then need
to be paid to Microsoft and Intel for the privilege of using their specifications,
simultaneously locking another product into the 'Wintel' stable where it can
contribute to solidifying and broadening the Wintel client base. The Japanese
electronics majors were profoundly shocked by the power of modularity in 1992,
when C o m p a q used the cost benefits of modular production to market a machine
in Japan at close to half the price offered by Japanese manufacturers (the 'Compaq
shock'; Nikkei Business 22 July 1996: 36; Anchordoguy 2005: 169). However, the
impact of the Wintel paradigm proved far more profound. Throughout the 1990s,
the Japanese electronics majors were forced to develop their products to Wintel
standards rather than exploit their substantial incremental innovation capacities to
generate the sophisticated, reliable and user-friendly machines that had become
their hallmark {Nikkei Electronics 23 June 2003: 107). This experience turned their
initially dismissive attitude toward de facto standards into a very real respect of
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how standards could be used to prolong competitive advantage even in the face of
relentless technological advance (Anchordoguy 2005: 175).

Open architecture's value chain segmentation opened the way for various different
business models aside from the new O E M knowledge-based control. It produced,
for example, contract manufacturers that exploited the potential of the new
electronic manufacturing services (EMS) to provide electronics

manufacturing

facilities for the downsized O E M s . Firms like Singapore's Flextronics built a highlevel component development capacity that enabled them to design as well as
manufacture for their clients, with economies of scale and long client lists pulling
major profits. Meanwhile, Taiwanese firms were pioneering the merchant foundry
model as a counterpart to the fabless firm. Fabless firms (firms devoid of
fabrication facilities; hence their fabless status), often design divisions spun out
from O E M s , banked their futures purely on their design capacity, selling on their
ideas and designs. Foundries, on the other hand, provided EMS-based 'pure-play'
manufacturing for these firms, avoiding expensive and risky product development
to focus their resources on optimizing their manufacturing capacity.

Finally, as Western O E M s became more accustomed to outsourcing, they were also
noticing the growing pool of cheap, skilled researchers available in the developing
world, often graduates of Western universities with work experience at Western
companies. Establishing R & D facilities gave them access to these human resources,
often as part of sweetheart deals offered by local governments keen to facilitate the
transfer of leading-edge technology to local industry, and also allowed them to
tailor products more accurately for increasingly important local markets. In China,
for example, big names like IBM and Windows were throwing billions into a
research presence, looking to feed the results back into their global networks. The
potential knowledge spillovers from these facilities promised to propel China's
technology ambitions ahead even faster, while enforcement of global intellectual
property protection rules remained woefully under-addressed (Endo 2004).

(c) The Japanese model and beyond
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Codification, modularization, outsourcing, specialization—none of these trends sat
well with the Japanese electronics majors. But if points of difference between the
Japanese firms and their offshore rivals were problematic, so too were points of
commonality. Specifically, much of the resurgence of US firms in particular, and
also the emergence of other East Asian firms, could be traced to fusion of elements
of the Japanese model with local innovations. According to Whittaker and Cole,
six key elements were successfully absorbed and often improved upon by both
Western and East Asian firms. These comprised "practices making for shorter
product development cycles; the importance of managing the handoff from design
to

manufacturing;

management

of

suppliers;

standardized

work

processes;

continuous improvement; and an emphasis on quality" (Whittaker and Cole 2006:
5).

As of the late 1970s, Japan's success in industrial manufacturing attracted growing
interest in the West, culminating in MIT's influential 1990 analysis of 'lean
production' in The Machine That Changed the World (Womack et al 1990). Firms
worked hard to adapt the relevant elements of the Japanese production system to
fit their own needs and environments (Kenney and Florida 1993; Abo 1994; Liker
et al 1999; Holweg and Pil 2004). Put another way, the key elements in question
were greeted as important goals to achieve, but not necessarily by the same
methods. Western firms followed their Japanese rivals to some extent in their
pursuit of quality, introducing "systematic and continuous defect reduction
programs and reduced in-process inventories" (Sturgeon 2006: 49; Cole 1999).
However, their approach to other elements differed sufficiently to become the
basis for the new model of open architecture. They used their long experience with
low-context communication, formal, arms-length business relationships,

and

systems integration to establish a muscular form of supply chain management that
extended well beyond traditional Japanese client-supplier relations (Sturgeon 2006:
49-50). The Japanese intensive in-house circulation of design knowledge was
converted to codified knowledge hand-offs; pressurizing the product development
cycle was achieved using an army of competing suppliers. These new techniques
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combined with the power of the Internet saw the older Japanese model, as Borrus
so eloquently put it, "left for dead" (Borrus 1997).

At the same time, the East Asian firms were creating their own highly successful
hybridizations from elements from the Japanese model, open architecture and their
own particular management styles.

F r o m the Japanese model, as noted above, they had learned the importance of lean
manufacturing and high quality standards. Many also preserved the vertical
integration of manufacturing that characterized the Japanese electronics majors and
other Japanese

firms, albeit

based

on

far more

competitive

procurement

arrangements with supplier networks. Arguably, they also learned from their
Japanese rivals the importance of acquiring and absorbing technology by any
means possible to get a foot in the market. One means to this end was to buy in
manufacturing machinery. In the 1990s, with Japanese chents cutting back on their
machinery orders, Japanese machinery manufacturers were eager to sell their wares
even to outsiders, despite MITI admonishments to keep their technology in-house
(interview with M E T I official 14 June 2005). Because much of this machinery had
been developed together with the electronics majors, it also embodied a significant
amount of product know-how, which opened the way for reverse-engineering even
very new technologies.

Another effective means of technology acquisition was to pick the brains of
experienced personnel. As explored in Chapter 5, F P D technology in particular
was acquired by Korean firms much earlier than the Japanese majors had ever
expected through the proactive hiring of Japanese engineers who had retired or lost
their jobs during 1990s restructuring, or who were simply amenable to flying over
to Seoul for the weekend (Mathews 2004, interview with M E T I official 14 June
2005). In Japan, this catch-up provoked much comment on the imitative nature of
the products fielded by other East Asian (in other words, non-Japanese) firms and
these firms' comparatively weak R & D capacity, which were viewed as evidence
that these firms would not be able to proceed beyond 'fast followership' into
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leadership. However, complacency gave way to concern as the other East Asian
firms again traced the same trajectory as the Japanese incumbents by beginning to
direct resources into their own R & D .

Chinese firms often acquired technology through even more brutal means. Local
firms had become expert at reverse-engineering and cannibalizing the latest
technologies within months of their appearance on the market—and not just the
Chinese market, but also home markets—whereupon multiple microbusinesses
would suddenly be competing ruthlessly on scant profit margins. Accustomed to a
certain 'honeymoon period' for their latest products on the Japanese market before
facing offshore market challenges, the Japanese electronics majors were horrified to
find their profits snatched out from under them before the market had matured
sufficiently to

enable them

to

reap a reasonable

return

on their

original

investment". Moreover, the ambition of local entrepreneurs often found a strong
supporter in the Chinese government, to the extent of technology theft being
overlooked or even encouraged as part of the government's drive to take China to
the forefront of global industry.

F r o m the open architecture model, the other East Asian firms were learning the
merits of modularization particularly in terms of design. They were quick to
recognize the merits of a segmented product approach, tailoring product functions
and consequently product prices to the expectations of different markets. Within
the same market segment too, they learned to create different combinations of
product modules to create a virtuous cycle between market share and market
presence (greater market share boosting market presence, thus boosting market
share, etc.). This was supported by strong market research that enabled them to

'' For example, Sony started selling its flat panel T V , the Trinitron, in Japan in 1996, and took
it to China in 1998; by 1999, Chinese manufacturers were tearing into Sony's market share
with their own flat-screen TVs (Itami et al 2003: 177). A few years later Seki notes the
complaint of a Japanese plant manager in China that the parent company in Japan expected the
plant to make products already one or two generations behind Japan However, a new product
only had to hit the Japanese market and a month later a Chinese company was selling much
the same product in China, but cheaper. This made it almost impossible for Japanese firms
selling older products to compete (Seki 2003: 168).
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tailor their products to specific market tastes (whereas the Japanese firms were
inchned simply to field their high technology at advanced markets and their low
technology at developing markets). They also learned to update certain modules
while recycling others across product generations in order to field quasi-new
products for a new look before the next truly new technology emerged.

As for their own management style, the Korean firms in particular brought to the
table a huge production scale, the ability to mobilize capital, and swift and precise
decision-making reminiscent of the Japanese firms back in their catch-up days
(Yoshioka 2006: 1-2). With both D R A M chips and FPDs, for example, it was the
willingness to invest massive amounts of capital during industry downturns that
prepared them to seize the advantage during the next upturn, whereas the Japanese
firms balked, dithered and lost opportunities. The other East Asian firms were
argued to be better positioned for this kind of decision-making because of their
owner-operated status; specifically, the other East Asian firms were often still run
by their founders or their founders' descendants. Most of the Japanese electronics
majors, on the other hand, had seen their founders replaced over time by more
cautious and cumbersome board management.

Mired in the 'lost decade'
By the late 1990s, it was clear that the 'closed, cautious, centralized, long-term and
stable' production networks of the Japanese electronics majors that had been so
devastatingly effective in the days of full-set manufacturing had passed their use-by
date (Borrus 1997: 19). In a new global economy marked by rapid technological
advance, shrinking product cycles and shorter time to market, they seemed to be
doing everything wrong.

Specifically, they designed products that were frequently too complex

and

consequently too expensive for wider consumer tastes. Their commitment to
optimizing each individual product slowed development time and also prevented
them from economizing on R & D and manufacturing costs by using the same
technologies elsewhere in their product ranges or in successive product generations.
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Their preference for vertically integrated manufacturing, their discomfort with
codification, and their underdeveloped intellectual property protection regimes
kept manufacturing in-house too long to take advantage of the lower production
costs available offshore to recover their investment before other firms could field
rival products. Yet lead times were increasingly critical. Toshiba's head of R&D
observed: "Even for products that have finally been created through much sweat
and blood, the 'season' for which a firm can enjoy the full fruits of its labours has
become extremely short. With plasma TVs, for example, while the product itself
will not disappear, that prime period will only last three or four more years.
Plasma technology took more than 30 years to develop, but that technology will
be out of our hands in an instant" (Toshiba interview in Nikkei Electronics 5
January 2004: 81).

They also tried to do too much in-house. This was not only in terms of their huge
product ranges and consequently thinly-spread investment (which made it difficult
to sustain competitiveness against their more specialized rivals). It was also the
failure to identify core competencies and exploit outside sources for the other
necessary skills and resources. Where they did outsource, it was to trusted, longterm suppliers who were predominantly Japanese and consequently not necessarily
able to offer the most competitive deal. The electronics majors were not
accustomed or attuned to the kind of strategic supply chain management that
operated on the basis of formal, limited contracts to secure flexibility in the face of
changing business conditions. They were not accustomed to strategic decisions at
all; for many years, they had simply followed each other rather than trying to
differentiate themselves in specific product ranges. They did not know how to read
the market and race for first-mover advantage on the next growth products, an
attempt which would in all likelihood have been thwarted anyway by boards
anxious about the substantial risks and equally substantial capital entailed. They
were out of practice at targeting non-Japanese markets generally; as a group, they
had been the benchmark for so long that they had come to assume that consumers
everywhere would recognize the quality and sophistication of their products and
make their buying decisions accordingly.
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In short, they had become dinosaurs, and by the mid-1990s, Western analysts had
begun to predict their imminent extinction. By the end of the 1990s, it was widely
believed even in Japan that the best that could be hoped was the electronic majors'
amalgamation into t w o or three major firms, heavily restructured to remove
duplication and excess and differentiated down distinctive core competency lines
(interview with Fujitsu Research Institute executive 2005).

Certainly, a number of factors mediated against their adaptation to the new global
business environment. First, there was their experience of success. For many years,
the manufacturing model which they had so carefully refined had kept them at the
forefront of global markets, along the w a y spawning a small industry in recipes for
successfully imitating the Japanese. Too, where analysts tended to assume the poor
performance of all Japanese industries across the entire lost decade, the Japanese
electronics majors remained in reasonable financial health through to the mid1990s. When the decline in their performance finally became unmistakable, they
initially had poor macroeconomic conditions—the domestic recession and the
Asian

financial

crisis—as

a

ready

explanation

for

the

situation.

When

macroeconomic factors improved, their manufacturing model would take them
back out into the lead.

This was more than a general view; it was built into their organizational bones.
Japanese management generally rose up the ranks over some 25 years, so that by
the time they took the reins of leadership, they had "a strong stake in the firm, an
intimate knowledge of firm culture and practices, and a long-term perspective"
(Whittaker and Cole 2006: 14). This "organizational memory" (Whittaker and Cole
2006: 13) was a valuable asset in terms of ensuring management stability and
continuity over the golden years of the Japanese production system. However,
faced with radically different business conditions, management had no idea how to
deal with the situation other than by maintaining traditional practices, despite the
increasingly obvious mismatch between those practices and the new environment
(Whittaker and Cole 2006: 13-14).
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T h e Japanese electronics majors had also grown substantially b y the 1990s. T h e
flexibility

and nimbleness that had underpinned their success during the catch-up

period had given way to the cumbersome, complex management of massive multidivisional structures surrounded b y

flotillas

of affiliates and subsidiaries.

In

addition, as observed earlier, they were now operated by boards rather than by
single owners, which meant that decisions had to be discussed and cleared before
action

could

be

taken ' ' . Because

these

boards

were

also

accustomed

to

benchmarking their own firm's performance against their domestic peer group,
they were slow t o respond to offshore developments, and when they finally
recognized the need to respond, they looked to the domestic peer group to
determine the appropriate response. However, none of the electronics majors
seemed to have a good answer. Concerned with stability and continuity rather than
challenging the status quo, and accordingly cautious and risk-averse, the electronics
majors saw the lack of a clear path as another good reason for doing nothing
hastily.

Another factor militating against change was institutional conditioning. T h e most
obvious and immediate solution to poor performance was to reduce all in-house
surpluses and streamline the firm. However, deeply embedded in the fabric of
Japanese society even as they operated on the global stage, the Japanese electronics
majors were effectively hamstrung by their social obligations through to the end of
the 1990s. Specifically, with Japan still mired deep in recession, the majors did not
regard large-scale plant closure or staff lay-offs as socially acceptable options.
Similarly, unnecessary or uncompetitive suppliers could not simply be abandoned.
Where at the close of the

1990s a certain amount of restructuring

became

inevitable, much time and effort was consumed finding new positions for surplus

Quite how slow they were is evidenced by NEC's procurement processes in the mid-1990s.
Attempting to boost its procurement of cheaper offshore parts, NEC was taking six months to
make a final decision on individual parts—even as its foreign rivals were putting out new
products at a cycle of between three and six months {Nikkei Business 19 June 1995: 23).
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staff and new clients or even business areas for unneeded suppliers (Anchordoguy
2005: 41-42).

If the electronics majors were uncertain as to whether change was necessary and
unsure of their capacity to make major changes, they were also far from clear on
what change should be achieving. In other words, while open architecture was
obviously working for many Western firms, it could hardly be transposed directly
into the Japanese environment, given major differences in Japan's institutional and
organizational setup. Then, even if it were to be transposed, how could Japanese
firms hope to gain a competitive advantage using a model pioneered and refined by
their rivals (interview with Matsushita executive 29 June 2005)? And the collapse of
the IT bubble in 2001 suggested that open architecture was far from infallible
(Sturgeon 2006: 55).

The Japanese electronics majors were also affected by the monozukuri

boom that

had hit Japan in the late 1990s. 'Monozukuri' literally means 'making things', and
refers to the Japanese tradition of skilled manufacturing, conjuring up the image of
a master craftsman with skills honed by a lifetime of hands-on experience. Having
come

through

a decade

of

recession

during

which Japan's

international

competitiveness rankings had plummeted, the public, the government and the
private sector were all anxious to discover some proof that Japan still did
something better than the rest of the world. Skilled manufacturing resonated
particularly strongly, not least because it represented a more substantial, sober and
dependable world than the overheated bubble economy climate that had originally
kicked Japan into recession. For the electronics majors too, it fed into their
narrative of superiority over their East Asian rivals; other firms might be able to
produce cheap knock-offs, but only Japanese firms could produce the true, quality
item. And the true, quality item was obviously to be achieved through integral
architecture and the concomitant vertical integration of production. They might
not be doing everything right, but it would be unwise to throw the baby out with
the bathwater. Their future lay with skilled manufacturing; the real question was,
in what form?
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Crisis and reaction
The 1998-2001 period was a pivotal one for the electronics majors in terms of the
unmistakable and intolerable deterioration in their financial performance. The nine
electronics majors between them racked up a net income loss of US$13 billion for
FY1998, much of which was due to Hitachi's US$2.6 billion and NEC's US$1.9
billion losses. They were joined in the red by Fujitsu, Toshiba, Mitsubishi and
Sanyo, while Matsushita made only US$107 million profit (down from US$764
million the previous year) and Sharp only US$36 million (down from US$202
million). After a short-lived recovery, figures plummeted again in the wake of the
IT bubble collapse. Matsushita, Fujitsu, NEC, Toshiba, Hitachi and Mitsubishi all
recorded net losses of between US$3.8 billion (Hitachi) and US$2.03 billion
(Toshiba), making for a total loss of US$13,959 billion. Only Sony, Sharp and
Sanyo escaped the full impact, but the net income for all three firms was still well
below their 1996 performance—in Sony's case, a mammoth slide from US$1.2
billion to US$123 miUion (Sturgeon 2006: 54).

Aside from the East Asian financial crisis and the IT bubble collapse, immediate
factors behind the majors' disastrous performance included the 1999 appreciation
of the yen from 140 to 110-120 yen against the dollar, compounded by a severe and
ongoing consumption slump and a strong deflationary trend {Nikkei Business 22
March 1999: 23-24). Prices too had plummeted; by the October-December quarter
in 1998, for example, L C D TVs were down to around a third of the price a year
before, while mobile handsets had dropped by close to 20 percent {Nikkei Business
22 March 1999: 26). In addition, unexpected volatility in emerging markets, such as
currency crises in Russia and Brazil, impacted heavily on the majors' performance;
these emerging markets had previously accounted for as much as 20 percent of
consolidated sales at high profit margins. Arguably too, the changes to the
corporate accounting system that were introduced over FY2000-2002 provided for
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the first time an accurate picture of consolidated performance, which made the
majors' decHne seem even more dramatic".

In this situation, the electronics majors had little choice but to act. For most, the
initial step was to initiate large-scale restructuring programs that would trim back
payrolls and close or consolidate manufacturing facilities. According to N E C
leader Koji Nishigaki, 1999 was the year in which N E C set out to "at least staunch
the flow of blood". At the end of September, N E C had unofficially decided to
break up its subsidiary N E C Home Electronics. This move was intended to
promote NEC's shift from home electronics to information equipment as a means
of breaking out of deficit, but instead resulted in a total investment loss of some
250 billion yen. N E C then decided in November to inject 200 billion yen into
rebuilding its US subsidiary Packard-Bell N E C , pulling it entirely out of PC
manufacturing and sales {Nikkei Business 6 March 2000: 52). A company system was
introduced, with N E C breaking itself down into three companies—solutions,
networks and electronic devices—accompanied by major rights transfer and the
expectation of independent management. The number of directors was reduced
from 37 to 16, and a retirement age of 70 was set for the president and chairman
{Nikkei Business 6 March 2000: 52).

While Sony managed to avoid annual net income losses, a final consolidated deficit
of 38 billion yen for the January-March quarter of 1999 (its biggest in 18 years)
provoked the announcement that the firm would cut its plants down to 15 over
four years and shed 2000 staff over two years {Nikkei Business 22 March 1999: 25).
Toshiba, meanwhile, decided in 1999 to sell off its ATM business and merge its airconditioning business in a bid to restore financial viability {Nikkei Business 22

" Disclosure shifted from primarily sole-firm-oriented to require consolidated accounts for
more 50 percent-plus owned subsidiaries and 49-20 percent-plus under certain conditions
conducive to a dominating influence by the core company and importance of the subsidiary
(Inagami and Whittaker 2005: 88) . In addition, the definition of a consolidated subsidiary was
expanded beyond investment of at least 50 percent to include whether a firm had the influence
to fire or hire a majority on the board of directors of the subsidiary. As a result, the electronics
majors had to include under-performing group firms on their balance sheets, dragging their
official performance down even further {Nikkei Business 22 March 1999: 25).
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March 1999: 24). It also began spinning out various divisions to promote more
rigorous revenue management and established a strategic headquarters to oversee
company management. In October 1999, Toshiba introduced General Electrics'
'six sigma' method for improving management efficiency [Nikkei Business 22 March
1999: 24-25)". In 2000, Matsushita brought in new leadership. Kunio Nakamura
immediately announced that a workforce reduction by around 20 percent to
120,000 employees, with 30 factories around the world to be streamlined or
shuttered. Product lines were revamped to cut back on duplication across divisions,
and a focus on strategic products (DVD recorders, flat-panel TVs and cell phones)
was introduced [Business Week Online 21 July 2003).

Departures
However, perhaps the most significant change that occurred over the 1998-2001
period was in the mindset of the electronics majors. For the first time, managers
began publicly admitting that the provenance of their poor performance in the
1990s was not external circumstances such as domestic recession and the Asian
crisis alone. It was due also to their attempt to cling to an old production model.
Comments in industry journal interviews included: "We've realized things won't
go back to how they were"; "we've fallen as far as we can and from here we can
only go up"; and "[w]e've given up groping around for an answer lying within our
immediate reach, and instead we're looking at how we can make something new"
[Nikkei Electronics 5 January 2004: 77). The majors saw themselves as undergoing
the same experience as US firms in the 1980s when Japan was at its peak, hunting
for a new edge on which to establish a trajectory of competitiveness. "Japanese
engineers are hungry now, and that has to produce good technology" (Toshiba
interview in Nikkei Electronics 5 January 2004: 75).

Since 2001 in particular, this new mindset has begun to generate extensive changes
in

everything

from

the

electronics

majors'

R&D

arrangements

to

their

''' Ironically, this program was originally designed in the U S in the 1980s when U S firms were
losing competitiveness in the face of the high quality of Japanese products, and draws heavily
on Japanese quality control technology.
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employment practices. In place of their traditionally broad product ranges, the
majors are turning to specialization as a means of focusing company resources to
achieve the edge that now seems necessary to dominate any given product market.
As Matsushita R & D director Susumu Koike notes, "[a] firm can't get by on doing
everything and being good at nothing. ... Y o u need to wield your technology like a
needle if you want to be really competitive" {Nikkei Electronics 5 January 2004: 84).
Moreover, the products in question need to be strategic; in other words, they need
to differentiate the firm from its competition and generate a quick and preferably
hefty profit. Where possible, they should also position the firm to control the
direction

of

organizational

technology.
shake-ups,

Meeting
with

these

in-house

requirements
operations

has prompted

streamlined

and

major
certain

operations spun out entirely, while other organizational arrangements such as
alliances and joint ventures are also being actively explored. Greater attention to
the competitive imperative has also made relationships with employees and
suppliers more formal, with firms increasingly looking for immediately deployable
human resources and high performance. Changing corporate needs are in turn
affecting the domestic institutional environment, as firms pressure the government
and academia to adapt their practices.

At the same time, as emerges in the case study chapters, the pace and the extent of
change have varied widely across different industries according to their particular
circumstances, provoking different responses even within the same company. One
key factor has been exposure to global markets, and accordingly, exposure to
offshore competition. In the case of flat-panel televisions, for example, the majors
found themselves dealing with offshore competition almost from the outset due to
the surprisingly early catch-up by other Asian firms. This has spurred much
stronger differentiation even amongst the traditional Japanese 'herd': hence. Sharp
has consciously specialized in L C D s , where Matsushita has opted for plasma
displays, while Sony attempts to make up for lost ground by exploring emerging
display technologies. Differentiation has similarly become critical in the chip
industry, as the electronics majors work to come back from their 1990s defeat by
spotting future markets where they can seize and hold a competitive edge.
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In the mobile handset industry, by contrast, those electronics majors closely tied to
the main domestic service provider have continued to produce the kind of
extremely high-end, expensive devices that have been the hallmark of the Japanese
production model. This experience has hampered their acclimatization to offshore
market conditions, where they face a range of telecommunications standards and
different consumer tastes. However, Sanyo's quiet success suggests that adaptation
is possible, where the firm in question faces a sufficient competitive imperative.
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CHAPTER 4: MOBILE HANDSETS
Manufacturing in Galapagos

Introduction
This chapter investigates why, through the early 2000s, the two dominant Japanese
mobile

handset

manufacturers, Matsushita

and N E C ,

did not

adapt

their

production model in response to the changing global environment. Where offshore
manufacturers of mobile phones leant increasingly toward modularization, generic
parts,

superficial

differentiation, and,

above

all, low

cost, these

Japanese

manufacturers have continued to craft each new handset model from the base up to
exacting specifications and at enormous cost. However, what appears at first sight
as a failure to adapt rather embodies a rational response to a particular set of
market circumstances: a Galapagos-like situation in which a strong domestic
market thrived in isolation from the global environment.

More specifically, in the 1990s, a rapidly growing and highly lucrative domestic
market protected from offshore competition by an indigenous telecommunications
standard meant that these key domestic mobile handset manufacturers did not need
to address offshore challenges. Instead, with their business underwritten by stable,
dependent relationships with a powerful carrier, they could afford to maintain and
refine their traditional manufacturing approach solely with an eye to the domestic
market. Global markets, by contrast, posed serious disincentives for engagement,
including the need to adopt more aggressive and cost-conscious strategies in the
absence of the kind of O E M relationships with carriers that pertain in Japan, as
well as the prospect of competing with such powerful and experienced rivals as
Nokia and Motorola. N E C and Matsushita made half-hearted attempts to take
their technology offshore, but were quickly persuaded by their hostile reception to
return to the comforts of home.

Recently,

however,

the shift to third-generation

phones

has changed

the

parameters of competition, disrupting the delicate domestic equilibrium that
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permitted

and

encouraged

slow,

costly

and

high-spec

manufacturing.

The

heightened complexity of technology has seen development costs skyrocket even as
the maturing domestic market pushes carriers to seek out cheaper handsets.
Meanwhile, unlike the 2 G technologies, Japan's 3G standards are internationally
compatible, opening the way for offshore manufacturers to enter the Japanese
market. N E C and Matsushita, meanwhile, have become increasingly anxious to
break into offshore markets to improve their economies of scale, cut costs, and
establish themselves as global players. The question now is whether they can adapt
their production model to balance the very different requirements of the domestic
and offshore markets. N E C ' s struggles in China and Matsushita's recent exit from
the US market suggest that the transition process will be far from smooth.

The NEC/Matsushita

experience,

however, has not

been universal.

Sanyo

represents a 'second-tier' manufacturer chiefly supplying 'second-tier' carriers that
were driven to adopt a different standard to the primary carrier to improve their
competitive edge. Because that standard was developed offshore, Sanyo has been
able to use this route to take its own handsets into other markets, where its
experience of surviving as a second-tier player at home seems to have set it up well
in terms of responding flexibly and sensitively to local market conditions. Sanyo
has established a small but significant presence at the high end of the U S market in
particular by taking high-end technologies developed in Japan and adapting them
across a range of product lines and generations to meet specific market needs.
Failure or success in adapting to offshore market conditions in the case of mobile
handsets to date therefore seems to have been determined to a significant extent by
the degree to which manufacturers have been insulated from global markets by
domestic

market conditions. Lacking the privileged conditions enjoyed

by

Matsushita and N E C at home, Sanyo was forced from an early point to match its
technologies to diverse client needs, and has consequently buih up valuable
experience in this regard. Faced only recently with the intrusion of global market
competition into the home market, N E C and Matsushita are just beginning to
grapple with the imbalance between their production model and global market
parameters.
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This

chapter

first

presents

an

overview

of

the

emergence

of

mobile

telecommunications services and mobile handsets in Japan and then examines the
particular features of the Japanese market that have sustained the traditional
production model pursued by domestic market leaders N E C and Matsushita. It
moves on to identify recent changes that have upset this equilibrium, and looks at
how N E C and Matsushita are trying to adapt to a 'globalizing' environment. These
firms are contrasted with Sanyo, which was forced to deal with offshore markets
from an early point and has consequently adapted its production model relatively
successfully to the global business environment. The final section looks at trends
and prospects for the Japanese mobile handset manufacturers.

Background
(a) Emergence of mobile phone services
Indispensable and ubiquitous as the mobile phone has become, it is difficult to
believe that this technology is less than 20 years old. In Japan, mobile phone
services emerged in the late 1980s, with analog mobile services launched in April
1987 by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone ( N T T ) . The monopoly over domestic
telecommunications services that N T T had enjoyed as a public corporation was
under heavy pressure at the time from both Japanese government ministries and
the US government, which was seeking to improve access to the Japanese market
for

its

own

companies

(see

below).

As

part

of

the

telecommunications

liberalization process, the mobile market was opened to new common carriers
(NCCs) in 1987. I D O (a subsidiary of the long-distance fixed line operator Nihon
Kosoku Tsushin) started offering services in December 1988, and the Cellular
Phone Group (a subsidiary of long-distance fixed line operator DDI) entered the
market in July 1 9 8 9 N T T

also spun out its entire mobile communications

I D O was initially licensed to operate in competition with N T T in eastern Japan, namely the
Kanto and Tokai region, while the Cellular Phone Group competed with N T T in western
Japan (ITU 2001: 15). In June 1990, however, responding to complaints from Motorola and the
US Trade Representative that DDI, which used Motorola mobile phone technology, had no
access to the lucrative Tokyo market in eastern Japan, the Cellular Phone Group's area of
operation was expanded to include the Tokyo-Nagoya area (Anchordoguy 2005: 109).
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division in August 1991 as N T T Mobile Communications (Lightman and Rojas
2002: 247), establishing it formally in July 1992 as a separate business entity called
N T T D o C o M o (Lindmark and Bohlin 2003: 16). While the government had
pushed for this split with the aim of fostering competition, the mobile market at
the time was suffocating under heavy regulation, high subscription fees and a leaseonly system for handsets, conditions which essentially restricted mobile service
utilization to the business sector. N T T was apparently only too happy to divest
itself of this unpromising line.

In 1994, however, the mobile market was transformed by replacement of lease-only
handsets by the Customer Owned and Maintained ( C O A M ) system. The leaseonly system had required a lump sum deposit (100,000 yen in the case of D o C o M o
customers) and then high monthly payments of as much as 15,000 yen. Both these
charges vanished with the new C O A M system, making mobile phone services far
more attractive to ordinary Japanese consumers. Subsequent deregulation saw the
requirement for M P T authorization for mobile communication rate changes
abolished in December 1996 and replaced with a prior notification system. This
provided mobile carriers with far greater freedom and flexibility in determining
their call rates (Xing 2001: 7). The subsequent plunge in call rates was dramatic.
D o C o M o , for example, cut its three-minute call charges four times over 1996-1997,
resulting in a 47 percent drop from 190 to 100 yen ( T C A J 1998). Consumers
flocked to take advantage of the more attractive mobile service packages, and
mobile phone subscriptions boomed from 0.87 million in 1990 to 4.33 milhon in
1994, and then 31.35 million by 1997 (Xing 2001: 10). Mobile phone revenue also
shot up from 246.9 billion yen in 1990 to 873.2 billion in 1994 and 3.2679 trillion
in 1997 (Xing 2001: 8). Increased demand for services was also accompanied by
greater demand for mobile handsets, and handset manufacturers rushed to produce
innovative and attractive products for this new growth market (Xing 2001: 6;
Hayashi 2005).
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(b) 2G and the PDC standard
The deregulation and opening up of the Japanese mobile phone market in the
1990s was ironically paralleled by a development that would set boundaries around
that

market

for another

decade and beyond:

the

creation

of a closed

telecommunications standard for second-generation (2G) digital mobile phones.

Standards first became an issue in the 1980s with the emergence of networked
products and services—in other words, products and services that were not standalone products but rather sub-systems of a total system held together by a certain
standard. This gave standards a strategic importance for both governments and
firms (Kano 2000: 2). In the case of mobile phones, even with first-generation (IG)
handsets, the US government was already trying to pry open the Japanese market
for the Motorola-championed AMPS standard to compete with the NTT version
of TAGS used by other carriers (Marukawa 2005). Europe went further, however,
in recognizing the potential for and importance of global telecommunications
standard-setting. French and German firms in particular had lost business with
their IG phones due to attempts to position standards developed in-house as
national standards. With 2G phones, they were determined to participate in the
development of a cross-border and potentially global standard that would expand
their potential market and market advantage (Funk and Methe 2001: 600).

The Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) was accordingly designed
from the outset to be an international standard, strongly supported by the
European Commission (EC) which "recognized that the implementation of a single
digital standard would be an essential part of an economically integrated Europe
that then had five analog standards" (Funk and Methe 2001: 600). The actual body
responsible for GSM development was the European telecoms technology
standardization

body

ETSI,

with

broad

participation

across

European

manufacturers and carriers'^ The European Council of Ministers implemented the

^^ Kano suggests that with Europe falhng behind the US and Japan in the 1980s in the 'global
high technology competition' (the US was leading the computer industry, Japan consumer
electronics), mobile communications was selected as an industry of strategic importance for
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GSM system in June 1987, and a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was
signed in September that year (Funk and Methe 2001: 600). The large number of
signatories to the M O U coupled with the plans to introduce competition (detailed
network and interface specifications were to be made available to all market
players) convinced many other countries that there would be a large installed base
for GSM. When services were started in 1992, the first non-European countries
decided to adopt GSM, and in 1994 the number of countries adopting GSM for the
first time passed AMPS and TAGS (Funk and Methe 2001: 595). By 1996, GSM had
been adopted by 38 countries in Europe and 86 non-European countries [Asahi
Shimbun 4 January 1996). By the end of 1998, GSM was used by around 65 percent
(or 137.9 million) of the world's mobile phone subscribers (Kano 2000: 12).

By contrast, at that time the indigenous Japanese standard. Personal Digital
Cellular (PDG), had captured only 18.6 percent of subscribers, all of whom were
located in Japan'' (Takesue 2000: 159). PDG was developed in the early 1990s by a
much narrower range of players, namely the key carrier N T T DoGoMo in
conjunction with selected manufacturers, and using the wireless R & D labs that
DoGoMo had inherited from N T T . PDG was adopted by the Ministry of Posts
and Telecommunications (MPT) as the domestic digital mobile standard in 1994
(Kushida 2005: 11). Based on the same T D M A (Time Division Multiple Access)
technology as GSM, PDG was regarded in Japan as technologically superior to
GSM because of its greater bandwidth efficiency {Nikkei Business 16 October 1995:
26). It seems to have initially been envisaged that the PDG standard would be
disseminated across Asia, with the Association of Radio Industries and Business
(ARIB), a private standardization group under the MPT, holding seminars to that
end in nine Asian countries in July 1992, shortly after PDG had reached an

Europe in gaining lead position in that competition. Hence, standardization was entrusted to
the newly created European standards body (ETSI) rather than to the I T U , which might have
led to the dissemination of key strategic information to Japan and the U S (Kano 2000: 9).
This share nevertheless positioned P D C as the world's second most dominant standard
(Takesue 2000: 163-4), which, given its purely indigenous nature, is indicative of how well the
Japanese mobile market was performing at the time. As the world market expanded, however,
that share dropped.
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operational level. However, by that stage GSM-based services were already
available in Europe, persuading most Asian countries to follow suit. While NTT
regarded the timelag as having been fatal to its PDC dissemination plans, others
saw the lack of content as the greater problem. Where the Japanese had tried to sell
technology, developing country carriers were not as interested in the technological
superiority of the PDC standard as access to the complete system offered by GSM,
which included operations set-up and management know-how {Nikkei Business

16

October 1995: 26)'^ . Another key issue noted by Yoshimatsu is that NTT was
prohibited from doing business offshore until 1996, which presumably would have
been a considerable impediment to launching its standard internationally. In the
absence of their carrier, handset manufacturers were reluctant to strike out alone
(Yoshimatsu 1999: 11)'".

Other observers seeking to explain the failure of PDC to evolve into a global
standard blame the discretion that the Japanese government granted to NTT in
developing the 2G standard. There were three major problems with leaving
standard development in NTT's hands. Firstly, the domestic orientation of NTT as
a former public corporation may well have caused it to underestimate the
importance of global standard-setting (Cole 2003: 23). Secondly, again as a result of
its origin as a public corporation, the engineering- rather than market-driven
nature of NTT led it to prioritize technological superiority over commercial
viability (Cole 2003: 23). Thirdly, NTT had a vested interest in privileging NTT

Yoshimatsu also observes that "the Asian governments and carriers often require foreign
suppliers to show comprehensive commitments including the provision of finance, preferential
loans f r o m their home governments, as well as expertise and know-how in technical and
commercial planning. European equipment suppliers often have advantages in this respect"
(Yoshimatsu 1999: 12).
" It is interesting to note that N T T made a similarly botched attempt to market its personal
handy-phone (PHS) standard in Asia in 1996. Japanese business and government set up a
collaborative operation to promote PHS in an attempt to replicate the European success in
developing and diffusing G S M (Yoshimatsu 1999: 17). However, when the MPT delayed the
opening of the PHS standard in order to give Japanese manufacturers an advantage, the strong
criticism levied by foreign manufacturers deterred foreign carriers f r o m adopting the standard.
The other problem was the tight control over key elements of PHS exercised by NTT, which
threatened to limit profitability for foreign carriers in the event that they adopted the system
(Funk and Methe 2001: 602).
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D o C o M o and, by extension, its major manufacturers over other mobile carriers
and their manufacturers (Kushida 2005: 11).

In regard to this last point in particular, Cole also notes the government failure to
ensure a level playing field by requiring that N T T D o C o M o fully disclose the
standard specifications for handsets (Cole 2003: 22).
MPT required that the ARIB ratify the new standard and that N T T DoCoMo
publish a set of specifications for the air interface. Other service providers then
provided PDC services based on these specifications. However ... the four major
handset manufacturers for DoCoMo - Matsushita, NEC, Mitsubishi and Fujitsu received preferential, more detailed information about the PDC standard. This ...
[enabled] them to solve various air interface problems and to develop superior
phones to those offered by other manufacturers. In return, they delayed the sale of
their series of highly competitive phones to service providers other than N T T
DoCoMo, giving DoCoMo significant advantages over its competitors (Cole 2003:
21).
This shuation was perpetuated by N T T D o C o M o ' s control over the P D C
standard, which meant that it also controlled the upgrade process (Kushida 2005:
11). The severity of the handicap was such that in the late 1990s, I D O and D D I
chose to adopt cdmaOne, a standard based on US-based Q u a l c o m m technology.
N o t only did this standard promise better performance than P D C , but its greater
openness would enable them to stay on the leading edge (Kushida 2005: 23).
However, the impact that the different standard might have had on the
competitiveness of these carriers is impossible to ascertain because at that point the
entire game changed in Japan's mobile market with the emergence of mobile
internet services.

(c) Mobile

internet

By the late 1990s the mobile phone market was rapidly becoming saturated, and
carriers were anxiously searching for new sources of revenue. In 1999, D o C o M o ,
K D D I and J-Phone separately launched three cellular mobile Internet services
named i-mode, EZweb and J-Sky. The three services were buih on different
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network, browsing and mark-up language technologies, but all three comprised a
wireless Internet connection that enabled users to browse Internet pages and send
and receive e-mail, and they all adopted similar solutions for business models,
service provision, terminals, billing customers, sharing revenues, etc^° (Lindmark
and Bohlin

2003: 5). The new services were an instant hit. By May 2000, 11

million users subscribed to cellular Internet services, growing to 46 million
subscribers in late 2001 and 74 million by February 2005 (Kushida 2005: 12-13).
D o C o M o ' s i-mode in particular had seized some 70 percent of total mobile phone
subscribers by early 2003 and an even greater share of the income from related
services (Cole 2003: 20). For carriers, such services represented a vital new source
of revenue, in N T T

DoCoMo's

case in particular finally halting (at least

temporarily) the downward plunge of its A R P U .

F i g u r e 4.1 Evolution of the mobile phone market in Japan
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A key element in the i-mode and eZ-Web business models has been a unique micro-payment
system, whereby carriers collect fees owed to providers and distribute them for a nine-percent
handling charge, far lower than the fee typically offered by European mobile operators
(Lindmark and Bohlin 2003: 5-9). J-Sky uses a shghtly different system ( I T U 2001: 21).
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Cole characterizes Japan's mobile Internet services as "a successful improvisation in
combining and reconfiguring existing technologies ... and a pioneering approach to
the mass marketing of mobile Internet to a consumer market with a clever revenue
sharing model with content-providing partners" (Cole 2003: 20). Anchordoguy too
emphasizes that the business model rather than any major technological innovation
has been critical to the success of these services (Anchordoguy 2005: 114-115).
Nevertheless, close handset manufacturer-carrier relations have played a major role
in the rapid commercialization of mobile Internet services. "In D o C o M o ' s case, its
R & D labs could essentially hand specifications to handset manufacturers, who
would reliably implement and deliver the new models. The other carriers did not
have D o C o M o ' s R & D capabilities, but they worked closely with manufacturers"
(Kushida 2005: 12-13). Because carriers could design new services and then
underwrite sales of handsets adapted to perform those services, manufacturers
could afford to lay out the necessary R & D expenditure knowing that they had a
guaranteed return. Offshore where carriers did not have that financial clout or the
same kind of close, ongoing relationship with specific manufacturers, similar
services often died on the drawing board (ITU 2001: 24).

Even in the absence of 'major' technological innovation, development of 2.5 G
handsets threw

down

a number

of challenges

for handset

manufacturers,

particularly the growing demand for functions originally handled by computers:
information processing and storing. Manufacturers found themselves shifting
increasingly significant in-house resources over to software development, which
pushed up development costs and strained in-house capacity. This situation was
exacerbated ten-fold with the introduction of the third generation of mobile
handsets in 2003.

This shift to 3G has presented a swathe of new problems for manufacturers,
fundamentally disrupting the delicate equilibrium of the Japanese mobile market,
exposing manufacturers for the first time to the global business environment. The
following sections identify those business conditions that shaped the Japanese
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mobile handset industry through the 2 G and 3 G stages, and the production model
approach these fostered before looking at how the shift to 3G is changing that
environment, and with it, Japanese manufacturers' approach to manufacturing.

Characteristics of the Japanese mobile phone market
The domestic equilibrium that tolerated and encouraged the traditional production
model followed by many Japanese mobile handset manufacturers, and particularly
by market leaders N E C and Matsushita, from the mid-1990s through to around
2003 was developed and maintained by four features of the business environment:
carrier dominance; development of the indigenous 2 G standard discussed above; an
affluent, sophisticated consumer market; and intense competition among domestic
handset manufacturers.

(a) Carrier

dominance

The central feature of the Japanese mobile phone industry has been, to borrow
Hatch and Yamamura's phrase, the "suffocating embrace" (Hatch and Yamamura
1996) in which domestic carriers have contained handset manufacturers. As noted
above, mobile phone services in Japan were originally developed by N T T , the
public corporation established by the government to handle telecommunications
services. N T T ' s

hold over telecommunications

included

telecommunications

equipment, with the rental system for handsets—not only mobile, but also f i x e d continuing until as recently as 1994. This long tradition accustomed manufacturers
to developing and producing handsets to N T T specifications, which N T T would
then rent to N T T customers. Manufacturers supplied the provider; the provider
supplied the market. Operating a step back from the market, manufacturers had no
need to devote resources to marketing and could instead focus on developing their
technological strengths, secure in the knowledge of a guaranteed buyer and steady
profits. They also enjoyed generous R & D input from N T T ' s own labs, where
N T T often worked on joint projects with selected manufacturers.

Liberalization of both services and handsets from 1994 onward made for a much
more interesting market for handset manufacturers. With more providers to sell to.
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more manufacturers could enter the market, and the explosion in demand made
mobile phones an increasingly lucrative component of firm operations. Firms
could also start to exploit their technological strengths to produce more innovative
and attractive phones to satisfy diversifying consumer needs. However, no change
occurred in the basic structure of the industry, other than an increase in the
number of carriers. In the 1990s, the main carriers were NTT DoCoMo, IDO, the
Cellular Phone Group (a DDI subsidiary), Tsu-ka (originally owned by Nissan)
and J-Phone (controlled by Japan Telecom and Vodafone). A decade later, market
competition among carriers had streamlined numbers down to three major players:
NTT DoCoMo, KDDI and Vodafone^'. As at 2006, the domestic market was
dominated by DoCoMo with 51.1 million users, followed by KDDI with 25.4
million and Vodafone (now Softbank Mobile) with 15.2 million customers'^

Figure 4.2 Trends in carrier share
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" N e w licences were also granted for the first time in 12 years in 2005, ushering in new mobile
carriers BB Mobile (part of the Softbank Group) and e-Mobile (an e-Access subsidiary) {Nikkei
Electronics 21 November 2005: 50).
^^ Vodafone's Japan operations were purchased by Softbank in March 2006 {Nikkei Electronics
10 April 2006: 52).
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Manufacturers have continued to produce their phones not for consumers, but for
these powerful carriers, operating with almost total invisibility from the market
{Nikkei

Business

16 January 2006: 28). When a Japanese consumer wishes to

purchase a mobile phone, the first step is to select a carrier. The consumer must
then choose from the handsets offered by that carrier, which will have been
developed by one of the big names among Japanese manufacturers: N E C , for
example, or Matsushita, or perhaps Fujitsu. On the handset itself, however, the
only prominent brand will be that of the carrier. In the case of the clamshell
phones that have dominated the Japanese market for the last five years, the handset
manufacturer's brand might appear inside, while on the recent 3 G phones it has
been reduced still further to a component of the model number printed inside. It
would take a discerning consumer to realize that an N1290, for example, is an
N E C offering.

Thickening the buffer between manufacturers and the market still further, carriers
buy handsets from manufacturers at a base price that reflects development and
production costs, as well as limited economies of scale. Given the high added value
carriers require of these handsets, that price is inevitably steep. By 1999, the
average mobile handset price was 30,000 yen (around US$300). This figure,
however, represented a compression of a model's shelf life, with pre-launch models
priced at a hefty 45,000 yen, entering the market at 26,000 yen, depreciating to
12,500 yen six months later and continuing to dwindle from there to almost zero
(Lindmark and Bohlin 2003: 10). However, while the manufacturer is paid the full
value for the handset, the consumer is sheltered by large sales incentives paid by
carriers to dealers to encourage sales of the latest phones. Retail stores receive
30,000-40,000 yen subsidies from carriers for capturing new users, and a similar but
smaller subsidy for existing customers. Carriers look to cover their own costs
through the higher bills consumers will shoulder for using the new services and
functions attached to these phones {Nikkei Electronics

15 January 2001: 130-1). The

upshot for manufacturers, of course, is that there is little incentive to cut
development costs; their focus can (and indeed must; see section below on
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competition among manufacturers) remain purely on very high added value
(Takushoku 2005: 13).

(b) Development of an indigenous 2G standard
As noted in Section 2, Japan's mobile handset market was dominated by the
indigenous second-generation mobile communications standard P D C from 1994
through to the early 2000s when it began to be replaced by a more globallyoriented 3 G standard.

For Japanese

handset

manufacturers,

the primary

advantage of this

purely

indigenous standard was that it protected them from potential foreign competition.
Even the most open standard requires a considerable investment on the part of the
manufacturer, in that circuits and software need to be redesigned to adapt to
different

frequencies and telecommunications

protocols, while differences

in

transmission power may even change handset size (Marukawa 2005: 6). F o r foreign
handset makers looking at Japan, not only would they have to master a less-thantransparent standard, but the handsets they developed would be saleable only in
Japan, removing the possibility of economies of scale. This added another major
obstacle to the already considerable impediments of carrier-mediated market access
and the lightning pace of innovation in the Japanese mobile market. As a result,
foreign handset makers gained virtually no presence in the Japanese market in the
1990s. Those profits to be made were divided up almost solely among Japanese
manufacturers.

Conversely, the primary disadvantage for Japanese handset manufacturers was
enclosure of their resources. These firms did not start out with an exclusively
domestic focus. They were relatively successful in exporting their I G analog
phones (Cole 2003: 27), and had begun to develop 2 G digital phones to foreign
standards like GSM before the domestic market exploded. However, the prospect
of a huge domestic growth market, underpinned by powerful carriers that paid
large incentives and filled both R & D and marketing functions, was perhaps
inevitably more attractive than trying to break into offshore markets where their
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rivals had already established an edge. The Japanese firms also assumed somewhat
optimistically that NTT DoCoMo would eventually use its muscle to disseminate
PDC offshore, at which point they would ride along on the carrier's tails. For
example, in the early 1990s, NEC's UK subsidiary foresaw that GSM would spread
outside Europe, and recommended that NEC create a GSM handset development
base in the UK to strengthen its development capacity. This was refused pointblank back in Tokyo on the grounds that NEC intended to go with the PDC
standard internationally^^ {Nikkei Business 31 July 1995: 13-14).

(c) An a f f l u e n t , sophisticated

consumer

market

Another element that has shaped the Japanese mobile phone industry is access to a
large population of affluent consumers with a taste for high technology. There
were 81.52 million mobile phone subscribers as at the end of March 2004 (TCAJ
2004), reaching 91.8 million by the end of 2006, or a 71.8 wireless penetration rate
(KDDI 2006). Within that market, Japan continues to lead the world in terms of
the dominance of high-end models, with an average selling price of between 15,000
and 20,000 yen (approximately US$140-185), while NTT DoCoMo's 3G models
were selling for a hefty 37,000 yen {Fuji Sankei Business i. 22 November 2007). (By
contrast, the US average selling price in 2002-03 held at around US$75 before
finally rising above US$100 in 2004. The average revenue per user (ARPU; how
much the consumer pays the carrier every month) in the Japanese market has also
been extremely steep by world standards: around 8,000 yen (approximately US$73)
in 2002, compared to approximately US$49 in the US (Yasumoto 2005: 15),
although the former has fallen considerably as competition among carriers has
intensified.

" Nikkei Business observes that while this judgement may have seemed rational within the firm,
"from the outside, it appeared as a typical example of the top ranks of a Japanese company
blithely ignoring the voice of those on the ground offshore, as well as the tendency of Japanese
electronics and telecoms makers to stick with a Japanese standard" {Nikkei Business 31 July
1995: 14).
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Figure 4.3 Wireless permeation rate
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The high-tech orientation of Japanese consumers is evident in their quick pick-up
of new technologies. For example, demand for colour mobiles emerged in Japan in
1998, three years before anywhere else in the world, reached 22.45 million units in
2000, and more than doubled in the space of a year to reach 48 million in 2001, the
year that colour phones finally began to take off m Asia. It was 2003 before
demand in Europe and Asia finally caught up and began to pass Japan (Chunichisha 2005: 210). Similarly, camera mobiles first took off in Japan in 2000, with
demand up around the 18 million unit mark before Asia started to catch on in
2002; demand in Asia and Europe finally passed Japan in 2004 (Chunichi-sha 2005:
219). With almost all models featuring a camera by 2003, consumer focus shifted to
higher pixel counts or video image handling capability {Nikkei Electronics 7 June
2004: 103). Japanese consumers have also been swift to purchase next-generation
phones, leading the world in their adoption of 2.5G mobile Internet phones^\
With 3G phones too, the number of subscribers shot from 7.97 million up to 17.72
million between May 2003 and April 2004, lifting 3G subscriptions from 10.4 to
21.6 percent of total mobile phone subscriptions in the space of a single year

24 j s j f j D o C o M o launched its popular i-mode service in February 1999, and managed to
attract more than 20 million users in the following two years (Lindmark and Bohlin 2003: 5).
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{Nikkei Electronics 7 June 2004: 103). By contrast, a decidedly lacklustre response to
3G services elsewhere in the world has meant a much slower uptake. This fondness
of Japanese consumers for new, more advanced functions and services has driven
the rapid pace of mobile phone innovation in Japan, as carriers rush to develop
new services and push manufacturers to supply the phones that will deliver them.
It has even encouraged a shift into 'over-spec' {Nikkei Electronics 15 March 2004:
103). In other words, manufacturers are adding more functions than consumers
will actually use on the grounds that Japanese consumers are generally prepared to
buy a slightly more expensive phone if it has more functions, even if they don't
really need or want those functions (Takushoku 2005: 13).

As is evident from the above, Japan's consumer market has essentially only one
segment: the high end. Lindmark and Bohlin observe that in the West,
"manufacturers introduce high-end models with high prices and many features,
aiming primarily for the business segment, keeping prices at high levels for a long
period of time. Simultaneously, low-cost models are launched often based on the
same platforms as the high-end models, but priced much lower". In Japan, by
contrast,

the homogenous

high-end market

has allowed only

incremental

differentiation. In the 1990s, for example, manufacturers had to compete primarily
on weight and size. When mobile Internet services were introduced in 1999,
Internet-related features offered a brief window of opportunity for differentiation,
such as changing screen specifications, but even screens soon settled into a standard
size in response not least to pressure from carriers looking for to optimize content
development (Lindmark and Bohlin

2003: 10-11). Japanese manufacturers have

accordingly been unable to exploit common platforms to create handsets with a
range of superficially different designs and functions. Instead, they have had to
produce handsets which ultimately differ very little in design or functions, but
which require far more expensive development and manufacturing costs than
platform-based phones because of their ground-up construction.

(d) Intense competition among domestic handset
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manufacturers

N o t only do manufacturers have to struggle with the limited possibilities for
differentiation, but they have to do so in a very crowded field. The robust
performance of the mobile phone market during the 1990s, even in the midst of a
protracted economic recession, tempted many domestic electronics firms to try
their hand. When i-mode was introduced in 1999, for example, more than 30
handset suppliers were offering handsets (Lindmark and Bohlin 2003: 11). Only
three companies have consistently maintained a share above 10 percent, however.
N E C and Matsushita have dominated the market from the outset, competing for
first place with shares between 16-23 percent, with Sharp coming up rapidly behind
them. "Why have even those manufacturers competing for a market share of five
percent or less chosen to continue making mobile phones? Factors include the high
base prices that carriers are willing to pay, which at least helps manufacturers to
cover costs, and also the potential profit to be reaped from each new generation of
mobile phones. An additional factor may be the tendency of the Japanese
electronics majors to stay in an industry in order to (a) maintain a technology
within the company, even if it is not currently profitable, and (b) keep up
appearances with stockholders and directors who want their firm to have a
presence in leading markets. Appearances may be particularly important because of
the 'leading-edge' image that mobile handsets have in Japan {Nikkei Business 16
January 2006: 28).

The price for staying in the industry, however, as noted above, is satisfying the
demands of the small group of carriers that control the Japanese mobile market,
because manufacturers themselves have no direct access to mobile phone users.
Carriers can and do use their privileged position to force the crowded field of
handset

manufacturers

to

compete

by

"developing

and

supplying

highly

differentiated models with highly novel technology linked to communications
services innovations" (Yasumoto 2005: 15).

Manufacturing handsets
H o w have Japanese manufacturers dealt with the challenges posed by carriers,
consumers and rival firms? Faced with differentiating themselves solely on
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technological sophistication and innovation, they have largely built every model
"from the ground up" (Cole 2003: 22). In other words, while they can exploit the
production technology and software they have built up over the years, they have
still tended to optimize planning and parts and materials for each model (Yasumoto
2005: 16). Even handsets in the same line often do not share parts, while a
maximum of 10 percent of common parts are carried across model generations.
The lack of common parts and platforms across models makes it difficult to exploit
scale merit in either development or planning. Development and production costs,
and particularly parts and materials costs, are inevitably high (Yasumoto 2005: 15).
The situation is exacerbated by the short sale life of handset models in Japan. In
some cases, production has been stopped or stock disposed of within a year.
Makers have found themselves fielding new models every six to eight months, and
may also make other minor model changes. The same line of phones has generally
been replaced on a one-year cycle. Sales on new models peak in a matter of
months, before production costs can be pulled down (Yasumoto 2005: 15). As
discussed earlier, however, the position in which manufacturers stand in relation to
carriers has allowed (and indeed forced) manufacturers to focus on technological
sophistication and quality rather than cost.

European, American, and Korean handset makers have evinced a very different
manufacturing model. Because mobile handsets and mobile telecommunications
services are marketed to consumers as separate products, manufacturers need to
pursue intensive branding and marketing campaigns so that, for example, the
consumer will buy a Nokia phone because it comes from Nokia. This drain on
their capital resources makes them highly cost-conscious, a characteristic that is
exacerbated by their market-based relationship with carriers.

Manufacturers

develop handsets which are then marketed to carriers. They cannot count on
carriers to cooperate in the development process, or to supplement

their

development costs.

As a result, their manufacturing model looks to simplify and re-use resources
wherever possible. These manufacturers create core platforms that are shared by a
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line of phones over several years, which means that common parts and particularly
platforms for low-end models can be mass-produced to bring down production
costs and free up capital for developing high-end models and platforms (Yasumoto
2005: 16; Cole 2003: 24). Cole notes that Nokia was initially forced into the
platform model by its need to serve multiple carriers across the European market
(Cole 2003: 24). The same model, however, has proved highly advantageous in
maintaining a presence across multiple market segments. Having developed generic
parts, materials and platforms for a handset line, manufacturers can then develop
individual models for individual markets, so that even handsets that look quite
different are actually using the same multi-year platform (Yasumoto 2005: 16). A
similar approach has been adopted by Samsung, which builds a "software-oriented
core platform" to which various elements can then be added to meet the
requirements of different carriers (Cole 2003: 24)".

The mobile handsets that have emerged from the intense pressure of the Japanese
market have consistently outperformed those produced by foreign manufacturers.
In 2001, for example, Nikkei Electronics observed that Matsushita's black and white
P209i, the lightest i-mode-capable handset then available, weighed 60 grams, while
Sharp's J-SH04 weighed 74 grams but boasted numerous functions, including a 256color display and a digital still camera. By contrast, Ericcson's ER209i and Nokia's
NM502i were both black-and-white and still weighed 77 grams. Foreign-made
black-and-white handsets were found to be on average 28 percent heavier than
Japanese handsets {Nikkei Electronics 15 January 2001: 139). Lindmark and Bohlin
concur that Japanese handsets were more advanced than European ones in almost
every respect throughout the 1999-2002 time period of their study (Lindmark and
Bohlin 2003: 11). Martin Fackler notes that compared with the "futuristic devices"
produced by Japanese makers, "other phones look downright primitive". When
Vodafone added Motorola and Nokia phones to its lineup in Japan in 2005, the
firm apparently experienced "dismal" sales because "Japanese consumers rejected
them as too clumsy" {New York Times 17 November 2005).
^^ In addition, the massive sales volumes of international handset majors like N o k i a give them a
substantial edge in price negotiations with parts suppliers
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{Nikkei Electronics

10 April 2006: 53).

Given this technological sophistication, it might seem odd that Japanese handsets
have made so little impact in offshore markets. N o k i a and Motorola came through
in the

1990s to dominate the world market, seizing 30.8 and 15.4

percent

respectively in 2004. M o r e recently, the Korean electronics giants Samsung and L G
Electronics have emerged close on their footsteps, with Samsung in particular
lifting its 5.0 percent share in 2001 t o 12.6 percent in 2004. T h e Japanese market
leaders Matsushita and N E C recorded 2.3 and 2.1 percent respectively in the same
year*". These shares have actually declined since the mid-1990s alongside the shares
of other offshore mobile manufacturers that have been weeded out by the 'Big
T h r e e ' (Nokia, Motorola and Samsung). T h e gap between Japanese manufacturers
and their foreign rivals is even clearer when it comes to shipments, with N o k i a
shipping more than 200 million units annually compared to the 10-16 million
shipped by N E C and Matsushita {Nikkei Electronics

16 January 2006: 26).

Table 4.1 Market shares of major vendors in the world mobile phone market (%)
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2001

2003

2004

Nokia

20

20.4

15.7

22.4

26.9

36.0

33.6

30.8

Motorola

30

26.0

24.1

19.8

16.9

11.0

14.1

15.4

5.0

9.9

12.6

7.0

9.0

6.2

Siemens

8.5

7.2

LG

5.2

6.3

Samsung
12.3

Ericsson

9.4

14.6

10.5

9.3

Mitsubishi Electric

6.5

4.0

8.1

4.0

NEC

15

2.4

Alcatel

2.1

3.0

4.3

2.0

Kyocera
Others

2.3

5.0

8.2

Matsushita

41.3

42.6

43.2

45.7

16.0

28.6

17

Source: Marukawa (2005)
Sony appears slightly further up the hst with 6.2 percent, but in the guise of the joint venture
Sony Ericcson, which, as an offshore firm headquartered in the United Kingdom, has been
excluded from this study.
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Where are the Japanese manufacturers? Cole suggests that unhke the Koreans, the
Japanese handset makers have been "subject to the seduction of their large domestic
market. The business model adopted by the carriers and the handset makers, based
on custom-built handsets, works admirably well for the large Japanese domestic
market, yielding strong profits to major industry players" (Cole 2003: 24).

Nikkei

Business concurs that up until around 2000, handset manufacturers drew a profit
"almost effortlessly" {Nikkei Business 16 January 2006). Kano notes that during the
1995-2000 build-up period for mobile phones, the size and rapid growth of the
Japanese domestic market allowed Japanese carriers and manufacturers to "bask" in
Japan, with the resuh that they paid insufficient attention to and made insufficient
effort to address the global scene (Kano 2000: 12-13). "We were thinking only
about Japan," said Toshiba president Atsutoshi Nishida in an interview in August
2005 {New

York

Times

17 November 2005). In short, to the extent that

manufacturers could reap high profits at home through their OEM relationships
with domestic carriers, and that prospects remained strong, many Japanese firms
had little need and less incentive to take on the challenge of foreign markets. They
were happy to stay home and compete on the basis of technological superiority
with little regard to marketing or cost. However, the shift to 3G and the
concomitant transformation of business conditions in the early 2000s is bringing
about a different perspective.

Moving into 3G
Third-generation mobile phones move ahead from the voice transmission of 2G
and the simple data transmission services of 2.5G to full Internet access. The 3G
standard development process began in the mid-1990s. This time, a number of
factors had both the Japanese government and Japanese manufacturers strongly
focused on global positioning. Firstly, changes to the N T T charter now permitted
the operation of services offshore, while the increasingly international scope of
business meant that business users in particular were demanding global roaming.
N T T DoCoMo was consequently under pressure to take a more international
perspective. Secondly, MPT too was pressuring DoCoMo heavily to either create
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or adopt a global standard this time with a view to strengthening the Japanese
mobile communications industry. This was closely related to the third factor,
namely the sense among Japanese manufacturers that they wanted to be better
positioned to exploit their superior technology in global markets than they had
been with 2G phones {New York Times 17 November 2005).

Last but certainly not least was the influence of major European carriers Nokia and
Ericcson, who persuaded DoCoMo away from its original choice of an indigenous
ISDN standard (presumably to be marketed internationally) to a 3G standard that
followed the evolution path of the GSM interface. This alliance would help Nokia
and Ericcson block a rival US standard, while DoCoMo would have their backing
when Europe came to choose its 3G standard. A last-minute campaign by other
European manufacturers ultimately saw the new W-CDMA standard limited to
outdoor applications in Europe, with TD-CDMA (a hybrid of TDMA and
CDMA) to be used for indoor applications (Funk and Methe 2001: 601), but the
DoCoMo standard nevertheless has an infinitely more global reach than PDC.

With a standard determined, the next step was to develop the infrastructure and
content for 3G mobile communications services. N T T DoCoMo wanted to get 3G
up and running ahead of the rest of the world to establish first-comer advantage, as
well as to overcome the 2.5G market saturation with which both it and other
Japanese carriers were now struggling. The commercial launch of N T T DoCoMo's
FOMA 3G services was delayed because of an underdeveloped network and a
handset shortfall, but services finally became available in high-population areas in
October 2001. First-comer advantage, however, did not prove sufficient to
guarantee success. KDDI launched 3G services in early 2002, but its 2G experience
persuaded it to adopt a different 3G standard from the outset. It chose cdma2000
IX, an upgrade of cdmaOne that had some major advantages over the FOMA
handsets: backward compatibility with domestic 2.5G systems; international
roaming and compatibility; lower roll-out costs; and a wider variety of terminals
(Lindmark and Bohlin 2003: 21). These advantages saw KDDFs service take off
much more rapidly than FOMA, with more than eight million subscribers as of
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May 2003 compared with 478,200 for FOMA services (43,700 for J-Phone's WCDMA service, launched in December 2002) (Lindmark and Bohlin 2003: 3).
Particularly as content became richer, however, the market as a whole boomed,
with 3G subscribers rising to 17.72 million by April 2004, and the ratio of these
subscribers to total subscribers also growing to 21.6 percent {Nikkei Electronics 7
June 2004: 103).

3G handsets have posed enormous technical challenges for Japanese manufacturers.
First, makers have to design handsets that are slimmer and smaller than 2G phones.
Second, at the same time they also need to add new functions such as video
cameras, TV tuners and game players to boost value in relation to price {Nikkei
Electronics

15 March 2004: 103). Third, with handsets increasingly expected to

serve as PDAs, most 3G phones are being equipped with another chip designated
to handle computer-based functions, effectively giving each handset its own
operating system (OS). Having struggled within the limitations imposed by the
Wintel monopoly over computer design in the 1990s, Japanese manufacturers are
acutely aware that if they want to avoid monopoly emerging with mobile handset
OSs, they will have to look beyond the development of their own proprietary OSs
and work to establish open infrastructure. With Microsoft beating on the door,
considerable attention is being given to Linux-based OSs, which will also boost
software development efficiency because firms will be able to concentrate their
resources on application software development {Nikkei Electronics 23 June 2003:
108). Software development itself is the fourth issue. Where software originally
only needed to meet the requirements of real time and compact size, as noted
above, 3G phones with their advanced mobile Internet functions have OSs which
need to be able to handle large amounts of software, memory management and
security (Takushoku 2005: 8).

These technical challenges are driving up development costs significantly, with the
two to three billion yen required for each 2G model rising above 10 billion yen for
3G phones. Carriers are also offering wider ranges of handsets, which is bringing
down sales for individual models. Where a model previously sold around one
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million units, manufacturers now have to expect approximately half that level
{Nikkei Business 16 January 2006: 31). At the same time, Japanese manufacturers are
under growing pressure from carriers to slash their handset prices

(Nikkei

Electronics 15 March 2004: 103). The introduction of number portability (enabling
consumers to shift between carriers while retaining the same phone number) has
required carriers to spend more to hold on to clients, not least because they will
soon have newly licensed rivals to contend with {Nikkei Business 16 January 2006:
31). The anticipated flat-rate data transmission services will also limit the potential
profits that carriers can glean from services {Nikkei Electronics 15 March 2004: 101).
Carriers are accordingly anxious to cut costs, starting with handset prices. This
comes at a juncture when the transition to internationally compatible standards has
made it possible for carriers to purchase their handsets from foreign firms,
including global majors like Nokia and Samsung. In March 2006, DoCoMo started
selling the Nokia 3G handset NM850iG, and will shortly be offering a low-price
model from LG Electronics. DoCoMo has also been selling Motorola's MIOOO
handset since 2005, adding to the Motorola and Nokia products already available
on the Japanese market through Vodafone {Nikkei Electronics 10 April 2006: 51).
With massive sales volumes in global markets to bring down costs, as well as a far
more parsimonious usage of parts than Japanese manufacturers

, offshore

manufacturers can offer their handsets to Japanese carriers far more cheaply than
their Japanese rivals {Nikkei

Electronics

7 June 2004: 104). Moreover, these

manufacturers are also beginning to narrow the technological gap that has kept
them out of Japanese markets. The Vodafone 804SS released by Samsung in Japan
in March 2006, for example, boasts a world-leading thickness of 14.9 millimetres,
beating out DoCoMo's slimmest FOMA phone by close to two millimetres
{Nikkei

Electronics

10 April 2006:

51). Adding to the woes of Japanese

manufacturers, the Japanese market is rapidly maturing, with mobile handset

^^ Generally speaking, the more functions a handset has, the more parts it requires. Japanese
manufacturers have felt bound to load each successive handset model with more functions to
attract consumers and ensure sales volume. As a result, the number of parts has continued to
increase. Offshore manufacturers catering to less function-oriented markets have had much
more success in reducing the number of parts used, and in re-using pans across different lines
and over a longer period of time {Nikkei Electronics 10 April 2006).
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penetration rates close to peaking out (interview with N E C manager 23 June 2005).
Ironically, while the limited size of the Japanese market might have acted as a last
bastion against a foreign onslaught, foreign manufacturers are as much interested in
using Japan as an optimal environment for polishing their 3G handset technology
{Nikkei Electronics 15 March 2004).

Japanese handset makers in global markets
As a result of these factors, Japanese manufacturers have finally begun to look
seriously at global markets to drive down their unit technology and product
development costs through economies of scale (Yasumoto 2005: 13). Here we
examine the cases of N E C and Matsushita, the Japanese market leaders, in contrast
to Sanyo, a second-tier manufacturer.

N E C and Matsushita have consistently dominated the Japanese mobile handset
market since handset liberalization in 1994 (Ogawa 2005: 3), and in 2004 had
respectively captured 18.6 and 17.3 percent of the market. As the main suppliers
for N T T D o C o M o , these firms have also dominated P D C and subsequently
F O M A handset markets: in 2003, N E C had 29.9 percent of the P D C market,
Matsushita 22.0 percent, while in the same year N E C ' s share of the F O M A market
was 56.6 percent and Matsushita's 31.3, leaving only 12.1 percent for the rest of the
market (Chunichi-sha 2005). In the early 2000s, the higher development costs
required for 3G handsets, as well as the rapid maturing of the domestic market,
caused N E C and Matsushita to rethink their operations both at home and offshore
with a view to developing an integrated global strategy. N E C boosted its offshore
mobile handset shipments from 900,000 in FY2002 to 4.5 million in FY2003
(around 30 percent of N E C ' s total handset shipments), at which point the firm was
planning to increase that level to 9.5 million units in FY2004. Around half, or eight
million, of the mobile handsets shipped by Matsushita in FY2003 went offshore,
with Matsushita aspiring to have 70 percent of its handsets shipping offshore by
FY2006 {Nikkei Electronics 1 June 2004). However, these plans to use dominance of
the Japanese market as a springboard to international success have thus far met
with little success.
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(a) NEC
NEC has long been interested in exploiting its technological edge in offshore
markets. In the 1990s, however, efforts to that end remained perfunctory. In the
mid-1990s, when the handset business took off in Japan, NEC found most of its
resources tied up in meeting NTT DoCoMo demands for new, innovative models.
This left little room to overcome the development problems inevitably experienced
in adapting to different offshore standards (interview with NEC manager 23 June
2005). Once the technical problems were overcome, NEC would then have had to
deal

with

strong,

established

rivals

accustomed

to

working

in

business

environments very different from Japan. Balanced against these disincentives to
move offshore was the strong incentive to stay at home provided by booming
domestic market growth. This equation continued through to the late 1990s, when
the enormous potential of i-mode convinced NEC that it should continue to focus
resources on the domestic growth market but hedge its bets by selling a few models
per year abroad in order to maintain some presence with an eye to the future. That
future was already determined to a degree by NTT DoCoMo's indication that it
would adopt W-CDMA as its 3G standard, which would present an ideal
opportunity for NEC to take on foreign markets again (interview with NEC
manager 23 June 2005).

It was not until 2003, when the transition to 3G was finally fully underway in
Japan, that NEC took stock and realized that with the rapidly maturing domestic
market, it would need to frontload its offence on offshore markets, not least to
cover burgeoning 3G handset development costs {Nikkei Business 16 January 2006:
26). It was particularly interested in China because of the huge potential embodied
in China's one billion-strong population. NEC's mobile handset presence in China
dates back to 1993 when it established a joint venture with a local partner, but the
firm has traditionally put no particular resources into China, producing only
around one model a year just to keep its Chinese partner happy. In 2003, however,
when the 3G market was taking off in Japan and services were also scheduled to
begin in China a few years further down the track, NEC decided that it needed to

lay the groundwork for a concerted 3G campaign (interview with N E C manager
23 June 2005).

NEC's strategy in China was shaped by the nature of its mobile phone division,
which has always been regarded as somewhat of a maverick within the conservative
NEC business culture, but has been tolerated to the extent that it achieves results'l
The first step was to establish STEP Technologies in Beijing with local firm
TechFaith, as well as product planning and development facilities staffed by around
300 Chinese engineers and 10 Japanese administrative staff''. The extremely
unusual decision was also made to headhunt a Chinese company president, Brian
Lu, from Motorola to boost NEC's competitiveness in China in terms of
connections,

relations

with

retailers

and

information-gathering

.

Local

appointments have been extended through to heads of planning and development,
marketing, and sales, again with a view to using local contacts to read market
trends more accurately, reduce development risk, and improve relations with
customers {CNETJapan

13 July 2004)".

In this first year of full-scale operations, NEC introduced a 2.5G handset into
China. The N8, comprising a clamshell phone with an LCD screen and a camera,
specifically targeted the Chinese market on two levels. First, the number eight was
chosen to appeal to the Chinese preference for lucky numbers. Second, and more
importantly, while the functions embodied in the N8 were already standard in
Japan, they were new to China, and the N8 sold extremely well. NEC also
identified two key characteristics of the Chinese market: a preference for
individuality (in the sense of owning different models from other people) among

N E C depends heavily on phones for its growth despite its overt emphasis on total solutions.
Around 50 Japanese engineers are also usually on-site on a short-term basis.
M a n y of Lu's former staff at M o t o r o l a subsequently crossed over t o N E C , creating a miniM o t o r o l a cuhure within N E C that hasn't necessarily sat well with N E C ' s business culture, its
mobile phone division included (interview with N E C manager 23 June 2005).
"

A n o t h e r unusual feature of the Chinese subsidiary is the use of English as the in-house

language, which has helped to break down the former barrier between Japanese and Chinese
staff (interview with N E C manager 23 J u n e 2005).
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Chinese consumers, where Japanese consumers flock to buy the same hit model;
and marketing through retail outlets, which means that makers need wide
selections to make themselves visible on shop shelves (interview with NEC
manager 23 June 2005). An additional reason for establishing a wide product range
is China's large population, which can mean steep sales if a model takes off {CNET
Japan 13 July 2004). By 2004, NEC was selling 30 models in China. These were
based on Japanese models, but NEC has also looked to Samsung as a benchmark in
terms of building brand strength by using local design houses for ODM^^ Of the
30 models that N E C sold in China in 2004, 20 came from Chinese design houses
(interview with NEC manager 23 June 2005). Outsourcing is also viewed as a
means of reducing risk and supplementing the resource shortfall in Japan {CNET
Japan 13 July 2004).

NEC also positions China at the heart of its global mobile strategy, with products
for Western markets planned and developed in Japan, but production handed on to
NEC's joint venture and commissioned production firms. Products made for the
Chinese market are also customized for the "West. NEC holds control rights and
also retains technology, know-how and other core competencies {CNET Japan 13
July 2004). NEC is looking at selling some of its Chinese models to logistically
close places like Russia and Malaysia (around three million).

Where NEC's phone sales in China were around the 500,000 unit mark in 2002, by
2004 they had topped two million. As noted above, NEC was optimistic that its
advantage in China would kick in with 3G, particularly in being able to provide
network infrastructure rather than just handsets. In other words, NEC would be
able to provide an end-to-end service exploiting the network know-how developed
in Japan. In 2004, NEC announced its intention to become one of the top three
handset manufacturers in China within three years {CNET Japan

13 July 2004).

However, despite being held up by other Japanese handset manufacturers as a

Samsung doesn't have much of its own technology but instead buys it from outside, while
Korean and Taiwanese design houses handle its design.
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success story in the Chinese market, NEC's mobile phone division admits that the
competition is intense (interview with N E C manager 23 June 2005).

Quite how intense that competition is became apparent in late 2005, when the
mobile phone division recorded an operating deficit of 15 billion yen for the
September 2005 interim period. According to executive director,

Tsutomu

Nakamura,
Despite the absence of adequate sales networks and support offshore, we sold our
handsets cheaply in an effort to win market share, which plunged us into price
competition with no-brand handsets. On top of that, when we outsourced
production, bad-quality products left us with a mountain of defective stock. We
panicked and put on the brakes, but were too late to prevent a massive loss {Nikkei
Business 16 January 2006: 26).

N E C responded by stopping development and sales of low-end models in China.
Model numbers were reduced from 25 in FY2004 to 20 in FY2005, with a further
cutback to 15 planned in FY2006. Total shipments to China were expected to
come in at two million for FY2005, down from the three million forecast at the
beginning of the year {IDG News Service 14 December 2005). N E C has also decided
to shrink its sales network and specialize in high-end models in all offshore
markets, Europe included. Nikkei Business sees this development as indicating that
N E C has "effectively given up the fight in the intensely competitive middle- and
lower-end markets and escaped into the high end, exchanging market share for
guaranteed profit" {Nikkei Business 16 January 2006: 26).

Moreover, even when it comes to 3G technology, N E C is still having problems
combining GSM and W-CDMA standards for its offshore models, and has formed
alliances with EMP and Qualcomm to produce lower-end models until it catches
up in dual-chip technology. Traditionally, N E C has produced everything in-house,
but in the case of dual chips, it has also adopted a strategy of learning from these
former rivals. Another new direction for N E C has been the development of a
Linux architecture for the chip needed in 3G handsets (the N900ic, 700i and 90lis
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models, for example) to cope with computer functions. The extra chip has freed
N E C from technology followership behind telecoms carriers. In other words, until
now, because telecoms and computer functions were integrated, N E C had to adapt
its computer functions to suit whatever telecoms carriers were doing with telecoms
functions. N o w , N E C can theoretically move swiftly adapt to develop the
necessary software to satisfy user needs and keep the firm abreast with service
evolutions (in other words, if a new service emerges, N E C has to make sure that its
phones are capable of delivering that service).

Adoption of a Linux system has also freed N E C from the Symbian and Microsoft
operating systems. Where use of the Microsoft OS requires accepting huge
technological and business constraints, Nokia's dominance of the Symbian project
provides it with privileged access to new technologies and consequently a
significant competitive edge. With Linux, N E C can adapt quickly to new services
and collaborate with service providers. At the same time, this will not necessarily
resolve N E C ' s offshore problems, as while Matsushita and N E C Linux-based OSs
dominate the Japanese market (about 40 percent), foreign manufacturers are using
primarily Symbian and Microsoft OSs, which may lend either of these systems the
momentum to become a de facto standard. N E C ' s next goal is to create a Linux
architecture for dual-chip phones, but this is an area where companies like
Q u a l c o m m are more expert than N E C , and it will be difficult for N E C to
compete. Nevertheless, N E C needs to stay in front with its business models so as
not to find itself subsumed by other firms or simply following behind (interview
with N E C manager 23 June 2005).

NEC's

mobile

phone

business

has

been

strongly

influenced

by

its

long

membership of the N T T family, which has fostered a business cuhure that focuses
on advanced technology and superior quality rather than marketing and branding.
N E C ' s quality standards have accordingly been set consistently higher than most
other manufacturers, to the extent that "the 'passed inspection' seal only needed to
be set slightly askew to spark an immediate inquiry back to the division
responsible" (interview with N E C manager 23 June 2005). Even within N E C , it
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has been argued that these standards are unnecessarily high, punishing the firm by
pushing up its development and manufacturing costs. Meanwhile, N E C has tended
to believe that superior technology will speak for itself, neglecting to attend to
details such as sustained after-sales service. According to one mobile handset agency
in Manhattan, the N E C and Sharp handsets that the store has handled in the past
have been of good quality, but short-lived sales campaigns with poor after-sales
follow-up efforts made it difficult to recommend these handsets to store customers
{Nikkei Business 16 January 2006: 28).

(b) Matsushita
Matsushita, like N E C , had high hopes of establishing a global presence, to the
extent that in 2000, new company president Kunio Nakamura announced that the
firm would aim to capture 15 percent of the global cell phone market by 2003.
However, as at late 2005, the firm had no sales in the US, a market share of just
over one percent in Europe, and two percent of the Chinese mobile handset
market.

In December 2005, Matsushita decided to focus on 3G mobile phone development
and stop developing GSM phones completely. The firm was having trouble
competing with other firms' similar but more cheaply priced 2G handsets. The
move makes Matsushita the first major cell phone maker to discontinue 2G
handset operations. Sales of 3G handsets are climbing fast to become an
increasingly important part of handset makers' global sales. While 2G sales
dominate for many foreign companies, Matsushita's late entry into the GSM
handset market has kept its GSM sales component low. With the phasing out of
GSM mobile terminal operations, as of January 2006 Matsushita began to
reorganize its overseas manufacturing facilities. This will ultimately entail closing
its plant in the Philippines, where mainly GSM terminals have been produced,
discontinuing GSM production lines at its Czech Republic plant, and shifting GSM
manufacturing in Beijing to 3G mobile terminal production.
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By focusing on 3G W-CDMA handsets, Matsushita hopes to leverage its experience
as a leading manufacturer of these phones for the Japanese market. More
specifically, Matsushita aims to improve development efficiency and product
competitiveness by concentrating resources into 3G handset technologies and
unifying platforms and core technologies for the Japanese and offshore markets.
The firm plans to build a global platform around the Linux operating system
already used for phones marketed by N T T DoCoMo in Japan. The Linux OSbased platform will be integrated into Matsushita's newly developed system LSI,
which will fuse core technologies for wireless modem and AV processing. This will
further strengthen the technological foundations for next-generation

mobile

terminal development on a global basis, while also reinforcing Matsushita's mobile
terminal business in Japan. With the new focus on the Linux OS-based global
platform, Panasonic Mobile will close its US R & D operations, which have been
developing other OS platforms, and its U K R & D operations will concentrate on
the development of 3G and next-generation technologies such as wireless modems
and platforms.

In the meantime, Matsushita has quietly stopped developing and marketing phones
in the US market. According to a Matsushita spokesman, the firm is emphasizing
markets outside the US, namely Japan, China and Europe, where growth is
expected. Matsushita was never a major force in the cell phone market in the US,
and its primary US customer, A T & T Wireless, stopped selling Matsushita phones
at the end of 2003. The company then tried marketing phones over the Internet,
but that effort was halted at the end of 2004. In China, Matsushita originally had
high hopes of conquering a growth market (a substantial 74 million units in 2004,
around 50 percent more than in Japan), designing special models tailored to
Chinese tastes and manufacturing them in China with its local partners. In 2004, its
China-bound shipments were expected to double to four million. However, like
N E C , Matsushita has only managed to secure around two per cent of the Chinese
mobile market {Business Times 19 March 2004).
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C o m p a n y president Nakamura has now toned down his goals considerably, noting
that Matsushita's technological strengths should be able to be brought into play
with 4 G phones {Shukan Diamondo

1 October 2005: 40). An interview in February

2006 produced a similar response: Matsushita accepted that it had lost out with 3 G
phones, and was refocusing to make a new drive with 4 G (interview with
Matsushita executive 21 February 2006).

(c) Sanyo
Despite—or, as is argued here, because of—its status as second-tier handset
manufacturer in Japan, Sanyo has achieved quiet success in global markets. While
its offshore shipments in FY2003 were only around five million units (half Sanyo's
total shipments) compared to Matsushita's eight million, Sanyo still topped N E C ' s
four million units, and the firm was aiming to raise its ratio of offshore shipments
to 60 percent in FY2004 [Nikkei Electronics 7 ]nne 2004: 105).

Sanyo released its first handset in April 1994 after handset liberalization, selling the
TK-24 to Tsii-Ka. The retail price at that time was over 100,000 yen. Aiming at
selling to all carriers, Sanyo began supplying Digitalfon, Vodafone's predecessor, as
of the following year, then to D D I (now au) and I D O . In 1996, it also began
supplying P D C handsets to D o C o M o , but this relationship ceased in 1998, with
Sanyo leading domestic handset makers in producing handsets to the C D M A
standard newly adopted by I D O and D D I (both of which later folded into KDDI)
(Kusaka 2005: 15).

The decision to produce C D M A phones has had far-reaching repercussions for
Sanyo, helping it to become one of the few Japanese handset makers to secure some
degree of international presence. Firstly, like other Japanese firms, Sanyo has had
to ensure that its handsets embody leading-edge technology and design. In Sanyo's
case, the competition has been intensified by its focus on C D M A phones, in that
not only does it have to compete against other K D D I makers to have its handsets
adopted, but then its products have to be sufficiently attractive to draw clients
away from handsets marketed by the dominant carrier D o C o M o , as well as the
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powerful contender Vodafone. Secondly, where handset manufacturers supplying
D o C o M o have had their resources tied up in producing to a Japan-only standard,
Sanyo's C D M A phones have given the firm more room to address international
markets where the C D M A standard is used. The same year that it switched to
C D M A , Sanyo began supplying the U S carrier Sprint, and now sells handsets in
China, Taiwan, H o n g Kong, Thailand, Europe, Canada, N e w Zealand and the US.
Where Sanyo's export ratio was around 30 percent in 2001, this grew steadily to
more than 50 percent of its 9.76 million unit production in FY2003. In 2004, Sanyo
aimed to push up production to 13.5 million units and lift its export ratio to 60
percent, expanding offshore sales channels {Nikkei Electronics 7 ]\xne 2004: 105).

Sanyo's strategy has been to take technology already tried and tested in the
Japanese mobile market, which is the most advanced in the world, and put it into
handsets for offshore markets. Its handsets utilize the same basic design as its
domestic models but have elements such as their cases, displays and software
adapted to local market tastes and requirements. This 'hybrid' style allows Sanyo
to

deploy

existing

technologies

in

multiple

markets

and

economize

on

development costs. The use of one technology across multiple models is the same
strategy pursued by international handset majors such as Nokia, and stands in
sharp contrast to the tendency (or even requirement) observed above for handset
makers in the Japanese market to build every model from the ground up.

More specifically, Sanyo identifies those technologies from Japan that will meet
local market needs or create new demand, and seeks to lead the market in
introducing them. For example, Sanyo sold Sprint the first colour phone on the
U S market in 2001. In 2002, Sanyo released a colour and W A P (browser) phone in
China, the first such model to see the China market. In 2003, back in Japan, Sanyo
produced a G M S - U M T S 3G dual-chip phone for Vodafone, although this was
subsequently abandoned because of the high unit price and the immaturity of the
3 G market at that point. Sanyo also sometimes develops new functions in
collaboration with local carriers. In 2004, for example, Sanyo worked with Sprint
to produce a push-to-talk phone for the U S market (a popular feature in the U S but
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still rare in Japan). The same year, Sanyo also produced a U M T S / G S M dual-chip
model for the U K carrier Orange for use in the U K and France. As noted above,
one element in Sanyo's success seems to have been its willingness to be flexible in
the face of carrier and consumer needs, which in the case of offshore markets may
focus on issues such as price rather than the technological sophistication valued in
Japan. In 2001, for example, to show off its high technological level, Sanyo released
a 9.9 mm handset, the slimmest in the world. Almost simultaneously, it also
released a colour clamshell phone because that was what other firms were selling.
Observing that the clamshell model sold more than two million units where the
super-slim model sold only around 200,000, Sanyo recognized that slim was not
necessarily what

the market

was looking for,

and redirected its

resources

accordingly.

Sanyo's adoption of a hybrid strategy has not followed international majors to the
extent of embracing all market segments. It continues to target the high end, which
in the US in particular has proved to be a good choice given the shift in market
demand toward higher-end phones. As a result of that shift, where Motorola led
C D M A handset shipments in the US in 2001, followed by Nokia and Audiovox,
by 2003 the latter two had been ousted by L G Electronics, Samsung Electronics,
Kyocera and Sanyo, who were all better positioned to supply more sophisticated
handsets that were also carrier-customized (Yasumoto 2005: 13). Sanyo, Samsung
and L G are now regarded as the leading suppliers of high-end phones in the US,
with Sanyo's strong reputation borne out by its receipt of the J P Power Award (for
customer satisfaction) in 2002 and 2004 (it lost out to Samsung in 2003) (Kusaka
2005: 16).

Sanyo represents a 'second-tier' manufacturer primarily supplying 'second-tier'
carriers who were driven to adopt a different standard from that used by the
primary carrier to improve their competitive edge. Because the standard they chose
was developed overseas, Sanyo was able to use this route to take its own handsets
offshore, where its experience of surviving as a second-tier player seem to have
assisted it in responding flexibly and sensitively to local market conditions. As
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such, Sanyo stands in sharp contrast to those Japanese makers who hoped to
expand their operations internationally in the wake of DoCoMo and other
domestic carriers (Yasumoto 2005: 20).

Trends and prospects
With each new generation of phones, strong sales in the home market have led
Japanese mobile handset manufacturers to anticipate that their technology will also
enable them to reach out to take global markets by storm. Each time, however,
these hopes have been dashed. Asia was expected to opt for Japan's superior PDC
standard; instead, it chose Europe's GSM, which subsequently became the de facto
global standard. The i-mode revolution in Japan was confidently predicted to spur
a similar boom throughout the developed world; heavy offshore investment by
N T T DoCoMo eventually lifted service penetration to 13 countries, but most
offshore consumers have stayed with simple texting. Japanese manufacturers
devoted Herculean efforts to developing DoCoMo's 3G handsets ahead of the rest
of the world in the belief that "if things had gone as DoCoMo had said and 3G had
taken off in Europe in 2001, we'd have won" {Nikkei Business 16 January 2006: 30).
But in global markets, 3G has been seen not as a means of realizing the high addedvalue services seen in Japan, but rather of bringing down infrastructure costs.
Moreover, handsets are still required to be compatible with the old GSM standard
that Japanese firms never really produced {Nikkei Business 16 January 2006: 30). In
every case, the optimism of Japanese manufacturers in regard to their potential
strength in offshore markets seems to have been founded in a misplaced confidence
in their carriers and their technology, neither of which has proved enough to
overcome the growing oligopoly over global markets exercised by Nokia,
Motorola and Samsung.

However, recent developments in the domestic market are placing growing
pressure on Japanese manufacturers to boost their international competitiveness.
New entrants into the carrier market, the introduction of number portability, and
the government's indication to carriers that the cost of subsidies paid to
manufacturers and retail outlets should not be passed on to consumers in the form
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of steep service costs, have all pushed carriers t o improve the cost-competitiveness
of their o p e r a t i o n s " . N T T D o C o M o and the other carriers have consequently
become extremely interested in procuring cheaper handsets, even if this means
setting aside traditional carrier-manufacturer relationships. This is evidenced by the
recent startling success of Sharp, which has raced up through the domestic market
through the effective utilization of its strength in L C D panels as well as its capacity
to realize economies of scale. B y selling not only to N T T D o C o M o , but also to au,
Softbank Mobile and newcomer e-Mobile, Sharp managed to top domestic handset
sales in 2006 and is still performing strongly in 2007. Finally faced with serious
competition at home, including the ongoing threat of invasion by the Big Three^'',
Matsushita, N E C and the other domestically-oriented handset manufacturers are
only now experiencing real pressure to adapt their production models toward
building the economies of scale and the market presence necessary to establish a
sound footing both at home and in global markets.

O n e key trend has been the introduction of modularization. Rather than build
each model from the base up to create an optimized product, manufacturers are
shifting toward the modularization and hybridization practices seen offshore. More
specifically, firms are exploring optimal breakdowns of parts and functions into
discrete

modules that can then

Modularization

is seen

not

be used across a number of handset

only

as a means

of

cutting

development

lines.
and

manufacturing costs, but also as a means of reducing the software development
burden; in other words, rather than developing new software for every new
handset, the software developed for the various modules can be reused
Electronics

{Nikkei

15 March 2004: 100). Manufacturers are also expecting modularization

to bring down handset weight and size, boosting the attractiveness of Japanese

" Carriers recently announced a new pricing system with significantly lower subsidies on
handsets. As a result, N T T DoCoMo's latest model will rise from 36,750 to 52,500 yen, with
other carriers' models also rising from around 10,000-20,000 yen to around 30,000-40,000 yen
{Fuji Sankei Business i. 22 November 2007).
At this stage, however, the only offshore firm to establish any real presence in the domestic
market is Sony-Ericcson, which as at February 2007 had edged ahead of Toshiba to take fourth
place with a 9.2 percent share against Toshiba's 9.1 {Wireless Watch Japan 8 March 2007).
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handsets in offshore markets, where miniaturization and design tend to be
prioritized

over the complex

functions to which Japanese consumers

are

accustomed [Nikkei Electronics 15 March 2004: 103).

The software development burden has been further specifically addressed by (a)
exploration of tie-ups and joint development projects and (b) a new development
approach. Abandoning their traditional preference for proprietary in-house
development, NEC

and Matsushita have already announced their plan to

collaborate on software development, while Sharp is working with Sony Ericcson
and Fujitsu with Mitsubishi. Simultaneously, firms have been moving beyond the
traditional 'human-wave' strategy (assignment of enormous numbers of engineers
to each project) to introduce methods and tools such as fully codified review
processes, computerized bug detection in place of the conventional manual search
method, and greater management control over technology development

{Nikkei

Electronics 10 October 2005: 103). These trends represent a significant shift from
the emphasis on tacit knowledge traditionally prioritized by Japanese firms toward
the more formal, codified approach that has been adopted by Western firms.

Prospects for the Japanese handset manufacturers, however, remain unclear. On
the one hand, ongoing poor sales forced Matsushita to pull out of the China
market entirely in December 2005, followed by NEC in November 2006. Their
problems in China sound familiar: too much emphasis on R & D and phone quality;
too little investment in branding, advertising, and developing sales channels; and
poor coverage of all but high-end markets {Cellular News 9 January 2007). On the
other hand, in 2007, Matsushita successfully added au and Softbank Mobile to its
domestic clientele list, while a focus on network products saw NEC turn around
its offshore operations sufficiently to triple its profits year on year for the AprilJune 2007 period {Wireless Watch Japan 2 August 2007). Sanyo, in the meantime,
has been struggling with mobile handset losses, to the extent of discussing with
both Sharp and Kyocera in 2007 the possible sale of Sanyo's handset business. The
firm's mobile handset sales subsidiary, Telecom Sanyo, is already packaged for sale
to Telepark, a Mitsui subsidiary {EE Times Asia 18 September 2007). By contrast.
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Sharp has been building on its success at home with the launch of offshore
operations, selling to Vodafone two new 3G handsets specifically designed for the
European market and priced to match similar models sold in Europe {Wireless
Watch Japan 9 June 2006).

In conclusion, the issue with the Japanese mobile handset industry has not really
been failure to adapt to a changing global environment, but rather overly successful
adaptation to a unique domestic institutional environment, which, paradoxically,
has prevented Japanese companies from penetrating global markets. Now,
however,

as the assured market

provided

by

the domestic

institutional

environment crumbles, manufacturers are faced with the task of adapting
themselves simultaneously to fierce competition both at home and abroad. Sanyo's
initial success and Sharp's recent surge suggest that adaptation to changing
conditions may be facilitated by greater distance from the strictures and seductions
of an institutionalized environment, with NEC and Matsushita yet to identify any
distinctive new competitive advantage.
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CHAPTER 6: FLAT-PANEL TELEVISIONS
Manufacturing for the masses

Introduction
As noted in the previous chapter, the Japanese mobile handset industry developed
in isolation from global markets during the 1990s, with the unique conditions of
the domestic market encouraging and almost impelling the pursuit of technological
excellence regardless of time or cost. The Japanese television industry, by contrast,
has had a strong international focus from its inception, and global markets remain
critical in terms of securing both a wider profit base and the brand power lent by a
strong market share in this key consumer product.

The current focus of the television industry, and of this chapter, is the flat panel
display (FPD) television. F P D TVs embody leading-edge technologies brought to
market by Japanese manufacturers in the last five years ahead of their global
competitors. However, the D R A M debacle and the rapid East Asian catch-up in
the liquid

crystal

display

(LCD)

industry

in the

1990s

alerted

Japanese

manufacturers from the outset to the dangers of resting on their technological
laurels in global competition. One feature of the F P D TV market is that
competition has come not from the open architecture model that grew out of the
IT revolution, but from upgraded versions of the Japanese production model
adopted by the Japanese, Korean and other East Asian players that dominate the
market. Particularly for products at the middle to high ends of the market, product
design has consequently been integral rather than modular, while manufacturing
has been vertically integrated, with panels in particularly generally produced inhouse. Brand image has been built on high quality, and specifically high picture
quality—namely,

quality

that

the

consumer

can

see—and

in-house

panel

manufacturing has been a critical means to that end.

At the same time, intense competition has made the Japanese electronics majors
aware that brand presence and cost competitiveness too are vital in maintaining
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overall market performance. They have consequently been working to dominate
specific product markets even as they widen their product ranges to secure
consumers in middle as well as high price brackets; this in turn has meant rigorous
cost-cutting through, for example, collaborative development with traditional
domestic rivals and the development of platform core components, as well as the
standardization of non-core components. Safeguarding proprietary know-how also
helps to keep down development costs while also enabling a firm to retain its
technological edge. T o that end, the majors have been pulling their manufacturing
bases back home, at least for leading-edge products, and blackboxing both product
and processing technology even at home. Measures have even included the
enclosure of R & D personnel and engineers in key areas. They have also been
adopting more proactive and strategic patent strategies.

These strategies have been relatively successful within the current parameters of
competition. However, as the F P D market matures and technology stabilizes, a
powerful challenge is being staged by companies that are using open architecture
tools to seize market share, exemplified by the Japanese electronics minor Funai
Denki and U S newcomer Vizio.

This chapter runs briefly through the evolution of the television industry before
looking specifically at F P D televisions and considering how Japanese firms have
been adapting their approach to meet global market challenges in terms of the
three key elements of innovation, production and intellectual property protection.

Background
The television set in many ways epitomized the comeback of Japanese industry to
the international stage in the postwar period. Japanese firms began marketing TVs
in the United States in the early 1960s, selling mainly small models through
department stores and large electronics stores rather than through

licensed

distributors. At this stage, Japanese technology was clearly inferior to that of U S
firms, but U S consumers were nevertheless attracted by the low price of the
Japanese models. Japanese firms used this foot in the door to initiate an ongoing
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innovation process that allowed them to capture a growing share of the market.
Hart notes that "Japanese firms quickly applied the lessons they learned in
competing in the low-end markets to higher-end products ... as they moved up
from simple black-and-white sets to small color sets and finally to large color sets".
In particular, the use of semiconductors in place of the traditional tubes helped cut
parts numbers and consequently cost, while also improving quality and reliability
(Hart 2004: 75-76). US market leaders had believed that their own quality standards
and established customer bases would keep them ahead even in the absence of the
relentless

innovation

pursued

by

the Japanese;

the

realization

that

their

technological edge had vanished, and with it their market dominance, came too late
to save them.

By the early 1980s, as "the result of a variety of intelligent technological and
marketing strategies ... along with some predatory pricing" (Hart 2004: 74),
Japanese firms had scaled the heights of the US market and were moving on to
control world markets. They seized close to 50 percent of the television market in
Europe, as well as in China and other Asian countries, with the value of domestic
TV production reaching a peak of around 900 billion yen in 1985

{Nikkei

Electronics 10 April 2006; 7 June 2004: 97).

However, this was to be a relatively short day in the sun. Echoing the experience
of US firms with Japanese competition in the 1970s, going into the 1990s, Japanese
firms saw their market share steadily eroded from below" as East Asian rivals
moved up through the low end into the middle end and began to encroach on the
high end. This was highly problematic for Japanese firms, particularly those
specializing in consumer electronics (Matsushita, Sony, Sharp and Sanyo), who
regard the television as the centrepiece of their product line-ups. According to
Sharp president Machida, "if you are in electronics manufacturing and you are not
strong in TVs, your business and your brand image will suffer" {Time 19
September 2005). Matsushita president Kunio Nakamura also notes that the central
" The notable exception was Sony, whose Trinitron TV continued to sell strongly throughout
the 1990s thanks to the firm's new flat-screen technology {Nikkei Business 5 September 2005).
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place that televisions occupy in consumer living rooms gives them an almost
unmatched importance in building brand strength. Conversely, he believes that
"[a]n AV manufacturer with no television is faceless" {Shukan Toyo Keizai

26

November 2005: 36). Panasonic AVC Network president Ohira concurs that "[n]o
company that can't become number one in TVs can survive as a consumer
electronics manufacturer" {Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005: 107).

By the late 1990s, moreover, the Japanese electronics majors were not just
struggling in the television market but across the board, as one after another they
saw their balance sheets sink deeply into the red for the first time in their long
histories. They needed exciting new products where they could secure a
competitive advantage and strong profits. Presenting the market with large-screen
flat-panel display (FPD) televisions would exploit their strengths in product and
process technology, while also serving as a highly effective advertisement of their
return to the forefront of world competition.

The FPD TV market has been dominated to date by two types of flat panel
display: liquid crystal displays (LCDs) and plasma display panels (PDPs). LCD TVs
developed out of the LCD industry, which gathered momentum in the 1990s
through the popularization of personal computers. PDPs too were originally
intended to capture the computer market but failed to catch up with the moredeveloped LCD screens. The emergence of the FPD T V market was viewed as a
second chance to hone this sophisticated technology into a commercially viable
product. The following two sections trace the development of the LCD and PDP
TV technologies.

(a) LCD TVs
Before the LCD TV came the LCD panel, an industry that emerged in 1991 when
Sharp, NEC, IBM Japan and Toshiba finally succeeded in mass-producing these
panels. Matsushita and Hitachi entered the market in 1993-1994, when the industry
was still primarily driven by laptop PC applications and competition was based
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around achieving commercially acceptable yields and greater size and quality
(Mathews 2005: 12).

Around this time, the Korean firms Samsung and L G also began seeking to acquire
the necessary technology t o break into the market. Samsung, for example, opened
R & D facilities in Japan that absorbed unemployed Japanese engineers with L C D
know-how to supplement the semiconductor fabrication know-how that the firm
had already mastered (Mathews 2005: 12). O t h e r engineers were either headhunted
by Korean firms or, in some cases, paid to take 'Seoul weekends', slipping over to
Korea outside their regular working hours to instruct Korean engineers on the
intricacies of panel production (interview with Sharp executive 30 J u n e 2005).

Machinery manufacturers became another source of information. Eager to profit
where they could on specialized machinery that depreciated all too rapidly, the
manufacturers w h o built for Sharp and the other Japanese firms were happy to add
Samsung and L G to their clientele. Given the highly automated nature of the panel
manufacturing

process,

the

machinery

inevitably

embodied

considerable

manufacturing know-how, enabling the Korean manufacturers to institute a steep
learning curve (Nakata 2005: 9; Bungei Shunju janudiry 2004: 34)'^

As a result of this concentrated acquisition of knowledge, when the Koreans
entered the market in 1995-96, the Japanese were unpleasantly surprised to find
that their new rivals had managed to acquire technology that had been expected to
remain exclusively in Japanese hands for at least another five years. T h e shock of

' ' According to Takahide Takano from Dresdner Kleinwort Benson Securities, the mass
production technology developed by Sharp and other leading manufacturers through trial and
error has been accumulated by machinery manufacturers through the machinery orders they
received. Purchases from the latter have enabled rival electronics manufacturers access to
highly-productive machinery at lower prices. This is a very similar situation to DRAM,
whereby production technology fell into foreign manufacturers' hands and created the excess
competition that eventually drove most Japanese firms out of the market {Nikkei Business 21
June 1999: 45).
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this experience was to have major repercussions for the Japanese approach to
intellectual property protection in the FPD T V industry^^.

In 1998, when the Asian financial crisis forced the Koreans to suspend investment,
Taiwanese firms were able to enter the market for the first time, facilitated by "a
new willingness on the part of Japanese firms to license technology to Taiwanese
partners—partly as a way for the Japanese to fend off the Korean challenge"
(Mathews 2005: 13). According to Nikkei Business, Toshiba, Matsushita and other
Japanese LCD makers had begun tying up with Taiwanese

manufacturers,

supplying them with technology and commissioning out some production so that
the Japanese firms could focus their own development and manufacturing efforts
on more strategic areas. Sharp, for example, tied up with Quanta in order to move
conventional LCDs with little added value outside the firm and position unique
LCDs backed by Sharp's proprietary technology as the firm's profit engine {Nikkei
Business 21 June 1999: 45). Licensing the latest technology still provided a level of
control over the timing and pace of technology outflow that could not be achieved
when rivals simply walked in and took what they wanted, as the Japanese believed
the Koreans had done. During the next downturn in the early 2000s, further new
entrants appeared despite the shrinking revenues caused by constantly falling
prices.

Building on its experience in LCD panels. Sharp introduced the first L C D TV to
the market in January 2001. The Aquos fused the technological strength gained
through Sharp's many years of experience in the LCD industry with an innovative
design commissioned from an internationally-renowned industrial design engineer.
Sharp enjoyed a significant first-mover advantage, accounting for a massive 86.4
percent of world L C D T V production in 2001, with Matsushita's 9.1 percent

A n o t h e r key factor behind the Korean success has been their investment strategy. Samsung
and L G have maintained large-scale investment even during downturns, because manufacturing
machinery prices go down then too, allowing these firms to purchase leading-edge equipment
at bargain basement prices. Japanese firms, however, have invested heavily only during
upturns, which means that when their equipment is finally ready to go, a downturn has set in
and they lose out heavily (Izumiya 2004: 98-99).
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standing as the only other significant share. However, Sharp did not remain
unchallenged for long. While the market proceeded to expand 200 percent annually
for three consecutive years from 2002-2005, even by 2002 Sharp's share had already
dropped to 60.1 percent, and Samsung and L G were coming through strongly with
6.8 and 8.8 percent respectively. By 2003, Sharp was down to 39.4 percent,
followed by Sony at 14.9 and Samsung at 8.3 (Nikkei Maketto Akusesu 2005: 108).
By 2005, Sharp had only 16.7 percent of the market, with Philips at 14 percent,
Sony at 7.5 and Samsung at 6.9 (Technosystem Research 2005).

While Sharp and other Japanese firms have been losing overall L C D T V market
share, they have used their technological edge to remain dominant in the largescreen market, which continues to embody the highest levels of technology in F P D
TVs. In 2003, for example. Sharp's share of that market was still 51 percent,
followed by Matsushita at 18.3 and Sony at 16.5 (Chunichi-sha 2004: 433). Limited
competition has kept profit margins relatively healthy compared to markets for
smaller models where competition is becoming increasingly cutthroat. At the same
time, constant pressure from Samsung and L G in particular continues to force
Japanese

firms

to

explore

new

strategies

to

maintain

their presence

and

profitability in this key area.

(b) Plasma display panels (PDPs)
Plasma display panels became commercially viable much later than L C D panels,
perhaps explaining their more sedate trajectory to date. Applied research on plasma
displays first began in 1966 at the University of Illinois, and by the late 1990s had
advanced sufficiently to enable the production of plasma displays for computers.
Despite their outstanding technical qualities, however, these panels could not
compete with LCDs on cost or power consumption and were forced out into such
niche markets as point-of-purchase displays. However, Japanese firms like Fujitsu
(the 'grandfather' of the PDP industry), Matsushita and N E C continued to polish
their technology in the belief that the PDP would become the centrepiece of the
new large-screen T V market. Around 2000 they finally succeeded in pulling down
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the cost of the mass-production process, while also improving technological aspects
such as contrast and brilliance (Izumiya 2005: 151-153).

Hitachi shipped the first PDP TV, its Wooo 32-inch model, in April 2001. The
excellent picture quality offered by these TVs, particularly in the larger models,
drew an immediate audience despite the high price, and world shipments shot up
from around 350,000 in 2001 to 700,000 in 2002 and then to 1.5 million in 2003. In
2005, shipments were expected to top 3.5 million. Japan initially represented the
bulk of demand, but markets are now emerging in Europe and the United States, as
well as among affluent Chinese (Izumiya 2005: 155).

The newness and complexity of PDP technology compared to LCD technology
have allowed Japanese firms to enjoy at least an initial edge in global competition.
In 2003, Japan produced 76.3 percent (or 935,000 units) of the world total,
compared to Korea's 16.3 percent (200,000 units) and China's 7.3 percent (90,000
units) (Chunichi-sha 2004: 431-432). Sony, Toshiba, Fujitsu, Sanyo and Mitsubishi
all have a foot in the market, but the three main players are: Fujitsu Hitachi Plasma
Display (FHPD), which focuses on large-screen PDP production; Matsushita
Plasma Display (MPD), established with Toray in October 2000 to handle full-set
manufacturing from panels through to the finished model, and Pioneer, which
bought up NEC's PDP division in 2004 for around 40 billion yen as its door into
the PDP business {Nikkei Electronics 7 June 2004: 99; Izumiya 2005: 155-157).

(c) Domestic industry shake-up 2004-03
NEC's 2004 exit was only part of the major shake-up that occurred in 2004 and
2005. Sony shocked domestic manufacturers in 2004 with the announcement that it
would establish a joint venture with Samsung to make LCD panels (see below).
Then in February 2005, Fujitsu sold off to Hitachi most of its shares in their joint
venture, Fujitsu Hitachi Plasma Display, which Hitachi repositioned shortly
afterward as a consolidated subsidiary. Through this transaction, Hitachi became
the world's fourth-largest plasma display TV manufacturer behind Matsushita,
Samsung and LG. Shortly afterward on 5 February, Hitachi and Matsushita
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announced an agreement to develop and market P D P TVs, with the deal including
technology cross-licensing, co-marketing and standardization of next-generation
plasma T V manufacturing facilities in Japan. Later the same day. Sharp announced
that it had acquired Fujitsu's L C D research, manufacturing and sales operations
with a view to bolstering its competitiveness against Samsung, the world's largest
L C D manufacturer. The deals with Sharp and Hitachi signalled Fujitsu's exit from
the F P D

TV

industry. This flurry of activity effectively integrated

panel

development and manufacturing points under the major T V manufacturers while
also concentrating all Japanese panel-related intellectual property, technology and
expertise in less than a year {Nikkei Electronics Asia May 2005).

Propelling this shake-up has been recognition of the threat posed by the Koreans,
who are investing heavily in the industry now to drive down costs and boost
demand, a strategy that has worked well for them in other industries. Samsung
recently injected approximately 200 billion yen (approximately US$1.7 billion)
into the construction of an L C D plant handling 7'^-generation glass substrate. The
new plant has a monthly production capacity of 45,000 panels. U S research firm
DisplaySearch

predicts

that

Samsung

will

continue

production capacity than Matsushita {Nikkei

Electronics

to

maintain

a

greater

28 March 2005: 107).

Matsushita is also very aware that Samsung succeeded in adopting a rear-projection
T V with high picture quality earlier than Matsushita, and also beat Matsushita into
the U S market with a 42-inch plasma TV {Nikkei Business 4 October 2004: 41). And
if rival East Asian firms are serving as the stick, the carrot is the switch to digital
broadcasting and high-definition TV (HDTV) content currently taking place
worldwide. With consumers

forced to buy

new sets in response to

this

technological shift, large-screen F P D TVs, which are buih for digital and H D T V
reception, are perfectly positioned as replacement purchases. Given that the 2005
world market for C R T televisions was around 160 million units, while F P D
television sales have yet to reach 10 percent of that level, the market potential is
enormous

{Nikkei

Electronics

28 March 2005:

104). TV

manufacturers

are

consequently keen to solidify their positions ahead of the changeover, which is
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expected to reach its peak in 2007-8 around the time of the Beijing Olympics
{Nikkei Electronics Asia May 2005).

At the same time, the Japanese electronics majors are struggling to deal with the
unexpected scenario of rapidly falling prices amidst market growth. By around
2010, the price for a PDP or large-screen LCD TV could shrink to around 5,000
yen per inch, much the same as that commanded by a 36-inch C R T TV today. In
other words, the price level reached after 40 years in the case of C R T TVs will be
reached in 10 for the new FPD technologies {Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005:
107).

Adapting the Japanese production model
We have seen above that flat-panel TVs are considered an immensely important
part of the product line-up of Japanese consumer electronics firms in terms of not
just their domestic but also their global presence. However, that presence
continues to be threatened by East Asian rivals, who managed to dominate the
C R T TV and then the LCD markets in the 1990s and have now emerged with
strong FPD TV products that challenge Japanese models on technological
sophistication while beating them on price.

To remain ahead of the game, the Japanese firms have been adapting their
production model. On the innovation front, new directions include greater focus
in terms of product lines, a new emphasis on cost competitiveness, and
collaborative development with domestic rivals. In manufacturing, firms are
pulling their production bases back to Japan to consolidate their resources and
achieve the necessary mass production scales to reduce parts and materials costs.
Intellectual property protection measures include the blackboxing of both product
and processing and technology, the enclosure of key technical personnel, and new
pro-patent strategies. These strategies are examined in detail below.

(a) Innovation
(i) Greater product focus
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w h e r e the Japanese electronics majors have traditionally tried to field products in
all major areas, they are beginning to recognize that competing in crowded global
markets requires greater concentration of resources. This decision was perhaps
most straightforward for Sharp, which as a comparatively small player simply does
not have the capacity to invest as widely as giants such as Matsushita and Sony.

Sharp had long suffered from a weak presence in the critical TV market because of
its lack of in-house cathode ray tube (CRT) manufacturing technology and the
unexpected difficulty of securing a stable supply.

When Katsuhiko Machida

became president in 1998, he noticed Sharp's strength in LCD-embedded products:
Sharp had released the first mass-market L C D calculator in 1973 and developed its
first flat-panel L C D television in 1987, continuing to dabble in L C D televisions
throughout the 1990s. Building on this headstart, Machida threw the weight of the
firm behind the development of the 13- to 20-inch Aquos range, which, when it hit
the market in 2001, enabled Sharp to wrest a sizable share of the T V market from
the likes of Matsushita and Sony.

Sharp's commitment to L C D TVs is clear in its decision to suspend production of
C R T T V sets in China in favour of L C D TV production there. As the first foreign
firm to pull out of the C R T T V market in China, this move has sent shockwaves
through the industry (Inagaki 2004)'^ Moreover, the firm has retained a tight focus
even within the L C D market. It leaves the mass-market L C D panels used in
smaller, cheaper TVs and in laptops to behemoths like L G Electronics and
Samsung which have the muscle to win in cutthroat price wars. Instead, Sharp
channels its resources almost exclusively into ever-larger TVs or on small, highquality panels for cell phones, hand-held game players and the like. This strategy
has enabled Sharp to withstand the margin pressure that is ravaging its rivals. As a
resuh, the firm has managed to retain relatively healthy profit margins in areas
Other firms like Matsushita have indicated that they will not follow suit. While they see a
lucrative market for F P D T V s developing in coastal China, they also hope to seize a chunk of
the enormous C R T T V market that remains untapped in the Chinese hinterland. And Sony in
particular continues to enjoy strong sales in China for its full-flat-screen Trinitron model
despite the numerous local knock-offs now available.
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where prices have yet to be eroded by competition. While the price of flat-panel
TVs overall fell 30 percent in 2004-2005, Sharp's TV prices slipped only three
percent {Time Asia May 2005)". In July 2005, Sharp still had a 70 percent share of
the 37-inch-and-over LCD TV market and remained in the black, while other
makers like Sony were running deficits for their LCD TV divisions {Nikkei Business
5 September 2005: 7).

Sharp's successful exploitation of its core competencies has not been lost on the
other electronics majors. In Matsushita's case, rather than compete with Sharp's
first-mover advantage in LCD TVs, the firm has staked its claim in PDP TVs,
deciding from the outset to target the large-screen (37 inches and up) PDP market
on the grounds that with large-screen models, PDP technology offers a greater
sense of actually 'being there' {Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005: 121). Matsushita
backed this decision by investing 95 billion yen in the construction of the world's
biggest PDP plant in Amazaki {Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005: 118). Through
this investment, Matsushita aims to seize a 40 percent share of the large-screen PDP
market {Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005: 121) to build the kind of solid brand
dominance it found difficult to maintain in the free-for-all C R T TV market.
According to company president Kunio Nakamura,
... [t]he more we win with plasma TVs, which lead the large T V line, the stronger
Matsushita's brand will become, because TVs dominate living rooms. [To make
money,] you need oligopoly. Conversely, if you don't create oligopoly and seize a
massive share, you don't make money

[F]irms that lose share will also lose profit

{Shukan Toyo Keizai 26 November 2005: 36-37).

Meanwhile, as discussed further below, Sony's late start in the FPD market has had
the firm scrambling to find its own competitive niche, while also demonstrating
the innovativeness for which Sony has traditionally been known. Sony's first

' ' Even in secondary business lines, Sharp tries to develop what it calls 'one-of-a-kind' products.
For example, undeterred by a hefty price tag, Japanese consumers have flocked to its new
Healsio oven that reduces fat and salt content by cooking with superheated steam {Time Asia
May 2005).
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attempt in this regard is the ultra-thin flat T V based on organic light-emitting diode
(OLED) technology, scheduled for release in December 2007. According to Sony
President Ryoji Chubachi, the O L E D T V is designed to be "the symbol of the
revival of Sony's technological prowess" rather than an immediate money-spinner
(the tiny 11-inch set will sell for 200,000 yen (around US$1,740), which is almost
the same price as some of Sony's own 40-inch LCD models {Reuters 1 October
2007). Toshiba too is trying to differentiate itself with its surface conduction
electron-emitter display (SED) TV, developed together with camera giant Canon.
The new technology is said to be thinner and consume less power than current
LCD and plasma models {Reuters 3 October 2006). However, these efforts to field
distinctive new technologies to establish a first-mover advantage also demonstrate
the difficulty of bringing a new product late to a crowded market, where prices on
proven technologies are already in sharp decline.

In addition to their greater product focus, the electronics majors have also been
focusing their development resources physically. To boost development speed,
they need their engineers to be able to communicate closely and swiftly, and in
many cases, this has spurred a concentration of R & D resources back home.
Matsushita, for example, manufactures its plasma TVs in four plants around the
world, but has its research personnel gathered within Panasonic AVC Network in
Osaka Prefecture. Toshiba switched to a domestic development style with the new
Regza FPD T V brand announced in February 2006. Sony also revised its
development

set-up

in 2005;

where

it formerly

developed

new

products

simultaneously and in parallel in four centres around the world, its main research
projects have now been returned to Japan, with the offshore operations confined to
'adding flavour' for local markets. According to Sony, its former diffused R & D
operations produced different LSIs and software for each region, conversely
slowing down development {Nikkei Electronics 24 April 2006: 104).

(ii) Collaborative development
The Japanese electronics majors have typically sought to control in-house all of the
technologies required to create a new product. However, the need to get new
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products to market ahead of competitors and to concentrate in-house resources has
spurred a shift toward a more open attitude to collaboration with outside firms.

Matsushita, for example, found itself at a disadvantage in the P D P market because
of an earlier error in its technology strategy. The firm developed a DC-based P D P
T V prototype in 1991, but was soon overtaken by Hitachi, Fujitsu, Pioneer and
N E C , which had opted instead for the A C model that became the mainstream
(Katayama 2004: 201). In an effort to catch up with this technology, Matsushita
bought U S firm Plasmaco in 1996 (Katayama 2004: 207), enabling the firm to
market the A C P D P T V 42PM1 in December 1997, a year later than other
manufacturers. T o close the gap still further, in August 1998, the division was
placed under the direct control of Panasonic A V C ' s president (and now president
of Matsushita proper) Kunio Nakamura, who committed significant development
resources (including 200 leading-edge engineers) to improving Matsushita's position
(Katayama 2004: 209). This included the establishment of a manufacturing
company with relatively minor player Toray to acquire the know-how to make
the back glass substrate, in keeping with Nakamura's policy of actively bringing in
what Matsushita lacks to boost development speed and cut development costs
(Katayama 2004: 215). Matsushita Plasma Display was established in October 2000
with Matsushita putting in 75 percent of the capital and Toray 25 percent
(Katayama 2004: 216).

Other recent collaborative efforts include the 2004 formation of a joint venture,
IPS Alpha Technology, in L C D panel manufacturing among Matsushita, Hitachi
and Toshiba, while in 2005, Hitachi and Matsushita disclosed that they were
discussing a comprehensive tie-up covering development, manufacture, marketing
and intellectual property issues related to PDPs.

F o r smaller L C D models, Matsushita had already formed a manufacturing tie-up with
Toshiba as the only way it could catch up with front-runner Sharp. Toshiba has a 60 percent
capital share, Matsushita 40 (Katayama 2004: 216).
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As observed in the previous section, Sony was caught on the back foot by the
success of F P D TVs. Its full-flat-panel C R T T V , the Trinitron, first marketed in
1968, made its greatest profit in 2002'" {Nikkei

Business 4 October 2004: 37).

Combined with the mismatch between Sony's product strategy and market needs
that occurred under the leadership of former president Idei, this success led Sony to
tarry too long with legacy products, and the firm's new C E O , appointed in 2004,
was forced to make some hard choices. It was decided that Sony would abandon
P D P TVs, where Matsushita's lead seemed too strong, to focus instead on L C D
and rear-projection TVs {Ekonomisuto

13 December 2005: 24). However, Sony

then discovered that it lacked the know-how to make the critical amorphous T F T
liquid crystals. Quiet negotiations with Hitachi fell through, and the firm was
forced to tie up instead with Korean major Samsung. This decision was greeted
with horror in Japan, to the extent that Sony was subsequently pressured to leave a
national next-generation display development project before it could leak key
technologies offshore. Some government officials even publicly speculated that
Sony intended to damage the national interest (Izumiya 2004: 101). S-LCD, the
Sony-Samsung joint venture, makes L C D panels to Sony specifications for use in
Sony's new Bravia range {Ekonomisuto

13 December 2005: 24). Sony sends only a

handful of engineers to the plant, which is completely run by Samsung.

(iii) Platform core components and standardized generic components
Building a competitive advantage with core components is nothing new for
Japanese firms. As Bernard and Ravenhill observed back in the early 1990s,
ongoing Japanese innovation in core components ensured that while other East
Asian firms could acquire the ability to manufacture mature technologies, they
were still forced to depend on Japanese firms for the high-value-added portion of
the product (Bernard and Ravenhill 1995: 177). Then, however, a core component
like the cathode ray tube could (and, in the case of the C R T , in fact remains) a
steady money-spinner for years after the relevant final product had taken a back
"" Sony pulled in close to 70 billion yen on the Trinitron in 2002 alone {Nikkei Business 4
October 2004: 37)
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seat in or even vanished from a firm's product range. Now, globalization (more
firms competing) combined with digitalization (rapid knowledge codification) has
seen product life cycles shrinking so rapidly that firms are left with a matter of
years to

recover their investment

even on core components,

a problem

compounded by the long lead times and high costs entailed in the development of
these high-added-value parts. At the same time, one of the key characteristics of
core components is the way in which they control the direction of technology, in
extreme cases such as Intel's microprocessor even evolving into de facto industry
standards.

To deal with the time and cost problem while also exploring the possibilities for
technology control, consumer electronics majors Sony and Matsushita in particular
have been working to develop core components in the form of LSIs (large-scale
integrated circuits) to serve as platforms across their own extensive product ranges
and, via strategic blackboxing/licensing arrangements, as revenue earners from
external sales. As observed in Chapter 6, LSIs used across a company's product
range provide a better return on investment than a part designed for a single
product, significantly improve development efficiency across the whole product
range, and keep a firm on the leading edge of technology development. External
sales advance the prospects for investment recovery still further and open the way
for the creation of a niche market, or even a de facto standard. In 2004, Matsushita
designed the UniPhier LSI to serve as a platform for its PDP TVs and other
consumer electronics products {Nikkei Electronics 11 October 2004: 124-127). Sony
launched the Cell next-generation microprocessor in 2005. The multicore Cell chip
is designed for application in everything from game systems to mobile phones and
workstations and responds to the growing need for electronic machinery to fulfil
several functions, often simultaneously. With televisions, for example, the Cell is
visualized as enabling a set to make a high-resolution digital recording while
running a video game {Nikkei Electronics 28 February 2005: 92).

At the other end of the scale, the Japanese electronics majors are seeking to boost
their cost competitiveness by cooperating in the standardization of non-core or
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generic components. With parts and materials costs comprising some 58-63 percent
of total FPD costs, this is becoming an urgent task {Nikkei Electronics 28 March
2005: 113). To boost their share of the FPD market and keep competitors at bay,
PDF makers, for example, want to halve materials costs by 2007-8. One means is to
share specifications for those dedicated PDP parts that aren't significantly involved
in performance. In the case of PDP TVs in particular, because the market is much
smaller for PDP panels than LCDs, which have many other uses outside TVs, the
parts market is also limited. Developing common specifications would be one way
of boosting market size for parts. Hitachi and Matsushita have started discussing
potential collaboration, with Hitachi viewing optical filters and glass substrate as
the first candidates for common specs'*' {Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005: 134).

(iv) Competing on both quality and price
The Japanese electronics majors continue to see their edge over the other East
Asians as lying in their ability to integrate multiple technologies developed and
manufactured within the corporate group into a final product delivering top-class
performance.

The key issues here are multiple in-house technologies

and

integration. For example, Matsushita was able to make up for its initial late entry
into the PDP T V industry in a mere three years because it was the only PDP
manufacturer with panel, image and device technology all in-house (Katayama
2004: 218). The obvious prerequisite has been bringing both panel and TV
manufacturing operations on board, which was one of the main drivers of the
major industry shake-up in 2004. The importance of panel manufacturing capacity
is twofold: first, because it grants greater control over an element of the TV
package that directly affects TV image quality and power consumption {Zaikai 20
September 2005: 32); and second, because it ensures a stable supply of panels, which

Asahi, for example, currently makes around 80 types of optical filter, but notes that this is
too many, and that if it could cut its product range and supply more of each type, it would be
possible to cut costs. The wide range is due to optimization of specs for each maker and PDP
model. Cutting down the range would require coordinating more on these specs. The same
could be said for glass substrate, which, coincidentally, tends to have a width of 2.8mm for
most makers. Makers naturally want to use even thinner glass to lighten their screens, but if
they insist on different substrate thicknesses, the price won't come down {Nikkei Electronics 28
March 2005: 113-4).
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in turn

makes firms more comfortable

manufacturing.

about massive investment

in

TV

Then, the vertical integration of operating circuits, signal

processors and chips is also considered critical in boosting cost competitiveness and
bringing down price {Zaikai 20 September 2005: 32).

Having acquired the various technologies, the next challenge is to integrate them.
According to Sharp managing director Nario Nakatake, "[ajnyone can make a
computer simply by throwing a CPU, memory and some peripheral circuits
together. An LCD TV, however, epitomizes integrated technology, and unless you
have all of those technologies under control, you can't make a good TV" (Izumiya
2004: 72). The electronics majors are exploiting their top-class engineering knowhow to combine the various components in such a way as to produce optimal
performance with minimal parts and resources. Matsushita, for example, redesigns
its panels every two years, but within that cycle redesigns the relevant chips every
year and the circuits and structure every six months. At each stage, cost-cutting
measures and ways to achieve better performance at the same price are also built in
{Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005: 111). These efforts enabled Matsushita to offer
to the US market in 2004 plasma TVs that combined high quality with prices
significantly below its high-end competitors: so far below, in fact, that Matsushita's
move was referred to in the industry as the 'Panasonic shock' (after Matsushita's
global brand name) {Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005: 119). According to company
president Kunio Nakamura, "you can't capture 40 percent of the market unless
you're price competitive. You don't get away with selling high because the quality
is good. You can't win unless the quality is good and the product is also cheap"
{Shukan Diamondo

1 October 2005: 41).

(b) Manufacturing: Going home
One of the most striking trends in the Japanese TV industry in recent years has
been the construction of massive new domestic facilities for FPD manufacturing.
Analysts spent the 1990s bemoaning the 'hollowing out' of Japanese industry as
firm after firm relocated its production bases to East Asia in search of cheaper
manufacturing costs. Entering the 2000s, however, the Japanese electronics majors
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seem to have been re-evaluating the merits of domestic manufacturing, with Sharp,
for example, investing 150 billion yen in 2004 to set up the world's first full-set
L C D T V manufacturing plant in Mie Prefecture {Nikkei Electronics

10 May 2004:

24) and Matsushita throwing 95 billion yen into the world's biggest P D P plant in
Amazaki (to produce 4.5 million units per annum by 2007) {Nikkei Electronics 28
March 2005: 118). Other firms that have recently established new large-scale F P D
plants back home include Fujitsu Hitachi Plasma Display (approximately 75 billion
yen, Miyazaki Prefecture, 1.8 billion units per annum by 2007) and Pioneer (over
26 billion yen, Yamanashi Prefecture, up to 300,000 units per annum)

{Nikkei

Electronics 7 June 2004: 95).

The shift offshore in the 1990s took place amid growing desperation at Japanese
firms' seeming inability to bring down their costs sufficiently to compete with U S
rivals and their new open architecture model, as well as the East Asian firms
emerging on the back of this model as strong contenders in their own right.
However, their offshore experience has led Japanese firms to recognize that for
highly automated processes in particular, the cost of manufacturing at home is not
significantly greater than manufacturing in China, for example. China has also
posed considerable problems for Japanese firms because of a patchy regulatory
environment

that

does

not

necessarily provide

immediate

and/or

effective

protection for the intellectual property rights of offshore firms. By contrast, Japan
represents a stable and predictable business environment, both at the formal and
tacit levels, with relatively high price margins still able to be drawn from
consumers willing to pay high prices for the latest technology.

One domestic pull factor has been locational synergy. Offshoring manufacturing
has the downside of attenuating the link between R & D and manufacturing which
has been a key element of the vertically-integrated manufacturing model. As new
technologies were flicked off to offshore plants increasingly rapidly in an effort to
ramp up to mass production ahead of industry rivals, the rate of manufacturing
defects was rising. Manufacturers located the problem in the break in the feedback
loop between R & D engineers and the factory floor caused by early offshoring.
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While one solution has been to bolster local R & D operations and create local
feedback loops, with critical new technologies firms are once again manufacturing
at home close to their R & D labs. Sharp has even concentrated its factories, locating
the new Kameyama facilities within an hour's driving distance of the Tenri and
Taki-cho plants so that its engineers can be constantly moving between the plants
(Moritani 2004: 193; Nikkei Business 19 September 2005: 119). The Kameyama plant
itself was constructed with plenty of room for expansion, and the area also includes
new facilities established by parts makers like Toppan Insatsu and Nitto Denko.
Pulling together such parts and materials makers within a massive compound
allows Sharp to exploit its strength to the full (Moritani 2004: 193).

This highlights another domestic pull factor, namely supporting industry clusters.
Similar clusters are currently evolving extremely rapidly in China and other East
Asian locations, often backed by strong government support. However, with
development

costs continuing to soar, Japanese firms are recognizing the

importance of bringing on board parts and materials suppliers as partners rather
than simply subcontractors. They want to embed suppliers more deeply into the
development process to exploit the latter's expertise in order to boost quality and
efficiency while also cutting costs. According to Sharp, "[pjarts makers have knowhow that we don't. We want to fuse our respective strengths" {Nikkei Electronics 28
March 2005: 100). In short, the kind of long-term trust-based relationship that has
traditionally prevailed between major Japanese manufacturers and their suppliers is
being recast with a greater emphasis on equal partnership. In China, by contrast,
relationships between offshore firms and local suppliers tend to be far more
contractual and codified, with a stronger element of competition than of
partnership. This kind of relationship is useful with mature technologies, where
the key issue is to have parts orders delivered on time and to agreed quality
standards, but new technologies, at least in the eyes of Japanese manufacturers,
benefit from greater interaction.

A further factor is the increasingly proactive lobbying by Japanese local
governments to attract domestic firms to their areas. To persuade Sharp to locate
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its new plant in Kameyama, for example, the Mie prefectural government
contributed a nine billion yen subsidy, to which Kameyama City added another
4.5 billion yen. This was the first time a prefecture had provided a major subsidy to
a single firm, but the local government argued that the investment was a means of
securing new corporate tax and personal tax revenue (Izumiya 2004: 207). Such
proactive efforts by local governments are becoming increasingly common: not
only has ongoing decentralization forced them to seek alternative revenue sources,
but large-scale plants and the industries that cluster around them create muchneeded employment for local residents.

Taking

home

key

plants

has not,

however,

meant

a withdrawal

from

manufacturing proximal to end markets. FPD TVs in particular require adaptive
engineering to meet diverse local broadcasting standards (see innovation section)
and also local assembly to avoid steep import quotas and cut time to market.
Matsushita, for example, assembles final products for the European market from a
plant in the Czech Republic, for the American market from Mexico and for the
Chinese market from Shanghai {Nikkei Electronics 24 April 2006: 104). Sony has
recently begun producing large, high-end LCD TVs at a new 11 billion yen
(US$93.6 million) plant in Slovakia to serve the European market; Sharp has
started operations at a second factory inside its existing plant in Mexico to serve the
North American market; and in July 2007,. Toshiba began mass production at a
new plant in Poland {PC World 16 October 2007).

(c) Intellectual property

protection

Japanese firms have been accustomed to the loose patent regime that was developed
in postwar Japan to assist Japanese firms in absorbing offshore technology, as well
as a very close-knit industrial community. Consequently, they have tended to
accept that their ideas and innovations will inevitably flow out to other domestic
firms, recognizing that what they lose with the outflow of one proprietary
technology they will later gain from the absorption of someone else's technology.
In the case of foreign firms, the Japanese firms were formerly confident that their
technology was so sophisticated that even where it was reverse-engineered or
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pirated by firms from developing Asia, the same quality could never be achieved.
However, the DRAM incident and, subsequently, the rapid LCD panel catch-up
have made the Japanese electronics majors acutely aware of the vulnerability of
their intellectual property. While shrinking product lifecycles may have reduced
the useful lifespan of that property, to maintain a competitive edge and hold on to
the direction of technology, firms are recognizing that they urgently need to
improve their intellectual property regimes. Measures being taken to that end
include: (i) enclosure of engineers; (ii) blackboxing product and processing
technology; and (iii) aggressive patent protection.

(i) Enclosure of engineers
As observed in Chapter 3, the Japanese electronics majors have been among the
stalwarts in observing the traditional Japanese business practice of lifelong
employment, but their new awareness of intellectual property and the extent to
which this is embedded in the heads and hands of their engineers has brought
about major changes in employment practices. In the case of the FPD TV industry,
firstly, manufacturers have abandoned their traditional reluctance to take on
engineers from rival firms. When the map of the Japanese FPD TV industry was
essentially redrawn in 2004, engineers from those firms selling their LCD
operations (Fujitsu, NEC) were eagerly absorbed by the acquiring firms (Hitachi,
Sharp, Pioneer) to prevent the know-how embodied in these engineers from
flowing out to Korean or other foreign rivals {Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005:
110). When Sharp took over Fujitsu's LCD operations, for example, Fujitsu's
workers were transferred as part of the deal {Plasma TV News 5 February 2005).
Secondly, manufacturers have become far more conscious of the need to offer a
top-class working environment to attract and keep top-flight engineers. Sharp, for
example, is trying to prevent the outflow of know-how through former personnel
by guaranteeing lifelong employment and also by keeping itself on the cutting
edge, so that talented engineers will want to continue working for Sharp (Moritani
2004: 191). Matsushita too believes that it must provide an optimal environment to
keep talented engineers from going elsewhere {Nikkei Electronics 5 January 2004:
71).
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The

difficulty

of completely

enclosing

know-how,

however,

was

recently

illustrated by the Uniden case. Uniden successfully broke into the FPD market by
hiring a former Sony engineer to provide the know-how to design a cheap F P D T V
made with panels sourced from Taiwan {Nikkei Business 22 August 2005: 52)'".

(ii) Blackboxing
The Japanese majors have begun to pay much more attention to blackboxing both
their product and processing technology. In the case of product technology, as
noted earlier, high-added-value proprietary technology is being concentrated in
sophisticated core components like LSIs that are more difficult to reverse-engineer,
while materials are also attracting greater attention because of their even greater
impermeability.

Confidence in the superiority of their technology and their know-how, as well as
longstanding relationships with processing machinery suppliers, had previously
generated a rather relaxed attitude among Japanese firms toward the protection of
processing know-how. However, the LCD panel catch-up forced manufacturers to
recognize that the emergence of new rivals was also providing processing
machinery suppliers with new clients. With business conditions tightening,
suppliers are keen to take advantage of the opportunity to expand their orders, and
even contractual conditions can generally only prevent such 'external' sales for a
limited period of time (usually around five years). Moreover, because the
machinery was originally developed to the specifications of the Japanese client, it
inevitably embodies significant clues as to the composition and manufacture of the
product technology. Sharp has responded to this problem by dividing up its
machinery orders into multiple components spread among multiple suppliers, with
these components later assembled in-house {Bungei Shunju January 2004: 35;

At the same time, it should be noted that Uniden's T V has succeeded only in part because of
its price. A n o t h e r key factor has been Uniden's willingness to exploit alternative sales
channels—namely Internet-based sales—rather than attempt to sell through established sales
channels dominated by the electronics majors.
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Moritani 2004: 190)'''*. According to the Ekonomisuto,

this strategy has slowed the

Taiwanese and Korean firms in building their next-generation LCD plants and
brought down their yield rates {Ekonomisuto

8 November 2005).

Another strategy to protect both product and processing technology has been to
tighten up levels of security in Japanese plants, which were previously quite happy
to show around outside visitors even from foreign rivals. Sharp has again led the
way in this trend. Its Kameyama facilities are closed to all outsiders, personnel
from other divisions included, and the plants have been constructed literally as
mazes so that intruders can be quickly spotted and detained by security guards
{Bungei Shunju January 2004: 35; Moritani 2004: 190; Nikkei Business 19 September
2005: 119).

(iii) Aggressive patent protection
As noted in Chapter 3, Japanese firms traditionally put little stock in patent
ownership or protection, which both the domestic patent system and the close-knit
nature of the domestic engineering community rendered relatively ineffective. The
electronics majors in particular relied instead on knowledge flows amongst a small
group of firms competing on the same product lines to balance proprietary
knowledge lost with other firms' proprietary knowledge gained. While the need
for a more legalistic approach to patents had become apparent in US markets,
patent protection from other East Asian firms was not initially viewed as necessary
given the assumed Japanese technological edge. Later, the majors chose to overlook
patent infringements on the part of companies like LG and Samsung because the
latter are major clients for chips, panels and other devices. Entering the 2000s,
however, the electronics majors have begun to recognize the importance of owning
and protecting key patents as a means of defending their technological lead against

'''' The government has also sought to bring its influence to bear on the problem, by requesting
that machinery manufacturers do not sell machinery related to leading-edge Japanese
technologies to foreign firms. However, government officials also recognize that they have
little capacity to enforce that request (interview with M E T I official 14 June 2005).
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rapidly encroaching East Asian newcomers, with a string of suits since 2004
signalling the beginning of more proactive patent strategies.

Fujitsu, for example, has some 800 key patents around the world as a result of its
pioneering efforts in the development of plasma display technology, and has begun
to actively exercise its patent rights. O n 6 April 2004, the firm sued Samsung in
Japan for patent infringements and won, with imports and sales of Samsung P D P
modules banned in Japan. Samsung's limited exports to Japan (only 3,000 P D P
modules per month) mean that the import ban will have little substantive impact,
but it does signal to other firms that Fujitsu will no longer tolerate unlicensed use
of its patented technology (Izumiya 2004: 162-65). This proactive approach is also a
response to the aggressive patent strategy evinced by Korean firms''^ with Samsung
initially suing Fujitsu in California in February 2004 on the grounds that Fujitsu
was seeking unnecessary PDP technology licensing fees from Samsung. According
to the Fujitsu, "Fujitsu is a technology company. Realizing our engineers'
inventions as intellectual property in the form of patents and acting to protect that
IP will boost corporate value. ... [We will] push for our patent rights according to
international rules. Where we cannot reach agreement with the other party, we
will go to court" {Nikkei Electronics 10 May 2004: 168-9).

Many of Fujitsu's basic patents were subsequently bought up by Hitachi when the
latter took control of Fujitsu Hitachi Plasma Display (FHPD), on the grounds that
Hitachi would be better served by receiving licensing fees rather than paying them.
T o wield its new patents more effectively, Hitachi plans to establish a patent
management firm separate from F H P D .

Matsushita, on the other hand, lacks such basic patents due to its late start with the
technology, but has numerous patents related to applying panels to T V products,
and has also shown itself willing to defend them {Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005:
The Korean patent offensive is also evident in the sheer number of patent applications from
Korean firms, rising rapidly as of 1996 to run neck-and-neck with Japanese firms as of 2000
{Nikkei Electronics 28 March 2005: 111).
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111). When Samsung sued Matsushita in Cahfornia and Pennsylvania in early
December 2005 for infringement of PDP-related patents, for example, Matsushita
retaliated later that month with a countersuit. In California, the court decided in
favour of Matsushita and ordered Samsung to pay compensation {Nikkei Electronics
13 February 2006: 43).

Sharp too has also been pursuing a careful patent strategy, selecting its battles so
that the technology that inevitably emerges in the course of a suit is old enough
that

its public exposure will

not

detract

from the firm's

technological

competitiveness {Nikkei Electronics 19 July 2004: 70).

Conclusion
As noted earlier, particularly those Japanese electronics majors with a strong
consumer electronics focus have prioritized the flat-panel TV as the linchpin of
their product line-up in terms of their domestic and global presence, while also
depending on offshore markets to reach the necessary economies of scale.
However, that presence has become constantly threatened by their East Asian
rivals, who have emerged with strong FPD TV products that challenge Japanese
models on both price and technological sophistication. Moreover, the East Asians
have achieved this level of competitiveness utilizing a similar manufacturing model
(large-scale investment for a quick ramp-up to mass production to seize market
share and pull down costs) to that which brought Japanese firms to the forefront of
world competition in the 1980s. To this model they are rapidly adding the features
that Japanese firms have used to reach the top of the value chain, including
ploughing returns on investment into significant R & D budgets and emphasizing
vertical integration of multiple in-house technologies. They have also skilfully
exploited their more streamlined decision-making process (owner management,
where most Japanese firms are now board-managed) and the latecomer advantage
of piggy-backing on the R & D already performed by Japanese firms. And because
the TV is such a high-profile consumer electronics item, when rivals like Samsung
and L G manage to beat the Japanese electronics majors to retail shelves, or field a
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new model just that notch further along the cutting edge, the impact in terms of
market presence is significant.

Consequently, with FPD TVs, the Japanese electronics majors have found
themselves competing in global markets not against the radically different open
architecture model but against upgraded versions of their own production model.
This has confronted them with the conflicting imperatives of maintaining a
technological edge while also ensuring cost competitiveness. On the one hand, for
example, ensuring cost competitiveness requires reducing parts costs through
standardization and/or outsourcing, as well as recycling parts across product ranges
and generations. Maintaining a technological edge, on the other hand, requires the
constant development of new technologies and the protection and exploitation of
intellectual property. Parts standardization and outsourcing boost parts production
volume, hence opening the w a y for better price deals and more development
cooperation from suppliers, but they also raise the spectre of intellectual property
leakage via suppliers out to other television manufacturers. Recycling parts keeps
down final product costs, but too much modularization exposes manufacturers to
the likelihood of reverse engineering and cannibalism by rival firms, as well as
creating potential quality problems due to the departure from integral architecture
and individual product optimization.

Firms have sought to reconcile these imperatives by, firstly, making their own
improvements in areas of traditional strength. Most have chosen to maintain the
vertical integration of manufacturing at the high end of the market to optimize
product performance while retaining technological control. Core components in
particular are receiving attention as important means of controlling the direction of
technology across product ranges and generations (Sony's Cell microprocessor, for
example, and Matsushita's UniPhier LSI). At the same time, manufacturers are
drawing a clearer distinction between core and non-core components with an eye
to standardizing and outsourcing the latter. While the emphasis above all is on
know-how, greater flexibility has emerged in terms of how that know-how is
acquired, with firms now far more open to buying technology from other firms, or
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to securing it through joint ventures. They are also exploring much more stringent
intellectual property regimes, including the formal measures of conscious and
effective patent management and more aggressive patent protection, as well as the
informal measures enclosure and blackboxing. In addition, the effort to balance
cost competitiveness with technological dominance have led the electronics majors
to imitate the specialization seen in the chip industry, concentrating their resources
on building distinctive product strengths and niche competitiveness in place of
their former, rather generic, blanket coverage.

At this stage, the majors' ongoing drive to maintain a technological edge in their
respective areas of speciality, combined with a much greater market sensitivity,
have kept at least frontrunners such as Matsushita and Sharp ahead of or alongside
the competition. Firms like Sony and Toshiba are meanwhile attempting to create
new market segments where they might seize first-mover advantage. The key
question facing Japanese companies is: will this edge last?

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the parameters of competition up to
this point have been aligned to upgraded versions of the Japanese production
model. However, the strength of the Japanese production model in the case of F P D
T V s owes much to the newness of the technology. In-house panel manufacturing,
for example, has been critical first because it grants greater control over an element
of the TV package that directly affect TV image quality and power consumption;
and second, because it ensures a stable supply of panels, which in turn makes firms
more comfortable about massive investment in TV manufacturing. But as the
technology stabilizes, securing a stable supply of good-quality panels to create the
reliable, reasonably-priced sets sought by the huge middle-end market has become a
feasible option, and one pursued with great success by outsiders such as Japanese
electronics minor Funai Denki and U S newcomer Vizio.

Vizio, for example, has only been in the TV market since mid-2003, but managed
to take top place in the US L C D market in the second quarter of 2007 and fourth
place in the P D P market, securing top place in the total US F P D T V market on a
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unit basis ahead of Samsung. Vizio has strong connections with East Asian
(primarily Chinese) panel suppliers through two of its external investors (the
Taiwanese OEMs AmTRAN and Foxconn), and has also secured supply lines
through Samsung and CMO, thanks not least to the high panel volumes it
purchases to cover its strong sales. Moreover, at the other end of the value chain,
Vizio has flourished on an effective distribution and service strategy, selling
through warehouse stores which look for much lower gross margins than
electronics

retailers,

and

projecting

a

strong

personal

service

emphasis

{DisplaySearch 21 August 2007; CNET 20 August 2007). In other words, Vizio is
successfully applying typical open architecture tools to a market originally
premised on the Japanese production model.

With the Japanese electronics majors intensely aware of global market pressure and
determined to retain their dominance of the FPD television market as a symbol of
their strength in consumer electronics, further adjustments to their production
strategies seem likely in the near future to include certain open architecture
elements, such as greater subcontracting off the leading edge and also more
aggressive pricing strategies, while also building on the technological strengths of
their own model to add value through, for example, the incorporation of
'ubiquitous' Internet-based functions into their sets.
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CHAPTER 6: SEMICONDUCTORS
Manufacturing made difficult

Introduction
This chapter traces the evolution of the Japanese semiconductor industry from the
relatively homogenous approach to manufacturing across the sector evinced in the
1980s through the 1990s crisis period to new departures in the early 2000s. It argues
that while Japanese chip makers were slow to adjust to significant changes in the
global chip market in the 1990s—namely, serious competition in the key dynamic
random access memory (DRAM) market, as well as the growth of specialized
market segments dominated by single players—major restructuring in the late
1990s has ushered in a host of new directions and a new diversity in response as
firms manoeuvre for advantage in a fiercely competitive global market.

Leaders of the world chip industry in the 1980s such as N E C , Toshiba, Hitachi and
Fujitsu have substantially restructured their operations.

Toshiba is the only

familiar Japanese name remaining among the world's top 10 chip firms, while the
other former leaders have been actively pursuing spin-outs ( N E C Electronics,
Elpida Memory, Renesas Technology, etc.) as a means of encouraging the rapid and
focused decision-making capacity now regarded as necessary to survive and flourish
in a global business environment. A string of alliances ( N E C Electronics-Sony,
Toshiba-Xilinx, Fujitsu-AMD, etc.) also reveals a new interest in combining
strengths even across borders. Firms are aiming for greater differentiation in their
product line-ups, working to identify and develop growth products in which they
enjoy a competitive advantage in terms of manufacturing know-how and/or formal
intellectual property. Unexpected competition has also emerged within the
domestic chip industry from consumer electronics firms Sony and Matsushita,
which have been pursuing the development of 'platform' chips. These chips
represent a new business model that plays to the strengths of these Japanese
electronics majors—development of a key component to embed across their
product ranges and bring down both R & D and parts costs—while also creating
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revenues from outside sales, and even dangling the possibility of achieving a
Wintel-style de facto standard.

The increasingly diverse approaches to chip-making adopted by the various
Japanese electronics majors demonstrate a proactive response to the changing
global business environment, with firms working to differentiate themselves from
domestic and foreign rivals to establish a solid competitive advantage.

Below, Section 2 overviews the rise and fall of the Japanese chip industry in the
1980s and 90s as background to the changes that have occurred in the early 2000s.
Section

3 considers the evolving approaches to

chip-making

in a global

environment evinced by (a) Toshiba, as the only Japanese chip major to remain a
key industry player on its own strengths; (b) the three spin-offs from the
traditional Japanese chip majors, as the 'new and improved' industry contenders;
(c) the consumer electronics firms, as outside challengers; and (d) the governmentled collaborative foundry scheme. Section 4 closes the chapter with discussion of
the implications of these changes.

Background
(a) Dominance in the 1980s
The technology driver of the chip world in the 1980s was Dynamic Random
Access Memory, or DRAM, which was used primarily in TVs, VCRs and video
cameras, as well as in mainframe applications. The DRAM industry obeys the law
of increasing returns, with profits increasing alongside production scale. At the
same time, the DRAM market is also characterized by a 'silicon cycle' of boom and
bust, crashing when supply tops demand by four to five percent, then going into
shortfall when demand goes up two percent or more {Nikkei Business 12 October
1998: 42). To realize profits during the boom phase of the cycle, firms need to
sustain massive investment even through downturns in order to have the
production capacity ready to meet demand during upswings.
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In the 1980s, US firms began to struggle to secure the necessary funds to ride out
these sihcon cycle troughs, because their specialization in chips left them with no
alternative

access

to

capital.

Concerned

at

the

emergence

of

increasingly

competitive Japanese rivals, six US chip majors had formed the Semiconductor
Industry Association in 1977 to lobby Washington, and this ultimately led both
governments to agree in 1986 on an arrangement designed to minimize the
dumping of Japanese chips on the US market. However, this arrangement was not
enough to save the US firms' D R A M markets. In 1986, Intel, for example,
discovered that neither the first-mover advantage of having introduced I K D R A M
to the market in 1970 (Tanimitsu 2002: 71) nor the closure of six plants and the
layoff of 8,000 staff in 1985 was enough to prevent it recording a $200 million
deficit (Tanimitsu 2002: 69). Intel subsequently exited entirely from the D R A M
market to focus instead on microprocessors. In the course of the 1980s, a total of
eight US chip majors, including A M D and Motorola, abandoned the D R A M
market, leaving only Micron Technologies, which revamped itself into a D R A M
specialist, and Texas Instruments, which shifted its main D R A M production group
to Japan (Tanimitsu 2002: 75).

The Japanese general electronics makers, on the other hand, achieved top D R A M
market position by 1981, only seven years after their initial entry (Tanimitsu 2002:
71). They enjoyed two significant strengths over their US rivals: (a) their broad
product ranges, which reduced the need to make steady profits off chips and also
gave them cash to draw on even in chip market downturns (Tanimitsu 2000: 75);
and (b) the status of chips as a key component in their numerous consumer
electronics products, which meant that chip divisions already had a sizeable
guaranteed market. By 1988, Japanese firms accounted for more than 80 percent of
world D R A M production, and 51 percent of total world chips (Tanimitsu 2002:
67). These chip sales generated huge profits that were ploughed back

into

expanding product ranges, poising Japanese makers to dominate every area of
electronics manufacturing and retailing.

(b) Struggles in the 1990s
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In the 1990s, however, the situation for Japanese companies soured rapidly. With
manufacturing know-how in semiconductor production increasingly embedded in
manufacturing machinery, anyone w h o could afford to buy the right machinery
could make competitive D R A M , and Korean and Taiwanese newcomers took the
opportunity

to

invest

heavily

in

the

latest

manufacturing

lines.

Korean

manufacturers in particular succeeded in taking advantage of the high prices for
Japanese chips in the US market locked in by the 1986 Japan-US chip arrangement
to flood the market with their own lower-priced chips, which rapidly improved in
technological sophistication (Tanimitsu 2002: 106). In 1992, when the first major
silicon cycle slump of the decade occurred, Samsung surged ahead of Japanese chip
makers to take first place in the D R A M market with a 13.6 percent share
(Yoshioka 2006: 2).

Meanwhile, back in Japan, firms were beginning to struggle with a domestic
recession that eroded their sales, their budgets, and their willingness and ability to
invest. They could no longer afford to bankroll their chip divisions during
industry slumps, nor could they guarantee a market for the high-cost chips these
divisions were accustomed to producing. It was also becoming increasingly critical
to bring down the cost of final products by reducing component costs, chips
included. Their new cost sensitivity came at a time when the accelerating pace of
technological advance was boosting the scale and frequency of investment to
frighteningly high levels, particularly given the need to sustain that investment
through silicon cycle troughs. Media reports of "reckless investment competition,"
"big investment that they cannot stop," and "investment that doesn't stop" (quoted
in Anchordoguy 2005: 192) further stressed corporate nerves.

The writing was on the wall, and many Japanese chip makers debated exiting
D R A M to focus on system-on-a-chip (SoC) and other less commodified markets.
Ultimately, however, they retained their D R A M production lines for several more
years. The booming P C market promised strong D R A M sales, and given the
nature of the silicon cycle, it remained possible that prices would rise and fuel a
new era of growth. The transition was further complicated by the inherently lower
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sales volumes of SoC products, with no obvious major money-spinners on the
horizon {EE Times 5 June 2002). Consequently, while manufacturers could see the
desirability of moving out of DRAM, both push and pull factors remained too
weak to spur them to deal with the massive personnel and resource redeployment
issues

that

a

change

of

business

would

require.

(c) Dealing with crisis
Even as the Japanese chip makers dithered, however, the market vanished from
under their feet. The world DRAM market plummeted in value from US$40.8
billion in 1995 down to US$13 billion in 1998, reducing its 28 percent share of the
total chip market to 11 percent in this second silicon cycle trough of the 90s.
DRAM chips dropped in price from more than US$20 per chip in early 1996 to
US$1.5 in 1998, while 64 meg DRAM dropped from US$70 in early 1997 to less
than US$9 in June 1998•*^ The primary cause of the crash was the over-supply
resulting from a slowdown in PC memory demand, which accounted for 70
percent of DRAM demand, from 70 percent growth per annum to 50-60 percent,
even as Korean

and Taiwanese

manufacturers continued to expand

their

production {Nikkei Business 12 October 1998: 42).

Over 1997-99, Japanese firms recorded an unprecedented loss of one trillion yen,
with their share of the DRAM market slipping to under 20 percent (Tanimitsu
2002: 67). In FY1998, N E C ' s chip division produced a 35 biUion yen operating
deficit, Hitachi's 120 billion yen (Tanimitsu 2002: 75). Mitsubishi's chip division
registered a consolidated deficit of 70 billion yen in 1997, while Fujitsu recorded a
100 billion yen deficit for its DRAM production in FY1998. As at the March 1999
quarter closing, not a single company was predicting a profit for its chip
operations. Faced with a crisis of this magnitude, the Japanese chip makers were
finally forced to act.

With makers churning out five to 10 million chips monthly, even a drop of a dollar in the
chip price pulls sales down 8-16 billion yen {Nikkei Business 12 October 1998: 43).
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Their immediate response was a massive restructuring of D R A M

operations.

Fujitsu closed its U K Durham plant in 1998 to focus resources on the U S and
Japan, but in January 1999, decided to exit commodity D R A M altogether (a
significant decision given that this comprised around 80 percent of the firm's 80billion-yen D R A M production in 1998), and, moreover, to pull its total D R A M
production back to 10-15 percent of its chip production, or less than half the
average for Japanese chip makers. Fujitsu ceased 64 meg D R A M production at its
Iwate and Oregon plants at the end of 1999, replacing the D R A M lines with system
LSIs for digital consumer products (Tanimitsu 2002: 90-91). In September 1998,
Hitachi closed down its Musashi plant and suspended operation of its Hitachi
Semiconductor America plant in Dallas, releasing the plant's 500 staff. In 1999, to
further reduce its capital investment burden, Hitachi farmed 60 billion yen worth
of production out to Taiwan with an eye to maintaining investment of 100 billion
yen rather than the peak-period investment of 200 billion yen (Tanimitsu 2002: 9293). Toshiba sliced back its D R A M production from 150 billion yen, or 80 percent
of its 250 billion yen memory production, in 1997, to 150 billion yen, or 50
percent of its 300 biUion yen production, in 2000. Mitsubishi pulled the plug on
D R A M upstream production in its North Carolina plant in January 1998, then on
downstream production in September the same year, closing the plant. It also
pulled out of memory production in Germany in June 1998 (Tanimitsu 2002: 98).

In a further move, Hitachi and N E C spun out their D R A M operations in
December 1999 to form Elpida Memory, which was to become the only Japanese
firm wholly committed to the D R A M sector. This presaged the divestment of chip
operations that characterized Japanese chip strategy in the early 2000s (Izumiya
2003: 140).
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Figure 5.1
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(d) Global chip market changes
Even as Japanese chip makers exited the DRAM segment, Korean newcomer
Samsung managed to not only maintain but expand its share of the market despite
the crippling impact of the 1997 Asian financial crisis on top of free-falling DRAM
prices. By late 1997, Samsung had racked up some US$9 billion in debt, but
succeeded in hanging on by instituting a massive restructuring program in parallel
with the development of a new business model that enabled it to stretch its existing
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chip plant to accommodate the next generation of chips {Electronic

Business 1

August 2004)''.

Following on Samsung's heels was Micron Technology, the sole US firm to choose
to remain in the DRAM market. Micron doubled its production capacity in 1988
by purchasing Texas Instruments' DRAM operations, and allied this new bulk
with superior design capacity (Tanimitsu 2002: 75) to establish itself as a solid
second-runner. In terms of their manufacturing approach, both Samsung and
Micron prioritized short production processes and time to market rather than the
quality and yield rates that attracted so much Japanese attention, and consequently
succeeded in reaping the higher profit margins available early in the silicon cycle
{Nikkei Business 8 October 2001: 34).

Meanwhile, other US chip makers had also elected to specialize, but in strategic
markets that were not as volatile as DRAM and that also offered the potential for
monopoly control. Intel succeeded in hitching itself to the brightest star when it
divested itself of its DRAM capacity to pursue microprocessor units (MPUs). As a
key component in that major growth product of the 1990s, the personal computer,
the MPU took Intel into the lead among single manufacturers in world chip
manufacturing by 1992, toppling NEC from its long-held throne (Tanimitsu 2002:
69). The Intel MPU subsequently evolved into a de facto industry standard, which,
together with the Windows operating system, came to epitomize the new business
model of open architecture (see Chapter 3 on Wintelism and open architecture).

Another major US success was Texas Instruments (TI), which sold its DRAM
business to Micron Technology in 1988 to buy up seven chip-related software firms
in order to build its strength in digital signal processors (DSPs). DSPs, a key
component in the second 1990s growth industry, the mobile phone market,
subsequently boomed {Nikkei Business 12 October 1998: 43), bringing TI steadily
up through the ranks to fifth place among the world's top chip firms as of 1999.
L G and Hyundai, on the other hand, responded to massive deficits by merging their chip
operations into H y n i x Semiconductor in early 1998 (Tanimitsu 2002: 172).
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Ironically, this market was originally led by N E C , but N E C lost ground because of
its failure to provide the customer support and programming services required by
logic chips, which were never necessary back in the commodity D R A M business
{Electronic Business 8 January 2006).
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T a b l e 5.1 Transformation of the world's top 10 chip makers

1971

1981

1989

1992
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2002
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1

Texas
Instruments
(TI)

TI

NEC

Intel

Intel

Intel

Intel

2

Motorola

Motorola

Toshiba

NEC

NEC

Samsung

Samsung

3

Fairchild

NEC

Hitachi

Toshiba

Toshiba

Toshiba

TI

4

National
S/C

Hitachi

Motorola

Motorola

Samsung

ST

Toshiba

5

Signetex

Toshiba

Fujitsu

Hitachi

TI

TI

ST

6

NEC

National
SC

TI

TI

Motorola

NEC

Renesas

7

Hitachi

Intel

Mitsubishi

Fujitsu

Hitachi

Infineon

AMD

8

American
Microsystem

Matsushita

Intel

Mitsubishi

ST

Motorola

Hynix

9

Mitsubishi

Philips

Matsushita

Philips

Philips

Philips

NXP

10

Unitrode

Fairchild

Philips

Matsushita

Infineon

Hitachi

Freescale

Sources: Dataquest up to 1999, Denki reng5 sogo kenkyo senta 2002, iSuppli 2006
Note: Japanese firms are shaded.
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The other critical development in the world chip market in the 1990s was the birth
of the fabless-foundry business model. Where early chip production required
highly integrated design and manufacturing, digitalization enabled specialization in
either design or manufacturing at a point in time when the cost of covering both
was rapidly becoming beyond the means of many producers. Specifically, in the
late 1980s and early 1990s, application-specific products began to subsume D R A M
chips in terms of market demand. With design as the key differentiation factor in
application-specific products, the primary locus of added value shifted increasingly
to design divisions.

The natural extension of this trend was to establish 'fabless' design ventures that
could exploit the possibilities of advanced design tools to develop original products
for the market, and then forward the design specifications elsewhere

for

manufacturing. Firms such as Xilinx and Altera have subsequently become global
leaders in specialized markets such as field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and
programmable logic devices (PLDs). As at April 2005, for example, Xilinx
accounted for 52 percent. Altera for 32 percent of the world F P G A / P L D market,
with the only other significant share (seven percent) held by U S firm Lattice
(Development Bank of Japan 2006: 11).

Their lack of in-house manufacturing capacity would have been problematic for
fabless firms had they been forced to outsource to integrated device manufacturers
(IDMs) like Texas Instruments and Samsung, which have their own design
divisions and, consequently, the capability to absorb and develop the intellectual
property

embodied

in

manufacturing

orders.

However,

the emergence

of

specialization in design was paralleled by specialization in manufacturing. Pureplay

foundries,

which

engage

solely

in the

contract-based

production

of

semiconductors, have flourished on their ability to manufacture reliably and
cheaply for the new fabless firms as well as the big IDMs at a point where intense
market competition has positioned cost competition above competition in quality
as a key management issue (Development Bank of Japan 2006: 17). Free from the
heavy burden of R & D costs and able to use broad client bases to diffuse market
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volatility, foundries like Taiwan Semiconductor
(TSMC)

and United Microelectronics

Manufacturing

Corporation

(UMC)

now

Corporation
reportedly

produce 25 percent of the world's chips on a sales basis (Gartner Dataquest 2005).

Many fabless firms and foundries currently boast operating profit ratios well above
those of Japan's chip makers (Development Bank of Japan 2006: 24).

By the late 1990s, then, the Japanese chip empire lay in ruins. Samsung and Micron
Technology ruled the D R A M market, while Intel and TI had cornered the key
M P U and DSP growth markets. The only major market where Japanese firms
retained a significant edge was microcontroller units (MCUs), but they could
hardly expect major profits when the average M C U price was lower than most
other semiconductor products (Development Bank of Japan 2006: 10). In more
specialized markets such as FPGAs, Japanese firms were being outperformed due
to the superior design capacity of small fabless firms, while on the manufacturing
front, they lacked the massive production capacity and concomitant potential
profitability of foundries. What had gone wrong?

The Japanese performance in the chip market in many ways epitomized the failings
that came to be associated with the Japanese electronics majors in general in the
1990s: in responding to major changes in their environment, they were too slow,
too indecisive, too risk-averse. In a world of increasing specialization, they were
still attempting to hedge their bets with wide ranges of products manufactured to
high quality standards. Their quality often remained unmatched, but their costs
and speeds were no longer sufficiently competitive to capture the overwhelming
share that had become necessary to dominate a product market. Moreover, faced
with rapidly changing market needs, they seemed to have little skill at picking hit
product or process technologies (Chuma 2006) to get the edge on investment and
enjoy the higher profit margins available to first movers.

New directions
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In the late 1990s, the Japanese chip makers all adopted the same reactive response
to the D R A M crisis—market exit. B y contrast, the early 2000s have witnessed the
introduction of a much more diverse range of strategies as firms try to establish
their own unique competitive advantage in global markets. Toshiba alone remains
among the world's top 10 chip firms, with a substantially revised market strategy
that includes greater specialization and more aggressive intellectual

property

protection. N E C , Hitachi and Fujitsu have pursued spin-outs ( N E C Electronics,
Elpida Memory, Renesas Technology, etc.) as a means of insulating themselves
from market volatility while also encouraging more rapid and strategic decisionmaking than

has been possible within their larger and more

cumbersome

organizational frameworks. A string of alliances ( N E C Electronics-Sony, ToshibaXilinx, Fujitsu-AMD, etc.) also suggests a greater openness to collaboration even
with former rivals and offshore firms. Differentiation has become a key theme as
firms try to match their resources with a market niche where they might seize a
competitive advantage. Consumer electronics firms Sony and Matsushita have
presented a new possibility for competitive advantage with their 'platform' chips.
By developing a key component to embed across their product ranges, Sony and
Matsushita are looking to bring down both R & D and parts costs, draw revenues
from outside sales, and also pursue the possibility of locking in a Wintel-style de
facto standard. These trends suggest the evolution of a much more diverse industry
with a strong global orientation.

This section considers the different approaches to chip-making in a global
environment evinced by (a) Toshiba, as the only Japanese chip major to remain a
key industry player on its own strengths; (b) the three spin-offs from the
traditional Japanese chip majors, as the 'new and improved' industry contenders;
(c) the consumer electronics firms, as outside challengers; and (d) the governmentled collaborative foundry scheme.

(a) Toshiba
As explored below, both Hitachi and N E C spun out the bulk of their chip
operations in the early 2000s. Fujitsu too trimmed its semiconductor operations
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extensively, dropping from ninth position in world rankings in 1995 to 15'*' in
2001; by 2006, it did not even rank within the top 25''^ Consequently, of those
Japanese chip makers who dominated global markets in the 1980s and 90s, only
Toshiba remains a global player in the chip industry under its own name, coming
in at fourth place in 2006 behind Intel, Samsung and Texas Instruments. Toshiba
continues to pursue a range of semiconductor products, but the positioning of
N A N D ('not-and') flash memory at the centre of its chip strategy suggests that it
has drawn two key lessons from its 1990s experience: the need to specialize; and
the need to back that specialization with the greatest possible investment and
production scale.

Toshiba decided early on to focus its resources on N A N D flash memory as a
potential growth market where it holds a strong technological advantage that
translates into intellectual property. N A N D flash memory chips differ from earlier
computer memory chips in that data on them can be easily erased and replaced and
they can store data even after the power is turned off. As such, they are like
miniature hard-disk drives with greater durability because of their lack of moving
parts {New York Times 12 December 2005). As the inventor of non-volatile N A N D
flash, Toshiba holds a number of key patents that enable it to control the direction
of the technology to some extent. Executive vice president of

Toshiba's

semiconductor company Shozo Saito notes that where Intel controlled most of the
specifications for DRAM, Toshiba has a strong hand when it comes to, for
example, N A N D products that use multi-level cell (MLC) technology"" {Nikkei
Electronics 13 February 2006: 107). Toshiba also regards itself as enjoying an
advantage when it comes to developing the broader client base associated with
N A N D flash. According to Saito, "[m]ost DRAM demand was for PCs and

However, Fujitsu announced in 2005 that, having sold off its L C D business to Sharp and
transferred its plasma display business to Hitachi, the firm plans to focus again on
semiconductors, investing 120 billion yen over FY2006-07 on the construction of a new plant
to manufacture 65nm chips (Nikkei Weekly 6 March 2006). This could mark Fujitsu's return to
the global chip scene.
Using this technology, a device can choose between multiple levels of electrical charge to
apply to the floating gates of its cells in order to store more than one bit per cell.
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servers. N A N D chips are spreading rapidly through a whole range of areas,
including digital cameras, memory cards, mobile handsets, and MP3 players. We
are good at capturing these clients ahead of other firms. Better than Samsung"
(Toshiba interview in Nikkei Electronics 13 February 2006: 109).

The firm has backed these advantages with an aggressive intellectual property
protection regime in place of its traditional policy of trusting to technological
superiority to keep it out in front. In November 2004, for example, Toshiba took
Hynix to the Tokyo District Court, seeking damages for the infringement of
NAND-related patents. This suit was successful; in M arch 2006, the court ordered
Hynix to stop selling N A N D flash memory components in Japan and to pay
Toshiba 7.84 million yen, or approximately US$66,000, in damages {EE Times 24
March 2006). Toshiba simultaneously filed a similar suit with a US court against
Hynix and its US subsidiaries over their alleged infringements on patents related to
N A N D chips as well as DRAM chips. The firm took the matter further in
September 2005, when it filed a claim with the US International

Trade

Commission (ITC) over alleged patent infringements by Hynix, seeking a ban on
imports and sales of Hynix NAND chips {Asia Times TJ January 2006). However,
an ITC administrative judge dismissed Toshiba's claim in November 2006 {^E
Times 8 November 2006).

To maintain its technological edge, Toshiba has consciously invested ahead and
worked to lead the industry in introducing new technology to the extent of
simultaneously developing three generations of technology {Nikkei Electronics 13
February 2006: 107-8). In May 2006, moreover, Toshiba revealed plans to allocate
more than one trillion yen (approximately US$9 billion) to semiconductor
investment over 2006-08, with the bulk of these funds targeting the expansion of its
NAND flash memory production {EE Times 11 May 2006). This aggressive
investment strategy represents a significant departure from the traditional diffused
focus of the Japanese electronics majors, and also from the foot-dragging that
characterized their approach to the DRAM market in the 90s recession years.
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Another string in Toshiba's N A N D bow is its strategic tie-up with US-based
SanDisk Corporation, the world's largest supplier of flash data storage products.
Saito observes that with DRAM, Toshiba outsourced production to Taiwanese
foundries, which meant manufacturing products "made to someone else's specs at
someone else's plant". With NAND, he says, "we tie up only with a very limited
number of partners, and only to complement areas where we are weak. For
example, we needed SanDisk for manufacturing memory cards. This tie-up strategy
helps protect our IPR. We don't outsource any of our upstream wafer production.
We make everything in-house. Outsourcing would lead to another DRAM
situation" {Nikkei

Electronics

13 February 2006: 108). Toshiba and SanDisk

announced the establishment of their joint venture in December 2001. The aim at
the time was to increase production capacity and speed time to market for volume
production of the two firms' 0.13-micron NAND flash memories. The two firms
recently announced plans to add two new multi-million-dollar fabs to their current
three plants in Japan in order to double production capacity {EE Times 11 May
2006).

Toshiba's efforts have been rewarded with a 14 percent share of the world chip
market, positioning the firm in second place behind Samsung and just ahead of
AMD (13 percent) and Intel (12 percent) (Gartner Dataquest April 2005).
Moreover, given that NAND memory sales grew faster than any other segment of
the chip market in 2005 and are projected to set new revenue records in 2006 {EE
Times 31 July 2006), Toshiba seems to have backed a winner, demonstrating a
strategic astuteness that was sorely lacking among the Japanese chip majors in the
1990s. At the same time, Toshiba has still to overcome the cost problems that lost
it flrst place to Samsung in 2004. Even paying technology licensing fees to Toshiba,
Samsung has brought its production costs down to US$4.5 for IG NAND flash
memory chips compared to Toshiba's US$5.97, and US$6.5 for 2G NAND flash
memory compared to Toshiba's US$8 (Yunogami 2006: 8). Moreover, as the
market booms, Intel, Micron and Hynix are all directing substantial resources into
NAND flash, and major users too are actively driving industry expansion. Apple,
for example, has offered to pay $1.25 billion up front to all the major NAND flash
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memory makers to help them put production capacity in place for non-volatile
memory and guarantee its supply through 2010. Of that $1.25 billion, Intel and
Micron are scheduled to get $250 million each, and this was a key element in the
November 2005 decision to create the Intel-Micron joint venture IM Flash
Technologies {EE Times 16 December 2005). Over the next few years, NAND flash
could consequently become an acid test of Toshiba's ability to adapt its
manufacturing strategy to global competition—particularly its ability to go beyond
the traditional emphasis on quality to deliver the time-cost-technology package
now demanded by the market.

At the same time, Toshiba has not placed all its eggs in the NAND flash basket. In
December 2005, Toshiba agreed in to engage in joint development of 65nm
generation FPGA with US firm Xihnx, Inc., for which it manufactures 90nm
generation FPGA {Nikkei Electronics
November 2005, Toshiba and NEC

16 January 2006: 88). A year earlier, in
Electronics also announced plans for

collaborative development of 45nm-generation technology with NEC Electronics.
This tie-up between traditional rivals "astounded many people in the industry,
especially considering that the announcement points to a possible merger in
manufacturing" {Nikkei Electronics 16 January 2006: 76). In February 2006, it was
announced that Sony too had come in on the deal {Asia Times 17 January 2006).
The same month, Toshiba, Sony and IBM, which had been working together to
develop the Cell microprocessor, announced that they would also collaborate in
the development of post-32nm leading-edge process technologies (Development
Bank of Japan 2006: 50).

(b) The spin-outs
(i) Elpida Memory
Elpida Memory was established in December 1999 to take over the commodity
DRAM operations of NEC and Hitachi. Despite the poor Japanese performance in
the DRAM market, the technology was seen as "critical for driving the nextgeneration manufacturing processes that would support a wide range of other
sophisticated chips" {EE Times 1 July 2006). The spin-out initially did no more than
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purchase memory manufactured by the money-losing plants of its parent firms, but
began mass production with its own 300-mm Hiroshima plant in January 2003. In
April 2003, Elpida acquired the DRAM business of Mitsubishi Electric, the last
electronics major to remain in the DRAM market, thus consolidating Japanese
DRAM manufacturing under one roof {EE Times 1 July 2006). Ironically, however,
it is only the second largest DRAM manufacturer in Japan, outweighed by the
Japan arm of Texas Instruments (which, even more ironically, was originally
established in Japan to facilitate learning from the Japanese chip makers).

Elpida represents an effort to emulate the specialization of US rivals in order to
compete in the volatile DRAM market. Other key features designed to bring the
company up to speed against international competition include, first, the 2002
appointment of Yukio Sakamoto as company president. Sakamoto has worked for
neither parent firm, instead coming up through Texas Instruments and other
foreign chip makers. He is expected to bring this experience to bear in shaping
Elpida's corporate strategy to the international environment, including the strong
decision-making capacity often identified as lacking in the traditional chip makers
(Zaikai 6 September 2005: 30-31). In addition, he has the personal connections to
bring in the necessary investment from foreign firms (Anchordoguy 2005: 200)^°.
Second, Elpida has set aside the full-set manufacturing of its parent firms to focus
on DRAM development, design and upstream processes, with outside resources
used for wafer testing, assembly, mask manufacture, etc. [Nikkei Electronics

16

January 2006: 88). Third, the firm has also adopted a proactive forward investment
strategy similar to Intel and Samsung, injecting 46 billion yen in capital investment
in 2003, 99 billion in 2004 and 124 billion in 2005. Fourth, the firm's investment
plans are based on offshore markets rather than the conservative domestic focus
typical of its parent firms. With a 70 percent share of the world market in DRAM
chips for mobile handsets, Elpida's investment plans target the strong offshore
market in this area [laikai

6 September 2005: 30-31).

Sakamoto appears to have satisfied this expectation, given that in mid-2003, Intel agreed to
cooperate technologically and invest $100 million in the firm, while 30 other firms agreed to
buy 31.8 billion yen ($254 million) in shares (Anchordoguy 2005: 200).
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However, despite early ambitions to capture 15 percent of the total world D R A M
market, Elpida continues to struggle around the four percent mark, and in October
2005 the firm reported a net loss of 6.34 billion yen ($54.9 million) in the first half
of its financial year on revenues of 105.5 billion yen ($913.6 million). Factors
behind the firm's poor performance include falling memory prices and the costs
associated with launching its new D R A M fab {EE Times 16 December 2005); stiff
competition from rival Hynix
persuading

the Japanese

(against which Elpida succeeded in 2005 in

government

to levy countervailing tariffs

);

and

insufficient access to capital. Its investment scale is simply too small alongside
industry giants like Intel, which spent approximately US$3.8 billion in 2004 and
US$5 billion in 2005, and Samsung, whose investment reached approximately
US$6 billion in 2005 (Development Bank of Japan: 39).

(ii) Renesas Technology
Renesas was formed in April 2003 when Hitachi and Mitsubishi Electric pooled
their remaining semiconductor efforts [Electronic Business 8 January 2006). The
spinout, 55 percent of which is owned by Hitachi and 45 percent by Mitsubishi,
was designed to eliminate "overlapping efforts" while maintaining the same level of
investment, thus improving returns. The new firm would have the "scale and the
resources to compete globally", with the "independence to make fast decisions
about investments, product strategies or alliances without having to go through a
large corporate bureaucracy that was not necessarily semiconductor savvy" {EE
Times 1 June 2006). In terms of scale, the combination of Hitachi and Mitsubishi
resources saw Renesas weigh in at an impressive fifth place in world semiconductor
ratings until 2 0 0 4 " . In terms of management, president and C E O Satoru Ito
observes that the size of the parent firms was "an inherent barrier to doing things
quickly enough for the semiconductor market". In sharp contrast, Renesas is

These tariffs were put in place for a period of five years as of January 2006.
" The firm slipped to seventh place in 2005 following a weak performance in memory markets,
but recovered as far as sixth place in 2006.
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operated by a small board of directors and a management team with substantial
autonomy {Electronic Business 1 November 2004).

Examples of the new firm's management capacity include the decision to nearly
double Renesas' capital expenditure in its first year, from 70 billion yen to 120
billion yen (approximately US$1.1 billion). Where a decision of this nature would
traditionally have taken between six months and a year, Renesas executives pushed
it through in the space of one month {Electronic Business 1 November 2004). Again,
in 2005, Renesas found itself struggling with N A N D flash memory as industry
majors began muscling into this promising growth market". The firm announced
in December that it would cut back on its flash operations, continuing with 4G-bit
A G - A N D production but suspending development of product types 8G and above
to redeploy its engineers to its "more-profitable microcontroller and mixed-signal
business lines" {Nikkei Electronics

16 January 2006: 76). As the EE Times notes, "[i]n

the pre-merger environment, the flash business units likely would have continued
on life support, their failing health buried deep within the larger corporate
financial structure" {EE Times 1 June 2006).

A greater emphasis on strategy is evident in the firm's pursuit of a strong presence
in the microcontroller market. As a product, the microcontroller offers a broader
client base than D R A M

chips, including industrial and medical

equipment

applications. The automobile industry, for example, is becoming a major client,
with the average number of microcontrollers in each vehicle jumping from 10 to
50 over the past decade, according to the Japan Electronics and Information
Technology Industries Association

{Electronic

Business

8 January 2006), and

Renesas hopes to use its close relationship with domestic auto manufacturers to

" Specifically, Samsung put out a flash memory chip for Apple's iPod nano at a price well
under the going rate, which brought down the unit price for flash memory from the usual 3035 percent drop per annum to close to 50 percent. The price fall combined with a slow rampup to mass production on its 4GB A G - A N D flash memory chip hit Renesas hard, with the
firm's memory operations recording a massive deficit {Nikkei Electronics 21 November 2005).
In November, Renesas reported that its sales for the first half of FY2005 fell 10 percent to
439.3 billion yen (US$3.7 billion), and forecast full fiscal year sales to fall eight percent below
its original target {Electronic Business 8 January 2006).
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capture much of this market. The microcontroller also represents a less crowded
market, in that most firms lack the capacity to develop the necessary wide range of
products based on a uniform architecture {Nikkei Electronics 6 May 2002: 68). As at
2005, Renesas had captured 23 percent of the world microcontroller market
(representing US$2,827 bilhon in sales), positioning the firm as the world's largest
microcontroller supplier. The next contender, Freescale, was well down at 14
percent, followed by N E C at 11 percent {EE Times 19 July 2006). Renesas has also
been performing strongly in the US microcontroller market, with the firm
leapfrogging past Texas Instruments into third place in this market in 2005 on the
strength of entry-level, low-cost applications rather than the super-high-end
products typically fielded by Japanese firms {EE Times 19 July 2006).

T o compete with industry majors, Renesas is trying to "improve yields by shifting
to 300-mm wafers and tighter geometries" {EE Times 26 July 2006), while also
cutting costs through extensive offshore hiring in China, India and Vietnam. It
currently has around 5,000 design engineers in Japan and 700 integrated circuit
designers overseas, but plans to expand its design engineering staff in India from the
current 200 to 1,000 by FY2008, while also bolstering its current 300 engineers in
China to 500 and its Vietnamese engineers from 100 to 500 over the same
timeframe. Renesas operates IC-assembly plants in China, Japan and Malaysia, and
aims to double its backend capacity in China over the next three years. The
extensive use of offshore design engineers sets Renesas apart from its parent firms,
which have traditionally been reluctant to offshore R & D and design {EE Times 26
July 2006).

These changes in style at least partially reflect another strategic leadership
appointment. Satoru Ito was C E O of Hitachi's U S operations over 2000-2002 and
earlier spent two years at the Hitachi plant in Germany, where he observed the
"effective strategic planning, goal-oriented approach, strong leadership and fast
action" that he hopes to integrate with Japan's consensus management style
{Electronic Business 1 November 2004). As a spin-off from two of the most
conservative Japanese chip makers, Renesas could have pursued a far more
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traditional line. However, the firm appears to be actively exploring product and
manufacturing strategies aligned to global markets with a view to developing and
maintaining a global presence in its chosen core product areas.

(iii) N E C Electronics
In November 2002, NEC spun off the remainder of its semiconductor operations^'*
into N E C Electronics {Electronic Business 8 January 2006), transferring across
around 25,000 staff. NEC retains 70 percent ownership, and together with its
affiliates accounts for 15 percent of the new firm's sales. NEC Electronics
specializes in chip solutions focused around high-added-value system LSIs (Izumiya
2003: 151). More than half the firm's chips (55 percent) are sold domestically,
reflecting NEC Electronics' focus on system-on-a-chip products (SoCs), the
development of which requires a close relationship with customers. A timely
example is the graphics chip which NEC Electronics developed for Nintendo's
new game box Wii, introduced in September 2006. The firm expects the chip to
become a key driver in the SoC sector, and will devote 70 percent of the capacity
of its 300-mm wafer fab in Yamagata to the graphics chip {EE Times 28 July 2006).
This echoes the close ties Toshiba has forged with Sony in developing the Cell
microprocessor for PlayStation 3. In both cases, chip manufacturers are hoping to
exploit the vision and marketing capacity of consumer electronics manufacturers to
nudge themselves into lucrative niche markets, and games in particular are an area
where Japan remains unmatched.

NEC Electronics has featured constantly in industry news over the past few years
for its technological breakthroughs, which in 2006 included the development of a
chip set for optical drives that bridges the incompatible Blu-ray Disc and HD DVD
formats {EE Times 11 October 2006); an SoC image processor for automotive
applications that the firm aims to position as a de facto standard in the image
recognition field for automotive applications {EE Times 25 August 2006); and the
The exception was N E C Compound Semiconductor Devices Ltd., which was spun off from
N E C as a wholly owned subsidiary in 2001, but eventually integrated into N E C Electronics in
2006 {££ Times 25 January 2006).
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industry's first

55-nm standard C M O S

process technology

for use in

next-

generation S o C designs with uhra-low power consumption {EE Times 9 J u l y 2006).

However, the firm's technical prowess has yet to translate into profit. In O c t o b e r
2005, N E C Electronics was forecasting sales of 635 billion yen, down 10 percent
from a year ago, and a loss of 20 billion yen ($177 million). Previously, it had
projected a profit of 5.5 billion yen ($47.5 million) for the year. In response to this
poor performance, president and chief executive Kaoru Tosaka stepped down in
favour of Toshio Nakajima, another industry appointment with strong offshore
experience (heading N E C

Electronics America for four years).

Under

new

leadership, the firm recorded a 13 percent increase in sales for the first quarter of
F Y 2 0 0 6 and halved its operating loss year on y e a r " , but executive vice president
and C F O Hiroshi Sato noted that the improvement in business was not sufficient
to be regarded as a recovery {EE Times 28 July 2006). According to Nakajima, the
firm needs to boost its offshore sales from the current 45 percent to over 60
percent

by developing more ASSP chips for the world market ^^,

focusing

particularly on China as a key growth market {EE Times 24 March 2006).

(c) The consumer

electronics

firms

While those Japanese electronics majors that have traditionally been strong in chips
are now labouring under the burden of that tradition, Sony and Matsushita, far
better

known

for their

consumer

electronics

products,

have recently

been

attracting interest with their new 'platform' chips.

Where Sony and Matsushita previously tended to design chips for specific types
and generations of products, the enormous costs and long lead-times associated

" NEC Electronics reported sales totalling 165 billion yen (US$561 million), a 19 billion yen
increase from FY2005. Operating losses totalled 5.8 billion yen (US$50 million), a four billion
yen (US$35 million) drop on the previous year {EE Times 28 July 2006).
ASSPs, or application-specific standard products, are by definition sold to more than two
clients, thus offering a compromise between customized chips and their steep development
costs, and generic chips where the firm would have to compete on cost and speed, neither of
which have been its strengths.
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with such high-added-value components have become increasingly problematic as
product life cycles shrink, reducing the window for investment recovery to a
matter of years. O n the other hand, with the shift to digital consumer electronics
elevating chips to a position of prime importance among components, strategic
chip development can enable control over the direction of technology, in extreme
cases such as Intel's microprocessor even evolving into de facto industry standards.
T o deal with the time and cost problem while also exploring the possibilities for
technology control, Sony and Matsushita are looking to develop chips that can be
used

across

their

own

extensive

product

ranges

and,

via

strategic

blackboxing/licensing arrangements, as revenue earners from external sales. These
platform chips obviously provide a better return on investment than a part
designed for a single product, thus significantly improving development efficiency
across the whole product range. Development efficiency is further improved by
designing them with an eye to recycling in multiple generations through extension
of the base chip functions. External sales advance the prospects for investment
recovery still further and, as noted earlier, open the way for the creation of a niche
market, or even a de facto standard.

Matsushita developed the large-scale integrated chip (LSI) UniPhier in 2004 as a
platform for its P D P TVs and other consumer electronics products with the aim of
boosting development efficiency (same LSI across multiple products)

while

advancing its proprietary technology. Use of the same LSI across multiple products
has also been an effective means of moving beyond the partial optimization to
which large firms are prone. In other words, rather than different divisions
working independently to optimize their own products with little reference to the
rest of the firm, the common platform enables and encourages greater permeability
of know-how across the various divisions. Matsushita has also departed from its
traditional policy in deciding to sell UniPhier chips outside the company, where
such new technologies have been closely guarded in-house. Matsushita
director Susumu Koike notes that
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R&D

... [r]ecently, the time axis for technology development and investment recovery has
become extremely short. If you're going to recover your investment, you have to do
it fast. If we don't push ahead with external sales, we're not going to be able to cover
our investment inside the company. So we're going to take a proactive approach to
outside sales.
To ensure that external sales do not undermine the firm's technological advantage,
however, some aspects of the LSI technology will be blackboxed {Nikkei Electronics
11 October 2004: 127).

Sony has taken the platform strategy a step further than Matsushita into the realm
of Intel and de facto standards with its launch of the Cell next-generation
microprocessor in 2005. The multicore Cell chip is designed for application in
everything from game systems to mobile phones and workstations and responds to
the growing need for electronic machinery to fulfil several functions, often
simultaneously. With televisions, for example, the Cell is visualized as enabling a
set to make a high-resolution digital recording while running a video game. Sony
protects its know-how from outside eyes by building a function into the Cell
hardware that makes it impossible for the dedicated synergistic processing element
(SPE) memory space to be addressed by the C P U core. This function can be used
to prevent third parties from analyzing software libraries or other code in the
SPEs. Sony's plan from the outset has been to leverage the chip's flexibility and
expansibility to make it a core component for the electronics industry and, by
extension, to position Sony as a semiconductor major alongside Intel (Otani May
2005).

When the two firms launched this trajectory, NEC and Toshiba were quick to
point out their lack of chip manufacturing technology compared to the traditional
chip majors, but according to Matsushita's R&D director Susumu Koike, added
value is easier to extract from design technology than from manufacturing
technology, and the firm always has the option of outsourcing its manufacturing.
Both Sony and Matsushita have already decided to outsource mass production to
foundries in Taiwan and elsewhere in cases where they don't have the appropriate
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manufacturing technology, or where in-house facilities cannot offer the prices and
speeds available elsewhere (Nikkei Electronics 6 May 2002: 63). Their other key
advantage over the traditional chip-making majors is their clear focus, namely the
development of chips for digital consumer electronics products. This much more
focused utilization of resources opens the way for market capture along the lines of
the model evinced by TI and other specialists, and in a key growth market {Nikkei
Electronics 21 May 2001: 66).

(d) Hinomaru foundry

scheme

Another recent approach to reviving the competitiveness of Japan's chip industry
has been a scheme to build a next-generation 'Rising Sun' plant. The collaborative
foundry was the brainchild of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
(METI), which originally pressed the largest half-dozen Japanese chip makers to
pool their resources to build a US$3 billion plant for SoC chips 65nm and beyond
{Asia Times 27 January 2006). Fujitsu, Matsushita and NEC Electronics participated
in early talks, but Matsushita and Fujitsu both announced from late 2005 into early
2006 plans to build their own 300mm wafer plants for mass production. Toshiba,
Hitachi and Renesas subsequently set up a planning company in January 2006, but
announced on 13 June 2006 that they would not be going ahead with 65nm chip
manufacturing. Even for 45nm chips, they went no further than to say that all the
firms needed to aim to standardize their process technology to a certain level in
order to use their respective design assets effectively. The difficulty of securing a
sufficient production volume to ensure commercial viability is viewed as the main
reason for the scheme's collapse.

Commenting on the flop, the industry journal noted that chip makers operate on a
world stage these days, with no need to remain within the narrow framework of
Japan. Private firms are no longer prepared to combine their strengths regardless of
the risk just for the sake of the nation. Any real collaboration would require
standardizing process technology, which would slow down the launch of firms'
new manufacturing lines and cause them to miss opportunities in international
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markets ^^ {Nikkei

Electronics

19 June 2006: 24). This willingness to reject

government 'guidance' and peer collaboration in favour of pursuing individual firm
interests in international markets represents a significant evolution from the days
of Japan, Inc., particularly given the government-driven development of the
Japanese semiconductor industry. The contrast between this case and ongoing joint
government-private sector R & D projects such as ASPLA (the Advanced SoC
Platform Group) suggests that firms are drawing a strategic distinction between
participation in projects in which the government is the major financial backer and
which do not impact on immediate operations, and those which require them to
put themselves out on a limb financially and strategically. It also recalls Scott
Gallon's 1995 study of MITFs attempts to promote cooperative ventures, where he
argued that firms had lost confidence in the ministry's ability to pick winners and,
moreover, to maintain order amongst a group of firms competing for the same
markets (Gallon 1995).

Conclusion
To sum up, the 1990s saw the global chip industry transform into a much more
complex, fast-moving and specialized business than the DRAM-dominated world
of the 1980s. Unwilling to shoulder the costs entailed by moving out of the
familiar DRAM market into an uncertain technological future, not least because of
the strain on corporate resources already imposed by the domestic recession and
yen appreciation, Japanese chip makers essentially dithered until the situation
deteriorated to crisis-point in the late 1990s. While their initial response to the
crisis was reactive, in the sense that they simply sought to divest themselves rapidly
of their DRAM operations, in the early 2000s chip makers began moving more
proactively to come to grips with the global business environment.

At the same time, the journal cautioned that the lack of such a foundry would lead Japan to
lose even more ground as a production site for logic LSIs. Renesas, for example, already plans
to expand its chip outsourcing further from the current 20 percent (Nikkei Electronics 19 June
2006: 24).
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Toshiba has concentrated its resources primarily in the N A N D flash memory
market, where it has carved out a solid second place based on strong technology
and aggressive investment and intellectual property protection strategies. It has also
developed strategic partnerships with former rivals (NEC) and foreign firms
(SanDisk and Xilinx), taking advantage of other firms' particular strengths (Sony,
IBM). The spin-outs—Elpida Memory, Renesas Technology, N E C Electronics—are
also developing distinctive strategies. Elpida focuses exclusively on D R A M chips as
Japan's only remaining D R A M

major, using the rapid decision-making and

strategic capital procurement that have characterized offshore majors such as Texas
Instruments to win back a portion of the market. Renesas has secured a substantial
share in the microcontroller market, taking advantage of relative autonomy from
its large and cumbersome parent firms to refine both its organizational and
manufacturing approaches, including extensive use of design engineers in China,
Vietnam and India. N E C Electronics has sought to build its competitiveness
through an emphasis on innovation, but continues to limp along due to the firm's
failure to dominate any particular market. Meanwhile, consumer

electronics

majors Sony and Matsushita have emerged as strong potential global players with
platform

chips

designed

for

use across

their

product

ranges

and

product

generations, as well as for the wider (and booming) digital consumer electronics
market.

The collapse of the government-led foundry project could be said to epitomize the
new global perspective—the sense that Japanese companies are no longer partners
in a national project, but rather competing as individual entities on an international
stage. National identity has given way to identification with an international range
of rivals operating within the same competitive parameters with the same aim: to
capture and control strategic market segments against all comers. Consequently,
whereas the Japanese chip makers formerly pursued basically one product market
and one production model, they are now seeking to fuse their traditional
technological strengths with elements of offshore production models demonstrated
by industry frontrunners such as Samsung and Texas Instruments, including strong
product

differentiation,

lean

management,
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aggressive

patent

strategies

and

international fund procurement. As such, the chip industry offers an interesting
example of the adaptation of traditional production models to keep pace with a
changing external environment. As the above trends develop, they should also
provide useful feedback that will enable observers to improve on the capacity of
the rather static Varieties of Capitalism model to explain and incorporate change.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
Where impelled by industry imperatives, firms can and do adjust their strategies to
the parameters of global competition despite domestic institutional constraints.
This emerges strongly in the flat-panel television and semiconductor industries,
where Japanese firms have introduced a variety of departures from the traditional
Japanese production model of the 1970s and 80s. By contrast, the buoyant and
heavily insulated domestic mobile handset market kept most manufacturers
embedded in the domestic institutional environment until very recently, with the
erosion of national borders finally beginning to prompt serious consideration of
global market strategies.

These findings run counter to much of the literature on the Japanese political
economy, which, as noted in Chapter 2, has depicted the core characteristics of the
Japanese political economy as forming a closely interlocking, self-sustaining system
that provided Japan with a major competitive advantage over other industrialized
nations in the 1970s and 80s, but in the 1990s obstructed adaptation to the
changing global environment. According to the 1990s 'lost decade' literature, a
rigid and unchanging domestic institutional environment has impelled an acrossthe-board decline in the Japanese private sector not only for the length of the 1990s
but onward into the indefinite future. However, by examining change at firm
rather than institutional level, this thesis offers a more complex and nuanced
picture of the Japanese political economy as it has developed in recent years.

First, as observed in Chapter 3, there are empirical questions about how accurate it
is to write of a 'lost decade' in Japan, at least from the perspective of some major
corporations. The electronics majors continued to perform solidly through to the
mid-1990s, in sharp contrast to sectors such as real estate and finance. Rather than a
decade-long decline, therefore, the Japanese electronics industry did not begin to
face serious problems until the late 1990s, when the Asian financial crisis adversely
affected their offshore manufacturing operations and, consequently, their export
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competitiveness. These problems were compounded by the effects of slowing
domestic demand. Subsequently, in 2001, just when the electronics industry was
beginning to look up, the global IT bubble collapsed, sending exports tumbling.
These poor macroeconomic conditions initially made it difficult for the electronics
majors to determine the extent to which their deteriorating performance in the late
1990s was due to flaws in their own manufacturing approaches or rather due to a
temporary slump in business conditions. The situation was complicated further by
the very different conditions that the majors were experiencing at that point in
different industries—the mobile handset industry, for example, was still booming
even as the semiconductor industry plunged into crisis. Consequently, any 'failure'
of adaptation on the part of the electronics majors needs to be measured against a
complex market situation that was sending confused signals.

Second, the case studies demonstrate that where the electronics majors have
identified problems in their manufacturing models, they have not

simply

continued indefinitely down the same trajectory. Rather, they have begun to
explore how elements from offshore models can be fused with their own perceived
competitive strengths. At the same time, this is by no means a straightforward
process. Firms first have to recognize that they are experiencing problems
requiring internal

remedy, identify solutions, and then find the

necessary

momentum to action those solutions against institutional and organizational
inertia. In the case of the chip industry, a well-established industrial trajectory was
only finally abandoned when firms were faced with the crisis situation of massive
deficits; clear signs that they had lost their competitive base in the D R A M
industry, while chip industry growth areas were shifting elsewhere, were not
enough to persuade them. Even once the need for change was recognized, the
electronics majors spent considerable time considering what that change should be,
and indeed this process is still ongoing. Moreover, not all firms have been able or
willing to institute the kind of radical operational restructuring necessary to
establish international competitiveness; a number of the majors have scaled their
operations back to niche markets and/or domestic clients.
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Meanwhile, in the mobile handset industry, those firms sheltered through the
1990s by powerful domestic carriers have only recently been driven to address
global markets seriously, with the search for successful transition strategies barely
underway. By contrast, in the flat-panel television industry, the majors have been
able to adapt their production models far more quickly to changing global
competitive conditions, including a high degree of specialization and a new focus
on cost competitiveness. Factors facilitating adaptation include the relative newness
of the F P D T V market, in which even the Japanese electronics majors who
pioneered the industry are still finding their way, and recognition from the outset
of a clear and present offshore threat.

Consequently, the findings of this thesis suggest that while institutional and
organizational inertia can certainly impede firms' efforts to adapt to changing
circumstances, where impelled by financial bottom lines and/or by strategic
priorities, firms can and do reform their strategies with an eye to global
competition. In the case of the Japanese electronics majors, this has meant the
fusion of traditional strengths with elements of offshore production models such as
more flexible and formal labour relations, market-based capital procurement,
acquisition and development (A&D), and a greater emphasis on the high ends of
the smile curve (design and development at the one end, distribution

and

marketing at the other). At the same time, the significant variation revealed by the
case studies in Japanese manufacturers' responses according to the different
competitive conditions in the different industries underscores the importance of
backing the kind of national-level studies of the lost decade with industry-specific
data in order to draw a more accurate map of change.

The other branch of theoretical literature that this thesis addresses is the Varieties
of Capitalism approach. The thesis goes beyond the focus on the domestic
institutional environment typical of the Varieties of Capitalism models of national
economies to consider firm responses to the wider global environment, which, in
an era of economic globalization, is becoming increasingly important to firms as a
means of achieving industry dominance, market presence and also economies of
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scale. This addition of international exposure to the Varieties of Capitalism model
introduces the firm-mediated inflow of new ideas and practices from the global
environment as a means of explaining how domestic institutional environments
gradually adjust to changes in the endogenous environment. In other words, it
identifies firms as agents for change in mediating between inherently rigid and
static domestic environments and the fluid, swiftly-moving global economy. The
three innovations here are therefore space (locating both firms and national
economic systems in a global environment), time (explaining how change occurs
over time) and agency (introducing firms as key players in mediating between
national economic systems and the broader environment in both space and time).

Accordingly, the thesis supports Varieties of Capitalism claims as to the ongoing
distinctiveness of national economic systems in the face of economic globalization
in observing a process of adaptation rather than (a) the conversion to a global
paradigm as touted by some proponents of 'globalization' theory or (b) the
wholesale import of successful offshore business models such as open architecture.
At the same time, by emphasizing ongoing adaptation, including the incorporation
of elements from offshore models as well as the upgrading of elements from
traditional production models, the thesis identifies the mechanisms for learning and
change necessary to take the Varieties of Capitalism approach beyond the rather
simplistic duality and static understanding of national political economies of its
1990s format toward a more sophisticated representation of the global economy in
the twenty-first century.

Returning to the empirics
Recapping the empirical data, in the mobile handset industry, manufacturers such
as Matsushita and N E C operated until very recently in Galapagos-like isolation,
insulated from global markets by an indigenous telecommunications standard and
supported by powerful domestic carriers. Producing to carrier specifications, in the
1990s

these

manufacturers

were

able

to

continue

producing

extremely

sophisticated, high-performance handsets for clients prepared to cover their high
development and manufacturing costs, thanks to a strong and growing market. By
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contrast, their recent efforts to translate their technological strength into offshore
market share have failed to make inroads on the global dominance of N o k i a ,
Motorola and Samsung. The latter boast not only much greater experience in
manufacturing to different telecommunications standards for a wide range of
consumer needs, but also the manufacturing scale and negotiating muscle over parts
costs to keep their handset operations profitable while selling at competitive prices.
A quiet exception has been Sanyo, which as a second-tier manufacturer at home has
had the incentive to develop more flexibility in terms of both adjusting to different
telecommunications standards and different markets. As noted in Chapter 4, recent
cracks in the domestic market in the form of growing competition amongst
carriers and the introduction of internationally-compatible
standards

have

brought

a

new

urgency

to

the

issue

telecommunications
of

international

competitiveness. However, developing international competitiveness will require
moving beyond the production model institutionalized over the last decade, with
manufacturers yet to identify the necessary innovations to differentiate themselves
and establish a competitive advantage in offshore markets that are unreceptive to
technological strength alone.

In the flat-panel television market, by contrast, the Japanese electronics majors, and
particularly those with a strong consumer electronics focus, have matched their
strategies to a global playing field from the outset. Matsushita, Sony and the other
majors regard the F P D T V as a means of regaining dominance, at least in terms of
image, in a key consumer market where other East Asian firms had used their
greater price

competitiveness

to

seize market

share

in more

mature

TV

technologies. The rapid catch-up staged by Korean and Taiwanese firms in the
L C D panel market in the 1990s alerted the Japanese electronics majors to the
tenuousness of any technological lead they might achieve, and with F P D T V s they
have been prepared to fight on both technology and marketing. With the other
East Asian firms building their competitiveness around improved versions of the
old Japanese production model, the Japanese majors too have sought to retain an
edge by upgrading that model.

Changes they have made include

strong

differentiation strategies in place of the former homogeneous 'Japanese' product
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line-up (Sharp's LCDs, Matsushita's PDPs, Sony's OLEDs, etc.); much greater
price consciousness in both product and parts design (parts standardization and
platform components); and zealous protection of intellectual property whether in
the form of patents, manufacturing machinery or the know-how embedded in the
heads of skilled personnel. Moreover, recognizing an eventual end to the
technological path of ever-larger TV sets, the majors are also actively exploring
possibilities in terms of transforming the FPD TV into a ubiquitous device
seamlessly

connecting

households to the outside world via the

Internet.

Meanwhile, however, a new challenge has begun to emerge in the form of
newcomers successfully applying open architecture tools to maturing FPD TV
technologies.

In the semiconductor industry, the Japanese electronic majors lost their way in the
1990s as East Asian rivals exploited the know-how embedded in manufacturing
machinery and heavy investment strategies to seize control of the DRAM market,
while Intel and other US firms used their specialization in particular product
niches to dominate important new growth markets. In the early 2000s, chip makers
have sought to come to grips with a much more complex, fast-moving and
specialized industry by fusing their traditional technological strengths with
elements of offshore production models demonstrated by industry frontrunners
such as Samsung and Texas Instruments, including strong product differentiation,
lean management, aggressive patent strategies and international fund procurement.
Picking and then running with winners remains a major challenge, however—in
other words, not simply developing the most advanced technology, but developing
it in a growth area and then committing the necessary resources to seize firstmover advantage. Ironically, in some cases, this may be a matter of waiting for the
world to catch up. As with mobile phones, some of the Japanese chip technology
already in use in the domestic market, particularly in train pass systems and other
forms of electronic money, far surpasses that available offshore, but then the
technological environment offshore too has yet to develop into a viable market for
that level of technological sophistication.
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Key trends
The case studies reveal that varying circumstances across different industries have
provoked diverse responses even within the same company, with the global
exposure of the Japanese electronics majors in the industries in question doing
much to determine the pace and the extent of change. In general terms, however,
what seems to be occurring is the refashioning of the traditional Japanese
production model toward a more flexible and strategic deployment of company
resources. The following section outlines six major trends in this regard.

(a) Core competencies
T o realize fast, efficient and cost-effective R & D , the majors have been working to
identify and focus on their core competencies. This process began back in the
1990s, but was hampered by the expectation among company directors and
stockholders that electronics majors would cover the entire consumer electronics
range (interview with Fujitsu Research Institute senior executive 17 June 2005), as
well as the desire to cover all bases in terms of future potential money-spinning
technologies (interview with Institute for International Studies and Training
official 14 June 2005). Now, firms are recognizing that such efforts to cover all
bases may well lead them instead into across-the-board failure. Sharp, for example,
pared its product line back to focus its limited resources on L C D technologies.
This specialization, accompanied by a savvy high-end application strategy, has
taken Sharp to the forefront of the global high-end L C D T V market and the
domestic mobile handset markets, with strong offshore prospects for the latter.
While none of the other electronics majors has identified to the same extent with a
single technology, Matsushita, for example, has selected several 'V-products'—
including high-margin D V D recorders, flat-panel TVs, and cell phones—aimed at
putting the firm back on a growth trajectory. In the F D P T V industry, Sony has
used a tie-up with Samsung to cover its bases on L C D TVs, while concentrating inhouse resources on a radical new rival technology, the ultra-thin O L E D T V , which
is intended to re-establish Sony's innovative image. Such strategies are designed to
enable firms to concentrate their R & D resources more effectively and develop a
solid technological core that will also differentiate them from their rivals.
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Simultaneously, research themes have been slashed to reflect individual firms' core
competencies and differentiate them from rivals both at home and abroad. Sanyo
has pared its R & D agenda back to 11 key themes (the ACE 21, or 'advanced
products creation exploring 21', program) (Sanyo interview in Nikkei Electronics 3
January 2006: 102). Fujitsu has narrowed its R & D directions down to three
themes: services, platforms, and devices and materials (Fujitsu interview in Nikkei
Electronics

3 January 2006: 99). When Matsushita pushed through its massive

structural reform program in 2003, its R & D themes were also stripped back and
reorganized in line with domain boundaries. According to Matsushita research
chief Miki Sukeichi, having 38,000 engineers working on similar projects made
sense during the high-growth era, when Matsushita had the growth capacity to
tolerate different divisions competing on similar products. Now,

however,

"technology competition has become too tough for individual business divisions to
be able to refine a technology on their own. Without the fusion of multiple
technologies and synergy among them, a firm can't distinguish itself from its rivals.
With core competencies now clear in the 14 different divisions, we know what
kind of synergy effect to expect from joint projects among them" (Matsushita
interview in Nikkei Electronics 3 January 2006: 94).

Commercialization potential has become a key criterion in selecting research
themes. Sanyo's ACE 21 themes, for example, were selected on the basis of their
potential to generate sales of 10 to 50 billion yen within two or three years
program (Sanyo interview in Nikkei Electronics 3 January 2006: 102). Matsushita
has introduced indicators of technological competitiveness to enable more accurate
identification of critical technologies, based on which a business plan was launched
in 2003 that lays out medium-term technology strategies in each business area
(Matsushita interview in Nikkei Electronics 3 January 2006: 94).

(b) Employment

policies

The majors are also taking the unprecedented step of hiring large numbers of
experienced engineers. According to the Japanese job introduction
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agency

Intelligence, between October 2001 and October 2003 there was a 72 percent
increase in the number of mid-career hires sought by the electronics majors, while
in a 2003 survey undertaken by Nikkei Electronics, 51 percent of respondents
reported mid-career appointments to their research divisions

{Nikkei Electronics

5

January 2004: 70). In part, such hires reflect recognition of the know-how outflows
that have occurred where Japanese engineers have been headhunted or 'borrowed'
by Korean and other offshore firms. Employing researchers left adrift by firm exits
locks in know-how that might otherwise fall into outsiders' hands

Electronics

{Nikkei

28 March 2005: 111). Primarily, however, it is a means of instantly

acquiring skills and know-how that the firm lacks, because as Matsushita's Koike
notes, "[w]e don't have time to develop technology seeds or engineers from scratch.
We want immediately deployable resources"

{Nikkei Electronics

4 January 2005:

70)^^This represents a major departure from the former 'us-and-them' mentality,
whereby individual firms nurtured their own engineers in-house and strictly
shunned outsiders.

Further, where the electronics majors once tended to regard researchers as valuable
only in the generic sense that all employees were valuable as the bedrock of a
Japanese firm, awareness is growing of researchers' importance as individuals. The
majors are realizing that if they want to secure and keep talented researchers, they
need to improve research conditions. As Matsushita's Koike notes, "[i]f engineers
... don't think they'll flourish at Matsushita, they'll naturally go elsewhere. To
make sure that doesn't happen, we have to provide the best possible environment"

{Nikkei Electronics

04 January 2005: 71). The necessity of recognizing researchers'

achievements has been reinforced by the recent string of lawsuits brought by
researchers for more appropriate compensation from their companies for key
innovations, beginning with Shuji Nakamura's lawsuit against Nichia in 2001 for
control over patent rights and also for a percentage of the rewards associated with

Note, however, that this does not mean massive intakes for the sake of numbers. Funding
remains too tight to permit this luxury, while increasingly specific requirements in terms of
researcher know-how restrict intakes to limited numbers of highly specialized staff {Nikkei
Electronics 4 January 2005: 71).
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the successful use of the patent he developed in relation to the blue light-emitting
diode. He lost the former claim but the courts granted compensation of five
percent of the employer's profit from the invention, with similar decisions handed
down in subsequent cases (Byosiere 2006: 193-5). The growing willingness of
researchers to resort to litigation is also an indication of greater formality entering
into the loyalty-based relationship between employees and firms that was formerly
considered a key Japanese institution.

(c) Alliances, A&D and spin-outs
Even as the electronics majors work to tighten their competency base and keep
R & D costs down, they are finding it necessary to draw on a broader range of
technologies than ever to produce attractive and unique product packages. To cope
with these conflicting demands, they are taking the hitherto unthinkable step of
forming alliances with their domestic, and in some cases, even offshore rivals. To
take the FPD industry as an example, in 2004, Hitachi, Toshiba and Matsushita
announced the formation of joint venture IPS Alpha Technology in LCD panel
manufacturing, while Pioneer has acquired NEC's PDP business {Nikkei

Electronics

Asia May 2005). Hitachi and Matsushita have since announced that they will
collaborate on development

and parts procurement

for FDP

TVs.

Sony,

meanwhile, shocked the other Japanese electronics majors with its establishment of
a joint venture with Samsung to make 7G LCD panels {Nikkei Electronics 28 March
2005: 107).

The electronics majors are also actively purchasing technology. Where the
emphasis has always been on in-house R&D, interest is now being expressed in
A&D—acquisition and development. Acquisition can take the form of company
purchases, such as Matsushita's purchase of US firm Plasmaco to obtain AC-based
PDP technology, or of the establishment of joint ventures, such as the firm
Matsushita established with Toray to draw on Toray's back glass substrate knowhow. In other cases, it involves funding venture businesses as incubators for the
seeds of potential new technologies the firm cannot justify developing in-house.
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Hitachi, for example, has set up Next Hands-on Partners to develop partnerships
with such venture businesses (interview with Hitachi manager 3 February 2006).

An extension of this phenomenon is the venture business spun out from the parent
firm. As part of their obsession with in-house development, the electronics majors
formerly tended to disown any divisions or project teams that opted to take a new
idea outside the firm to develop it independently (interview with Institute for
International Studies and Training official 14 June 2005). However, the need to
tighten their focus around their core competencies has made the majors far more
positive towards spin-offs, which are also viewed as an opportunity to tighten
management and introduce elements from offshore business models. One such
experiment is Elpida Memory, a DRAM-only firm that fuses the commodity
DRAM operations of NEC, Hitachi and Mitsubishi. Elpida represents an effort to
emulate the specialization of US rivals in order to remain competitive in the
volatile DRAM market. Elpida has adopted a number of features more typical of
US firms, such as proactively seeking outside capital and concentrating resources in
upstream processes (development and design, etc.) while outsourcing downstream
processes (wafer testing, assembly, mask manufacture, etc.). Renesas, which pools
the remaining semiconductor operations of Hitachi and Mitsubishi, is similarly
oriented toward global markets, as is apparent in the parent firms' stated aim of
creating a firm with the "scale and the resources to compete globally" and the
"independence to make fast decisions about investments, product strategies or
alliances without having to go through a large corporate bureaucracy that was not
necessarily semi-conductor savvy" {EE Times 1 June 2006). In these cases, the
electronics majors appear to be using spin-outs to experiment with offshore
approaches rather than adjust established practices within the parent firm.

(d) Product design
In addition to paring down product lines to highlight core competencies, the
majors are also revisiting the type of products they design. As noted earlier, dislike
of price competition with their East Asian rivals and also confidence in the selling
power

of

their

high-added-value

products
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pushed

the

electronics

majors

increasingly into the high end of high-end markets in the 1990s. However,
experiences Hke the D R A M debacle—where the Japanese tried to secure a spot at
the high end of the market, only to find themselves forced out of the market
altogether as a result of losing market control—reaffirmed for the majors the
importance of maintaining a presence across all market segments. This trend has
been reinforced by the growing price consciousness of even traditionally bigspending Japanese consumers made wary by a decade of recession and concomitant
uncertainty over job security. Moreover, the majors are recognizing that they need
to boost their global sales again, including growth markets such as China, rather
than depend solely on the domestic market. Offshore expansion will in turn
require tailoring products more specifically to offshore market needs, primary
among which is price. Matsushita's 2004 price offensive on the U S P D P T V
market—the

so-called

'Panasonic

shock'—exemplifies

the

electronic

majors'

growing price consciousness.

Design efficiency has become a major theme. T o a large extent, basic product price
is determined at the development and design stage, where decisions are made on the
size of print boards, parts composition and manufacturing methods, etc. A
company with strong technological capacity should be able to compete even in
low-cost products by using its design capacity to achieve a large cost disparity even
with the same generic parts as rival firms. The electronics majors have learned this
lesson not least from Funai Denki, a second-rung electronics firm which has
consistently out-performed the majors over the past few years by employing its
technological know-how to strip back functions as far as possible to minimize parts
costs. The majors are also actively looking to exploit technologies and components
developed in-house for other products, rather than designing each product and its
components from scratch. This has created a new interest in platform devices like
Matsushita's UniPhier media processor and the Sony Cell microprocessor, both of
which will not only be used across the board in-house but also sold to other
manufacturers

to

cover

R&D

investment,

blackboxed to retain proprietary know-how.
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with

the

technology

partially

(e) Intellectual property

protection

The electronics majors' efforts to revamp product innovation reflect a new
understanding of the value of proprietary product know-how, and this has been
accompanied by a rigorous overhaul of their intellectual property (IP) protection
strategies. On the one hand, there have been defensive moves. As seen in Chapter
5, one trend has been to take manufacturing home, with a rash of new plants
constructed in the Japanese countryside. Domestic production has a number of
merits—maintaining the link between design and manufacturing, for example, as
well as enjoying the considerable incentives extended by local governments eager
to attract business to their areas. But one of the most important functions of
domestic production has been the prevention of knowledge outflows. The majors
increasingly recognize the need to ramp new technologies rapidly up to mass
production to secure the necessary sales to recover investment costs and—
hopefully—make a profit, which generally means shifting manufacturing offshore.
Once manufacturing shifts offshore, however, it has proved difficult to keep
proprietary know-how within the company, particularly in China where jobhopping is rife and intellectual property protection inadequately enforced. Keeping
production at home at least in the earliest days enables the majors to exploit
Japan's more stable employment environment and keep know-how out of the
hands of foreign rivals.

Even at home, however, the majors are working much harder to blackbox their
manufacturing technology. The level of security in plants has been increased
tenfold, with particular areas and knowledge about the activities within them
restricted to a handful of personnel. Sharp's new Kameyama plant epitomizes this
trend with its maze-like construction, designed to direct unwanted visitors away
from restricted areas and into the arms of security guards. With the potential for
knowledge outflow through manufacturing machinery now well-recognized, firms
are beginning to divide their machinery orders into components sourced from
different suppliers for assembly back at the home plant in top secrecy.
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The majors are also adopting much more aggressive patent strategies. First, they are
moving proactively to secure key patents on their technologies, and to ensure that
the necessary patent rights are included in the package with any technology they
buy in. Second, they are taking patent infringements to the courts. The majors
have traditionally avoided the courts due to, for example, the give-and-take
domestic environment, as well as onerous court proceedings and poor domestic
patent protection. In addition, patent infringements on the part of companies like
Samsung and LG have often been overlooked because these firms have been big
buyers of Japanese components. Recently, however, the majors have become far
more willing to resort to the courts, both at home and offshore, and also
increasingly strategic in the way that they use litigation, as seen in Sharp's strategies
for avoiding the public disclosure of cutting-edge know-how.

(f) Monozukuri
As noted earlier, monozukuri

has enjoyed enormous popularity in the early 2000s

among the public, government and industry on the strength of its association with
the Japanese tradition of craftsmanship and the hands-on, painstaking quest for
perfection. However, the electronics majors' embrace of monozukuri

has tended

toward the conceptual rather than physical. In other words, the electronics majors
have identified skilled manufacturing as their key competitive advantage, and
continue to believe that a strong link between design and manufacturing is
necessary during the very early stages of production (another factor behind the
recent

domestic

plant

trend),

while

also

retaining

their

commitment

to

manufacturing high-performance, high-quality items. At the same time, the
emphasis seems to be moving subtly but surely away from the factory floor that
lies at the heart of the monozukuri

myth toward the design end of the value chain.

This is partly a socioeconomic phenomenon: the retirement of the generation of
workers who built postwar Japanese industry, and the concomitant loss of handson knowledge (the '2007 problem'; interview with Hitachi manager 3 February
2006; Nikkei Electronics

5 January 2003: 70-75); as well as the shift of Japanese

young people away from blue-collar work (Whittaker and Cole 2005: 314). As a
result, somewhat ironically, manufacturing has been the area of least innovation in
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the electronics majors' efforts to adapt to global competition, limited for the most
part to a greater openness to outsourcing and attempts at the design stage to ensure
the leanest possible manufacturing processes.

The new design-oriented monozukuri

vision emerges clearly in one of the majors'

current key innovation efforts: the ubiquitous device, or, more specifically, digital
consumer electronics products that are seamlessly networked through the Internet.
While the ubiquitous concept has been simmering since the late 1990s, it has only
been in the last few years that the electronics majors have begun to work out what
it really means, how it might operate, and how individual firms might use it to
differentiate themselves from their competitors. Digital consumer electronics, like
digital cameras, DVD recorders and FPD TVs, are regarded as critical growth areas
for Japanese firms. This is because while consumers have been prepared to accept
some rough-and-readiness from computer products, digital consumer electronics
are expected to function faultlessly, which plays to the Japanese strengths of high
quality and reliability. Moreover, digital consumer electronics represent an
opportunity to break away finally from Wintel constraints and develop more
advanced and sophisticated operating systems. In other words, the ubiquitous
system would offer the plug-and-play modularity of the Wintel model together
with the intuitiveness of high-performance electronics.

A number of thorny problems remain. There is the challenge of taking digital
consumer electronics beyond simple replacement technologies (DVD recorders
instead of FPDs, flat-panel TVs instead of C R T TVs, etc.) by adding new value in
order to justify the price difference. Firms also need to develop operating systems
generic enough to be used as platforms while specific enough to allow recovery of
development costs. Failure to address these issues could see the Japanese electronics
majors carrying yet another range of expensive products years ahead of the tastes
and needs of all but the Japanese market, which is not an economically viable
option. However, success could take the majors to the forefront again with a
powerful fusion of monozukuri and modularization.
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Implications for future research
Moving into the 21" century, we find the Japanese electronics majors becoming
more attuned to the global competition environment, and accordingly more
diverse in their approaches, while still retaining (at least in principle) certain
traditional features such as a commitment to producing high-performance, highquality

products

and

to

maintaining

stable,

long-term

relationships

with

stakeholders. Their updated production models are, however, no guarantee of
survival in increasingly crowded markets. Some analysts have predicted that the
broad product ranges of the electronics majors will doom them to extinction, as
overly-diffused resources prevent them from achieving the necessary competitive
edge in any particular area (interview with Institute for International Studies and
Training official 14 June 2005). Others envisage at least a serious shakeup over the
next few years, with the nine electronics majors amalgamating into two or at most
three highly-focused organizations (interview with Fujitsu Research Institute senior
executive 17 June 2005).

Certainly, Sanyo in particular continues to struggle with management problems,
while Sony's failure to distinguish itself in recent years has prompted rumours in
Japan of serious organizational problems and erosion of the unique innovation
mechanisms that once made Sony the most distinctive of the Japanese electronics
majors. On the other hand, where one of the key developers of Sharp's L C D
technology dismissed its prospects on the grounds that it was too amenable to
commodification and consequently

imitation

(interview with former Sharp

research director 10 December 2004), Sharp has surged forward over the last two or
three years by applying that L C D know-how strategically to a range of key growth
products (not least 3G mobile phones, where Sharp has raced to the forefront of
the crowded domestic market). N o t just developing a technological edge, but
working on the strategic application of that edge, may become a key factor in
determining which electronics majors prosper and which succumb to increasingly
intense global competition. At the same time, this thesis conclusively demonstrates
that the electronics majors have been moving proactively to adapt their strategies
evolving to a changing global business environment, and their ongoing efforts to
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return to electronics industry dominance will bear close attention in the years
ahead.

Another highly significant area for further research will be the role of firms as
agents for domestic change. As the Japanese firms adapt their own strategies to the
changing parameters of global competition, they have also begun to push for
change in the Japanese political economy toward greater congruence with the
global business environment. Firms are now pressuring universities, for example,
to generate graduates with the necessary skills for immediate deployment in
business and/or research, replacing the former expectation of generalists who could
be nurtured in-house. They are also looking to universities to join them in cuttingedge R & D projects with commercialization potential, tying academia more closely
to private-sector interests {Nikkei

Electronics

5 January 2004: 84). Long-term

relationships between firms and their employees and supplier firms continue to be
valued, but these seem to be gradually shifting on to a more formal basis, including
a much stronger element of equitable partnership in place of the former loyaltydriven ties. Meanwhile, firms are pushing the government to facilitate the inflow of
foreign contract workers to cover domestic labour shortfalls on the factory floor
and to keep down costs, while also making more use of contract and casual
Japanese staff in non-specialist positions.

Firms are also expecting the government to play a more proactive role in
promoting their interests. This includes more aggressive utilization of international
trade rules in response to perceived infringements of Japanese firms' intellectual
property rights, as seen in Elpida Memory's 2006 request that countervailing tariffs
be levied against Korean firm Hynix Semiconductors to prevent DRAM dumping
on the Japanese market. The tariffs subsequently instituted were the Japanese
government's first imposition of punitive import duties on high-technology
products. Neither have informal government tools escaped firm attention, such as
the kind of 'top sales' missions comprising top government officials and
businesspeople that Western governments have used effectively to sell their firms'
products offshore. At the same time, firms appear to be increasingly sceptical of the
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government's ability to guide Japan's technological trajectory ("Remember when
MITI tried to stop Japanese firms from wasting their time making passenger cars?";
interview with former Matsushita executive 29 June 2005), and accordingly
unwilling to commit themselves to national projects which do not clearly advance
their own strategic interests (witness the failed Rising Sun chip consortium).

Conclusion
The blaze of triumph with which the Japanese electronics majors entered the 1990s
gave way in the early 2000s to a mood of profound uncertainty. Faced with
increasingly crowded and competitive global markets, firms need to identify
strategies and technologies that will provide them with a solid competitive
advantage. They want to build on what they have already achieved—the capacity to
design and manufacture high-quality, highly sophisticated products that deliver the
performance reliability essential in an increasingly technology-dependent world.
Using this capacity, they want to reach out beyond the radical, discontinuous
change currently characterizing the leading edge to establish a new technological
trajectory for the 'ubiquitous society' of the future and, by extension, their place at
the forefront of that trajectory. However, to realize these ambitions, they need to
establish their added value alongside global giants such as Microsoft, Intel, Nokia
and Samsung, which have succeeded in dominating a number of key global markets
through a combination of technological strength and strong business models.

As this thesis demonstrates, in the face of this challenge, the Japanese electronics
majors have not remained mired in the traditional production model, but have
rather begun to experiment with a range of strategies that fuse traditional strengths
with elements from offshore business models as they struggle to rebuild their
competitiveness.

With

their

efforts

increasingly

benchmarked

against

the

performance of offshore rivals, the electronics majors are evincing a much stronger
global orientation and a new diversity as they expand their traditional identities as
'Japanese' firms to position themselves as global brands. Moreover, as they
introduce ideas and practices from the global environment into the domestic
institutional environment, they are also serving as agents for change in the Japanese
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political economy by creating new relationships among the various domestic
actors.

In short, rather than being trapped within the tight structural constraints of an
inflexible domestic institutional environment, firms can and do adapt their
strategies in response to the changing global business environment. In turn, these
new strategies have stimulated changes in the domestic institutional context. Firms
are the vanguard for change in Japan, whose political economy consequently is
evolving more rapidly than much of the literature in the Varieties of Capitalism
tradition would have one believe.
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